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Preface 
Over two decades after the first diagnosis of HIV in South 
east Asia, the disease continues to impact on the region’s  
most vulnerable commu nities. Infection levels here continue  
to be the highest in all of Asia and while significant progress 
has been made, the disease remains highly stigmatized.  
Furthermore, discrimination against those infected by HIV  
is widespread, with poor and often inaccurate information  
contributing to negative attitudes towards those living with HIV. 
With large numbers of people infected, there is an urgent need to widen the  
means of educating the public about HIV and how it can be prevented. 

As a culturally rooted communication medium, performing arts across the world  
have traditionally been used as not only a form of entertainment, but also to convey 
essential messages, knowledge and skills from one generation to the next. Movement, 
drama and dance can all engage audiences in a manner that transcends literacy  
barriers. By creating thought provoking performances that speak directly to the  
audience, sensitive topics can be broached, conceptions broken down, myths dispelled 
and a fresh understanding formed. It is these qualities that make using performing 
arts a powerful vehicle with which to transmit messages on gender and sexual health.

In 2004, the Philippine educational theatre Association (PetA) initiated its South east 
Asia regional programme through its Mekong Partnership Project with support from 
The Rockefeller Foundation. Known as The Laboratory, the project aimed to mobilize the 
performing arts communities so that advocacy work on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS 
could be undertaken. UNeSCo became a partner of the Laboratory in 2006 and  
supported a number of performing artists/groups from all over South east Asia. 

this partnership and the rich experiences that resulted from the Laboratory  
compelled PetA and UNeSCo to produce this body of work. “Stage for Change:  
An Artist’s guide to gender, Sexuality, HIV & AIDS Advocacy” is intended to provide 
insight on complex health matters and foster a dynamic exchange of ideas, that can 
be used as a valuable tool in developing advocacy performances.

I hope that this publication will both inspire and support artists who wish to  
harness their creative force for the education and empowerment of their community.  
By continuing to tackle critical issues through the arts, we can keep bridging the gaps  
of awareness that divide our society and by doing so ignite the flames of lasting change.

Gwang-Jo Kim
Director
UNESCO Bangkok
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this is a story we are all familiar with. A story of good 
versus evil; a story of our protagonist – artists, advocates, creative educators, 
institutional managers, visionaries who are not only fighting the spread of 
disease but also fighting against the social forces that hinder the vulnerable, 
the marginalized and the disadvantaged. It’s an old story, but a pertinent one. our setting, the greater Mekong 
Sub-region 1 is at the epi-centre of the HIV and AIDS epidemic. In 2005 2 it 
was estimated that almost 1.6 million people in the area are infected with HIV and that  
in the same year, some 440,000 people were newly infected with HIV and 300,000  
died of AIDS-related diseases 3. the battle against HIV and AIDS is an urgent one, especially in the Mekong region 
where millions of lives are at risk. Asia holds 60 percent of the world’s population, so  
even low levels of HIV prevalence mean large number of people infected. 

In the fight against the disease, our protagonists begin to unite and form community based 
theatre groups. these groups gain the attention of development organizations and are trans-
formed into arts and cultural development initiatives in the region. In 2004, the Philippine 
educational theatre Association (PetA) forms the Mekong Partnership Project with support 
from the Rockefeller Foundation and later in 2006, UNeSCo becomes a partner with PetA 
and together they support a number of performing artists from all over South east Asia. 

PetA’s main vehicle for spreading their message and showcasing their efforts is the  
Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory. this is where our story begins. the Mekong Laboratory 
is a three-week intensive training course for performing artists to develop new advocacy 
performance pieces, exchange ideas, synthesise, create and harness ideas and energies. the 
knowledge, skills and experiences garnered from the Laboratory fuel our story. the lessons 
from the Laboratory clearly demonstrate the strength of strong partnerships in addressing  
a goal while serving as a practical guide for all the other characters (theatre artists,  
performing troupes, international institutions and local Ngos) involved in the struggle. 

As the story evolves, our protagonists encounter more hurdles. the fact that women 
are a significant proportion of all the new cases of HIV and their vulnerability to HIV and 
AIDS intersects with the broad range of social, economic and cultural factors. And  
because the mode of transmission of HIV/AIDS virus is in large part sexual, all issues 
concerning gender and sexuality must also be addressed. In the end, for the battle against 
HIV and AIDS to be effective, all these issues have to be discussed and dealt with. It has 
become one antagonist – gender inequalities, sexuality issues, HIV and AIDS. 

As our story draws to a close the battle continues. Fortunately, our protagonists armed 
with greater knowledge and new tools continue fighting every day, aware that education and 
preven tion prevail and as artists, the small act of touching someone’s soul is a great gift.
1 Countries include China’s Yunnan and guanxi provinces, Myanmar, thailand, Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Cambodia.

2 Population Reference Bureau & UNAIDS thru http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu/
3 Redefining AIDS in Asia: Crafting an Effective Response Report of the Commission on AIDS in Asia, 2 March 2008, page 29.

SeTTing  The Scene

http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu
http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu
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the Laboratory is w
here the bulk of th

is story takes place
.  

It’s a unique envir
onment for learning &

 experimentation, overseen
 by experienced an

d 

talented individuals
 committed to facilitating

 an open and posit
ive space which nurtures 

education, honesty
 and creative flow. In the Laborator

y our protagonists
 will explore new 

ideas, try out new
 techniques of exp

ression and discove
r new ways of adapting tr

aditional 

forms with a modern framework. Here they can test 
the boundaries of 

their theatrical 

language, confront
 relevant social iss

ues and subject th
ese issues to deep

er discussion,  

all without the trapping
s of what can be restric

tive rules of theat
re convention. 

the laboratory rej
ects certainties an

d absolutes. It is a
 place for our cast

 to seek the 

truth and question
 contradictions in t

heir advocacies. Se
eking to enlighten 

others, they will 

come to terms with their own beliefs and under
standings, whilst at the same time being  

challenged to open
 up to new ideas without getting lost 

in the creative laby
rinth. the  

learning that takes
 place in the Labor

atory ultimately will enable our prota
gonists to go  

forward and gather momentum for the causes th
at they so strongly

 support and believ
e in. 

Our story is broken 
down into five acts, where we will witness our cast bei

ng put through 

their paces by exe
rcises that aim to explore a speci

fic theme and objective. Be
ginning with 

a sequence of warm up and release ga
mes, senses are stim

ulated and the cas
t starts to 

become aware of their creativ
e potential. As the Laboratory p

rogresses the prot
agonists 

explore their new found knowledge, skills and ca
pacities and with gentle guidance

 find  

themselves able to selec
t, master and apply th

ese in their final s
howcases and perform

ances.

Prologue

epilogueMoving  Forward

Act V
Laboratory & 

Repertory  
Theatre  

guidance

Act iiihiV & AiDS  Advocacy
Act iForming  the laboratory

Act ii
Understanding 

gender &  

Sexuality

Act Vi
Building  narratives & Devising  Advocacy Pieces
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Act i Forming the Laboratory
the laboratory starts with our protagonists getting to know each other, sharing the  

overall objectives and being eased into an environment that engenders the sense of  

trust and freedom necessary for them to be able to explore and create uninhibitedly.

As the Act unfolds we follow our cast forming bonds and beginning to use their bodies, 

voices and chosen art forms. once relaxed and energised, each member of our cast will 

share the stories of their wider communities, the issues faced and how the performance 

work that they already undertake acts as  
a catalyst for social change.

epilogueMoving  Forward

Act iiihiV & AiDS  Advocacy

Scene 1
greeting others 

with Body Parts

The cast are introduced to the background, overall 
objectives, OAO and design of the programmme...

By now our cast should  
be familiar with each other and comfortable enough  to begin more  in-depth work.

Scene 3 Rearranging L
ines

Scene 5 Project Background

Formation of R
esponsible

 Teams

Our protagonists w
ill join forces and 

form small teams that tackle  

laoboratory 
tasks together.

Scene 7

Scene 4 Levelling off expectations

Scene 2 The name game

Scene 6Attitude Setting
Positive thinking 
leads the way

Scene 8  Mapping the Different Theatre  
& Performing Arts groups
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The cast gains insight into 
how gender stereotypes are 

portrayed by the media.

Discussion & input

Scene 3 Writing Poetry

Act ii Understanding gender & Sexuality

After moving through the in
troductions, we are ready to proc

eed further into our
 story. Here 

our protagonists will grapple with the key concept
s and issues of gend

er, sexuality, HIV and 

AIDS through improvisation, creative
 games and exercises.  t

he Laboratory activ
ities utilize  

visual arts, creative
 dance and movement, creative sounds

 and music, creative writing and 

drama exercises to aid t
he facilitation of per

formances that occur at
 our story’s climax.

Act II draws upon the cast's ow
n life experiences a

nd introduces them
 to concepts 

of gender and sexu
ality as by-product

s defined by culture
 and history.  It als

o lays the 

groundwork for understandi
ng how these concepts per

meate and impact on sexual heal
th  

issues specifically H
IV and AIDS. 

As the Act opens our protag
onists are encourag

ed to look at the “b
ody” not just as  

a tool for artistic e
xpression but as a 

starting point in dis
cussing and giving a

 personal  

dimension to the issue 
of gender and sexu

ality. the process o
f awareness building be

gins 

with the individuals’ e
xamination of self and m

oves to finding conn
ections with others, from 

which personal and c
ollective narratives 

are drawn. this is an important part of adv
ocacy 

work where transformation must begin with one’s self before
 raising awareness of others.

Our cast must first find their v
oices before setting

 out to help others.

Scene 1clay SculpturesStories of  gender issues  are shared.

Scene 6character StudiesExploring stereotypes and three-dimensional  characters.  

Life size dolls become a potent tool 

for self discovery.

Scene 4 Performing Self “This is me”

Scene 1Body  Travelogue:  imaging  the Body.

Our cast reflect upon their own realisations to learn the  

difference between sex and gender, develop an understanding  

of how gender and sexuality are constructed and become  
aware of integrated arts approaches.

Scene 5 Process-Discussion, Synthesis & input

Scene 2 Making a Spectacle of m
y “Self” 

Scene 
7 Overpl

aying 
 

      F
emininity

 & Masculi
nity

Scene 8
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Act iii Developing the Agenda for Advocacy on hiV & Aids
As the story continues our protagonists are presented with the social and behavioural dimen-

sions of HIV and AIDS, to clarify misconceptions and expose the myths that help create a 

range of reactions including fear, pity, prejudice and apathy, among individuals as well as en-

tire communities.  the challenge here lies in them understanding the inextricable link between 

the issues, for instance, discussing HIV and AIDS from the prism of gender and sexuality.  

Here they learn how in setting an advocacy agenda, culture (language, religion, beliefs, 

traditions, etc.) plays an important factor in the understanding and internalization of various 

perspectives on gender, sexuality & HIV and AIDS issues. guided by the principle of mutual 

respect and cultural sensitivity, our protagonists are encouraged to question the existing  

realities and review their personal biases. Here by thinking critically and exploring options 

for change they move through a process that will become instrumental in building  

awareness with their future audiences.As the act draws to a close the individuals select the issues that resonate most with 

their group’s advocacy. These will form the basis for generating story ideas for their final 

performances, and how these could be brought to life in an engaging and emotive manner.Scene 1clay SculpturesStories of  gender issues  are shared.

Scene 3 Throw & catch the Ball

Scene 2 garden Stories
Commonalities are found  from country to country.

The cast share what they know about HIV & AIDS 

and become aware of its true nature and meaning.

Many myths and misconceptions about HIV & AIDS  are dispelled about the relevant issues that often get entangled  in social, cultural and political beliefs of different societies.

Scene 4 Tableau Series

The cast will be able to create a 5-7 minutes advocacy  performance on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS. Afterwards they share their experiences in using the arts for issue advocacy and what they feel is the artists' role in social change.

Scene 5 Theatre &  
   Performing Arts for Advocacy
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Scene 4  human Sculptures

Act iV Building narrative
s &  

Devising Advo
cacy Pieces

During Act IV our protagonist
s are presented

 with the basic too
ls of storytelling

 and  

shown how these stories m
ay be illustrated

 by various perf
ormance forms. through a 

structured serie
s of exercises a

nd games, they are abl
e to experience 

the different 

possibilities and 
limitations of selec

ted disciplines, s
uch as puppetry

, dance and  

conventional pla
y productions. I

nspired, our prot
agonists will develop their 

germinal 

ideas into storyl
ines, weave these scen

arios into their 
chosen performance medium, 

and begin to rea
dy themselves for the fi

nal stretch of th
eir journey.

Scene 1 Wild Mind

Scene 7

Scene 2 Dance as a Stimulus to Free Writing

Scene 3 Writing name using Body Parts

Scene 1
Brainsto

rming, 

Story creation,
 

improvisat
ion /

Writing

Protagonists present a short performance centred on HIV prevention and negotiating safe sex.

Scene 6 Volley
ball

Scene 9 Storytelling through Physical Theatre

A stream of  

consciousness  

triggers story
 ideas.

High levels of energy and m
ental  

alertness are 
generated read

y for the  

final stretch of the journey.

Exploring how to use the body for self expres
sion.

Our cast agree on their 
central issue and begin to 
lay the foundations of 
their stories.

Scene 10
Storyboa

rd 

Writing

Scene 5
Storytelling through Dance

The body is used as a storyteller.

Scene 8 character Oppo
sites

Scene 7 characters & gestures
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Act V Laboratory & Repertory  Theatre guidanceAct V is the final climatic segment of the story where our cast must apply all they 

have learned in the Laboratory. Crucial to our cast’s performance is the Repertory 

theatre guidance (Rtg) programme, which is supervised by established directors, 

playwrights and choreographers.  As mentors, they encourage the deeper exploration 

of social issues, ensure the stories are grounded in fact and provide tools for  

developing dramaturgy; all with the aim of helping our protagonists weave their  

narrative threads to the greatest effect.

A last chance to  

troubleshoot and amend any 

ma jor probl
ems – Remember, 

tensions a
re running high!

The Performance
 Everything the artists have learned springs 

to life during the final show. Mentors take 

on a coaching role, providing pep talks to 

our protagonists – curtains up!

Scene 1
Brainsto

rming, 

Story creation,
 

improvisat
ion /

Writing

Here the cast create their performance 
blueprint. Scripts are written, storyboards 
prepared, dance choreographed and  
musical pegs identified. 

Problems can be pinpointed, scenes  
supplemented and responsibilities democratized.

Scene 2 Feedback Session One

A process of rehearsal  
and refinement. Here the  
inevitable strengths and 
weaknesses of all the  
elements are revealed.

Scene 3 Rehearsals

Scene 4 Feedback Session Scene 5
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Scene 3 evaluating the Laboratory Workshop

epilogue: Moving Forward

In the closing scen
es of our story, our

 protagonists look
 to the future.  

they consider the
 prospects of the

ir new found Laboratory
 knowledge and conside

r  

where possible supp
ort, partnership a

nd collaboration w
ith PetA and other creativ

e 

groups can be init
iated. Here the cast cons

olidate what they have lea
rned, take 

leave of each oth
er in an affirmative way and go onwards to continue t

heir quest.

Scene
 1

Perfo
rmance

 

Feed
back

 

Form
s

Audience feedback is  
essential for helping the 

cast draft plans on how to 
improve their productions.

This is the time for protagonists to s
hare their  

reflections and as
sessment of the orientational

, artistic  

and organisatio
nal aspects o

f their performances.

closing Ritual

Scene 5

Scene 2 evalua
ting the Perf

ormances

Scene 4 Planning follow up Activities 

This is the end of the story.  
Our purpose and aim will have 
been achieved if our protagonists 
can leave the stage feeling  
accomplished, empowered,  
motivated, and a little wiser 
with regards to Gender,  
Sexuality, HIV and AIDS  
advocacy.  It is now time  
to hand out certificates  
of participation and take 
leave of each other in  
a positive light.  
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cURTAinS

nOTeS
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lABorAtory
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lABorAtory
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In 2004, the Philippine educational theatre Association (PetA) initiated its  
South-east Asia regional programme through its Mekong Partnership Project  
with support from the Rockefeller Foundation. the project aimed to mobilize groups, 
build partnerships and support for the performing arts community within countries  
of the grweater Mekong Sub-Region (gMS)1 to do advocacy work on gender,  
sexuality, HIV and AIDS through theatre and performing arts. the Mekong 
 Performing Arts Laboratory, an annual three-week intensive training course for 
performing artists, is PetA's main thrust in leading the Mekong artists to develop 
new advocacy performance pieces that will tackle issues of gender, sexuality,  
HIV and AIDS. the Laboratory has also proven to be a powerful crucible for  
cross-cultural and artistic training, exchange of ideas, advocacy, collaboration  
and energy focused towards harnessing art and creativity to effect change. 

The Laboratory was first conducted in Manila, Philippines in 2005; then in Hanoi, 
Viet Nam in 2006; continued as an Artists' Caravan in Cambodia in 2007; and then 
as an integrated multi-arts discipline in public spaces in Chiang Mai and Bangkok  
in 2008. through the years the Laboratory has evolved, building upon lessons gained 
yet always focused on building capacities of individual artists and performing arts 
groups from the Mekong so they can in turn help raise awareness and public  
debates in their countries.

UNeSCo became a partner of this Laboratory in 2006 and supported a number  
of performing artists/groups from Cambodia, China, Viet Nam and Indonesia. this 
partnership and the rich experiences from the Laboratory compelled PetA and 
UNeSCo to produce this body of work. Both saw the value of putting together the 
lessons learned and exercises used in the Laboratory as a valuable tool in developing 
advocacy performances around issues of gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS. 

Project Back
ground

1  Countries include China's Yunnan Province, Myanmar (Burma), thailand,  
Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Cambodia.
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important notes
1.  this Manual is a practical guide for theatre artists, performing troupes,  

international/regional institutions, local Ngos involved or interested in using the-
atre and performing arts/engaging the performing arts community for gender, 
sexuality, HIV and AIDS advocacy.

2.  It aims to provide readers with a wide range of theatre games and  
dramaturgical tools that they can effectively use in developing advocacy  
pieces on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS.

3.  Artist teachers and instructors can facilitate workshops using the content  
and flow described in the manual, including exercises for advocacy play-making, 
narrative building and dramaturgy. Facilitators are free to modify the outline and 
the exercises to suit the specific objectives and needs of the participants.

4.  this manual was tested mainly through PetA's Laboratory experiences and  
partnership initiatives with the performing arts communities of the gMS countries.

5.  this manual does not intend to impose nor claim that it is the only approach,  
but should be taken as a sample case study based on the experiences of the 
artists-teachers involved in the Laboratory; other groups, countries and/or  
regions may have different approaches.  
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the greater Mekong Sub-region is an area rich in diversity, lush in traditions and 
a hot-house for creativity and ingenuity. each country that has participated in this 
project has a vibrant history of artistic expression and performing arts that  
is uniquely woven into the very fabric of their culture. A new generation of artists 
has discovered that their art and talent fulfil them most when they are used for 
social and educational purposes.

IN tHAILAND, many young theatre and performing arts graduates established 
their own professional theatre groups in the cities and community theatres in the 
provinces. While these groups endeavor to revive and integrate traditional theatre 
forms in contemporary theatre, they also participate in civil society initiatives for 
change. these include those which 1) produce socially-relevant plays (e.g. Crescent 
Moon, B-Floor, Morra Dok Mai, Sao Soong theatre, 8x8 theatre and the Wandering 
Moon and Endless Journey 2) develop learning curricula for specific groups/sectors 
(gajidrid, Maya Dream Mask) and 3) collaborate with various Ngos and development 
agencies on cultural projects such as advocacy performances and community  
workshops (e.g. Mai Khid Fai, Makhampom, Sema thai Marionettes, Gab Fai).

IN CAMBoDIA, artist-survivors of the Pol Pot Regime helped form art institutions 
(e.g. Apsara Arts Association, Reyum) and art groups (Sovannah Phum Cambodia 
Living Arts), which train a new generation of artists. groups like the Phare Ponleu 
Selpak’s Circus and Awareness theatre troupe has used the arts to actively  
campaign on the issue of gender and HIV and AIDS.

IN VIet NAM, cultural managers and artists established private companies catering 
to young audiences. Known female dramatists – Nguyen Thi Minh Ngoc, Ho Thi Ai Nhu, 
tram Huong and Pham thi thanh—from the tran Huu trang Cai Luong theatre, the 
Youth theatre are engaged in projects on gender and HIV and AIDS advocacy work. 

IN MYANMAR, local artists like Ma Ma Naing formed the famous  
Mandalay Marionettes with generations of family members learning the craft  
and performing both traditional and contemporary stories used for advocacy.

IN LAo PDR, the Lao theatre troupe and National Puppet theatre troupe  
have been constantly commissioned by local and international Ngos to mount  
performance pieces on HIV and AIDS and women’s reproductive health.

IN CHINA’S YUNNAN PRoVINCe, the Neng guan Performing Arts and training  
Centre of Ruili has embarked on an awareness-raising activity on gender, HIV  
and AIDS prevention with the support of PetA and UNeSCo.

The context
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thus, the environment in the Mekong Region for using theatre and the  
performing arts in issue-advocacy work is conducive and encouraging. the long  
local history of performing art traditions should be further explored and lends  
itself perfectly to contemporary advocacy issues such as the one we are addressing. 
the general populace has a high appreciation for various theatrical presentations 
and live entertainment. Since these forms are popular and well appreciated by 
people, any advocacy work using theatre as a tool will facilitate the dissemination 
of information and discussion of certain issues.

this is especially true for sensitive and complex issues such as understanding 
gender, discussing sexuality and learning about HIV, AIDS and other diseases.  
Because no vaccine for HIV has been discovered yet, theatre and performing arts 
are popular and non-threatening vehicles to help people understand how the virus 
is transmitted and how to protect themselves.

The HIV is a relatively new virus, first identified in the early 80s. Towards  
the end of the 80’s, it started propagating in Asia mostly among drug users.  
It then spread to other groups via unprotected sexual intercourse. Nowadays,  
Asia accounts for 18-20 percent of all HIV infections worldwide and the HIV  
epidemics seem to have stabilized. the number of people 
living with HIV in Asia in 2009 is estimated at 4.9 mil-
lion, which is similar to the 2004 estimates. But, since 
Asia holds 60% of the world’s population, even low  
levels of HIV prevalence mean large numbers of  
people infected. the chart below shows us that  
although the percentage of the adults with HIV is 
low, with only thailand above 1%, the total number 
of AIDS related deaths is significant in countries 
such as China, Viet Nam, thailand and Myanmar 
where the population is large.
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hiV and AiDS in the countries of the  
greater Mekong Sub-region2 - 2009 estimates

Unfortunately, these national statistics failed to identify the huge difference in 
prevalence among certain groups. In Asia, HIV epidemics remain largely concentrated 
among injecting drug users, men who have sex with men (MSM) and sex workers. 
Violence and a low level of condom use due to women’s inability to negotiate safe 
sex have contributed to the spread of HIV among housewives. ethnic minorities  
are also very vulnerable, mostly because language barriers impact their understanding 
of the national prevention campaigns. Among these vulnerable groups, the  
prevalence rate can be very high:

About 16% of people who inject drugs in Asia are living with HIV.  
the estimate goes to 30-50% in thailand and 32-58% in Viet Nam. 
A prevalence rate of 29% has been reported among MSM in Myanmar.
ethnic Minorities account for 8% of the total population of China, but  
they account for 20% of all reported HIV/AIDS cases.

While each country continues to address the spread of HIV through a combination 
of prevention, treatment, area and support programmes, there remains a greater 
need to understand the multi-dimensional issues confronting the region. Addressing 
the issue of HIV and AIDS should also include an understanding of how the Mekong 
landscape has changed with the opening of borders between countries, a trend that 
has created more opportunities for the epidemic to spread.

Population 68,100,000 15,100,000 89,000,000 6,436,000 50,500,000 1,400,000,000

People living   530,000  63,000 280,000 8,500  240,000 740,000
with HIV &   [420,000-  [42, 000- [220,000- [6,000-  [200,000- [540,000- 
AIDS  660,000] 90,000] 350,000] 13,000] 290,000] 1,000,000]

HIV Prevalence  
among adults   1.3% 0.5% 0.4% 0.2% 0.6% 0.1%
aged 15-49
Adults aged 
15 & up living   520,000 56,000 270,000 8,300 230,000 730,000
with HIV 
Women aged 
15 & up living   210,000 35,000 81,000 3,500 81,000 230,000
with HIV 
Deaths due 
to AIDS   28,000 3,100 14,000 <200 18,000 26,000

 Thailand Cambodia VieT nam lao PdR myanmaR China

2 Countries include China's Yunnan Province, Myanmar, thailand, Lao PDR, Viet Nam and Cambodia.
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In this light, culturally sensitive and appropriate intervention programmes and 
strategies are needed. Using creative approaches to education and advocacy work 
that build upon local arts, popular culture and traditions will help facilitate better 
understanding of the issues.

What is hiV? 
HIV is a virus. The letters H-I-V stand for Human Immunodeficiency Virus. This 
means that a virus attacks and destroys the body’s immune system and thereby, 
the body cannot fight off infections and disease. Once the HIV virus enters the 
body, it lives in the white blood cells, using them as food to grow and reproduce.  
In the process of reproducing itself, it kills these cells. the HIV virus is generally  
slow to impact the health of the infected individual. Some people become sick 
quickly, but most adults do not develop symptoms for around 10 years. As HIV 
progressively weakens the immune system, the person infected becomes vulnerable 
to a range of illnesses, including pneumonia and tuberculosis. When a person begins 
developing infections because HIV has weakened their immune system, that person 
is considered to have “AIDS.” A person living with HIV is said to be HIV positive. 
Because of the slow progression of disease, a person who is living with HIV may 
appear perfectly healthy and normal. this fact has helped the virus spread across 
the world. Fortunately, the virus cannot survive long outside the human body.  
It can only be transmitted in a limited number of ways.

What is AiDS?
A-I-D-S stands for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome. It is a condition where  
a person with HIV has become seriously ill due to a weakened immune system that 
is unable to effectively resist against disease. A person with AIDS may die of  
diseases that would not kill a person with a healthy immune system. 

Basic facts about hiV
 & AiDS

3

3  Source: Adapted from HIV Preventive Education Information Kit for School Teachers, UNESCO Bangkok, 2008 and Peer and Outreach Education for  
Improving the Sexual Health of Men who Have Sex with Men, UNeSCo Bangkok, 2007
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can hiV & AiDS be cured?
At the present time, there is no cure for HIV  
and AIDS. once in a human body, it is currently 
impossible to remove the virus. Doctors and  
scientists are experimenting in hopes of  
developing a vaccine but right now, an  
effective vaccine is a long way off. today, 
there are treatments for HIV which delay 
the onset of AIDS. However, the antiretro-
viral drugs can cause serious side effects, 
are often expensive and not readily  
available in many countries, especially 
developing countries. Yet, if taken 
on schedule, it enables HIV positive 

people to live for many more years, than 
if they were not under treatments. the absence of 

a vaccine or cure and the limited availability of the anti-HIV 
drugs, means prevention is the best response to HIV and AIDS. 

How can HIV or AIDS be identified?
the only way to know for certain is to take a blood test to see if the HIV virus is 
present.  Hospitals, clinics and Centres for Disease Control usually offer comprehensive 
testing and counselling facilities. If a person tests positive, they should immediately 
seek counselling and medical help to understand their condition and the best ways to 
cope with it.  If someone is HIV positive, they should begin antiretroviral treatment as 
advised by medical authorities in their country to increase the chance that treatment 
will be effective.  generally, a person should wait six months after they suspect they 
have been exposed to HIV to be tested.  this is because the virus cannot be detected 
in the very early period of infection.  If a person has been infected, they can transmit 
HIV even before testing is capable of revealing the presence of the virus. therefore, 
if a person is in a situation where s/he may have been infected, s/he should be very 
careful not to engage in unprotected sex or risky behaviour. 

how is hiV transmitted?
HIV cannot travel by itself or survive long outside the human body. It needs human 
body fluids to live, reproduce and infect other people. It is transmitted through 
blood, semen, vaginal secretions or breast milk of an infected person. there are 
three main methods through which it is spread:
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UNPRoteCteD Sex – Sexual intercourse (vaginal, anal or oral) with an infected 
person is the most common way HIV is transmitted. Women are biologically at 
greater risk of HIV infection than men during vaginal sex. they are culturally  
vulnerable, too, because their gender status often undermines their ability to insist 
on safe sex using a condom. Unprotected anal sex, whether male to male or male to 
female, is a high risk, especially to the receptive partner. this is because the lining 
of the anus and rectum is easily damaged during intercourse. oral sex poses a risk 
when semen is ejaculated into the mouth, or when either partner has cuts or sore in 
the mouth caused by sexually transmitted infections, recent tooth brushing or canker 
sores. these cuts can allow the virus to enter the bloodstream.

exCHANgeS oF BLooD – this happens when people share unsterilized needles  
or syringes, usually to inject drugs, with a person living with HIV. It may also  
happen in some sub-standard health care settings, or through transfusions of blood 
that have not been screened for the virus. the use of unsterilized equipments in 
tattooing can also spread the virus.

PAReNt-to-CHILD – If a woman is living with HIV, she will have a 20% to 45% 
chance of passing on the virus to her child during pregnancy, birth or breast-feeding. 
With treatment using certain drugs, that can drop to a 2% or lower chance.4

how can a person reduce the risk of becoming  
infected with hiV? 
As there is no cure, it is vital that people know how to prevent HIV transmission.

Risk of TRansmission by sexual ConTaCT. 
the most common method to reduce the risk of transmission during a sexual inter-
course is to use a male or female condom and water-based lubricant. Condoms should 
be used every time a person has vaginal or anal sex. Reducing the number of sexual 
partners reduces the risks of transmission. Fidelity to one partner can be effective 
when both partners are faithful and have been tested negative to a HIV test. Having 
no sex is also an option, although for most people this is not a realistic choice.

Risk of TRansmission by unsTeRile needles and syRinges. 
the safest way to reduce the transmission risk is to use new disposable needles 
and syringes. Drug users should never share used syringes with anyone else. If one 
does not have access to new needles and syringes, then the reused ones should be 
thoroughly sterilized or disinfected with bleach to reduce the risk of transmission. 
tattooing equipment should be sterile. Blood transfusions should be avoided in cases 
where the blood supply has not been screened for the virus.

4 Ki-Moon, B. (2007) Children and the Millennium Development Goals. New York:  UNICEF.
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3. Risk of PaRenT-To-Child TRansmission. 

Infection from a mother living with HIV to her child can be prevented by drugs 
that stop HIV transmission to the foetus. It is important for women who are  
pregnant or considering becoming pregnant and who may have been exposed  
to the HIV virus to seek an HIV test and counselling.

There are many myths about hiV and AiDS5
the following are Not true:
x only foreigners have HIV and AIDS.
x only bad people get HIV and AIDS.
x If someone gets HIV, they did something to deserve it.
x People living with HIV and AIDS want to infect other people.
x You can get HIV when an infected person coughs or sneezes.
x  You can get HIV by sharing food or utensils with an infected person.
x  You can get HIV by touching, hugging, or kissing an infected  

person, or by coming in contact with their sweat or tears.
x You can get HIV by sharing clothes.
x  You can get HIV by sitting next to another student  

or by sharing pens, textbooks, etc.
x Shaking hands can spread HIV.
x  You can get HIV by sharing toilets and bathrooms with an infected person.
x Mosquitoes and other insects can infect you with HIV.

5 Source:  HIV Preventive Education Information Kit for School Teachers, UNESCO Bangkok, 2008.
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the Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory is a three-week intensive training course 
using theatre and performing arts for issue advocacy in the greater Mekong  
Sub-region. Artists from the six Mekong countries share their experiences and 
talents and learn to use their art forms as individuals and as groups so they can 
create an impact that will lead to raising awareness and public debates on issues of 
gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS within their countries through the performing arts. 

the Laboratory uses integrated theatre arts as a creative, liberating approach 
to raising awareness among participants on the issues at hand. It starts with 
release exercises to make them comfortable with imagining and getting in touch 
with their bodies. Participants are guided through body movement exercises (Body 
travelogue) to become aware of their own bodies, thoughts and feelings and to 
give form and expression to themselves through visual arts (Making a Spectacle of 
My 'Self') and creative writing (Poetry Writing). they go through simple to com-
plex exercises integrating the art forms and elements of arts as they explore and 
apply these into their individual and group performances (Performing Self). these 
personal narratives serve as springboard for discussing and learning about the 
basic concepts of gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS.

More specifically, the Laboratory aims to strengthen and enhance the orienta-
tional, artistic and organizational (o-A-o) capacities of participants in creating 
artistic advocacy pieces on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS. By attending the 
Laboratory, participants are expected to develop a clear understanding of gender, 
sexuality, HIV and AIDS within the sub-region and gain artistic and pedagogical 
knowledge that can be used to develop advocacy performance pieces.

the o-A-o Framework is one of the curriculum models developed by PetA  
as a result of its long experience in using theatre for education, raising 
consciousness and social action. It is often used as a framework for setting 
attainable curriculum objectives and thrusts: the orientation, the Artistic  
Process and the organization. the framework became a major theoretical 
and analytical guide for PetA in evaluating, analysing, synthesizing and  
consolidating any collective artistic process. It is also used in programme  
planning, from training to producing plays and performances. the Laboratory 
is developed, designed and evaluated based on the o-A-o thrusts and  
objectives. Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 1 to understand its concepts 
and application. 

introducing the Laborato
ry
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casting 
Artists (actors, directors, writers, choreographers, musicians, puppeteers and  
cultural managers) from all disciplines are encouraged to apply and participate.  
A Training Needs Analysis (TNA) form can be used to assess their qualifications  
and suitability to the needs and objectives of the Laboratory. PetA has developed 
a standard application form and a TNA for the Laboratory to be filled in by  
participants. Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 2 for sample Application Form  
and training Needs Analysis. 

Participants can be selected through an open application process and/or  
by invitation. Proposed criteria for selection are:

Artistic experience, track record and credibility
Volume of creative works/performance
Vision and commitment to transformative theatre
Focus on an artistic form/discipline  
(e.g. Folk opera, puppetry, shadow theatre, dance, circus, spoken drama)
geographical location
Sex/gender balance
Age
Proposed scenario or performance concepts that they would like to develop  
at the Laboratory

Of course, you can set your own criteria according to your specific needs.  
It’s also helpful to request sample works as your basis for evaluating and selecting  
participants. It pays to conduct visits, watch actual performances and interview them 
on-site when there is not enough information or sample works provided that can 
be used for evaluation. It is recommended that participation of several artists (3-5 
people) from a single performing group be given preference. the reasons for this are:

It’s easier for members of the same performing group to work together  
due to familiarity in artistic forms used and ways of theatre making.
they will be able to perform again when they go back to their  
own locality/country.
It helps to have more members in a group to experiment and come up with  
a new performance since theatre is a collective process (e.g. a puppetry  
performance needs more artists to do different roles).
It encourages organizational commitment to carrying out the work beyond  
the Laboratory.
It gives importance to forging institutional partnerships.
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Laboratory curriculum
the Laboratory can run from 21 to 29 days, depending on the needs and  
objectives of the organizer or the context of the country host and the specific 
thrusts, either artistic or thematic, that have been identified. 

theatre practitioners, artist-teachers and resource persons from gMS and other 
countries can lead the various subject areas offered in the Laboratory. the major 
subject areas covered in the curriculum are:

Regional Mapping and Profiling of the Performing Arts  
groups in the gMS
theatre for Advocacy on gender, Sexuality, HIV and AIDS
Building Narratives and Devising Advocacy Performances
Laboratory work and repertory theatre building

the Laboratory culminates in a showcase/recital of new works performed  
before a public audience. Participants are encouraged to explore different art 
forms such as dance, shadow theatre, puppetry, folk opera, butoh, physical theatre, 
spoken drama, circus and other multi-media forms with a minimum of five minutes 
to a maximum of twenty minutes for each performance. 

Since the Laboratory’s inception in 2005, 32 new works have been produced 
tackling various themes and issues of gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS. More than 
half of those were performed several times and toured in the groups’ own country 
after the Laboratory. Facilitator’s Reference No. 3 outlines some of the best work 
produced at the Laboratory that specifically focused on issues surrounding HIV 
and AIDS.
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What people hav
e to say about

 “The Laboratory”

“I feel more open. When I return to my country, I hope my  

attitude is more open.” - Bui Quoc Bao, Playwright (Viet Nam)

 “It doesn’t matter what you’re perform
ing, whether it’s a  

dance or a play as
 long as I can express myself in a way that 

can influence people.” - Tu
i Shi, Dancer, Nengguan Performing 

Arts (China)

 “Our work reflects our identity. Then the image that reflects 

from our dance piece – w
e can use to reflect our society.”  

- Puttiruk Songklib, Dancer, New Dance Theatre (Thailand)

“The laboratory provided great experie
nce to know people  

from the countries that share the same Mekong River. I have 

a chance to see diffe
rent kinds of performances from  

different countries and also di
fferent cultures and tradition.”

  

- Lattanaphone I
nsisiengmay, Puppeteer, Kab

ong Lao (Lao PDR)

“Before joining PETA, I always thought of the artistic  

perspective. Now I can see the educational perspect
ive.  

I can see a restric
tion: there are not so many professional 

artists joining in educational stage. W
e should  

have more educational theatre.’’  

- Nguyen Hoang Tung, Actor, Youth Theatre (Viet Nam) 

“The Mekong Laboratory helped the groups learn  

more about the issues and understand these issues 

better. As a result of improved understanding, the 

artists now have a critical pers
pective when both 

viewing and creating w
orks.” - National Puppet  

Theatre Troupe (Lao PDR)

“My whole view on aesthetics changed. In PETA, we 

have our own aesthetics. We nailed certain ae
sthetics in 

our own company – script, perf
ormance, acting and th

at the energy 

of the actor should be like this. Because of my experience in th
e 

Laboratory, everyth
ing was erased. The bottom-line is that the 

audience will tell if the show is nice, bad or go
od. They will leave 

if it is not good.” - Phil Noble, Artist-Teacher, PETA (Philippines)
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the Laboratory starts with getting to know each other, sharing the overall  
objectives, framework and easing everyone into a safe environment conducive to 
establishing trust and a sense of safety among the participants. It’s important 
that everyone gains openness and freedom in order for the group to be able to 
explore and create while uninhibited. 

Additionally, it’s also the Laboratory’s focus to get to know the participating 
artists, their art forms, sample works and performances, their ways of producing 
and making theatre, organizational thrusts and track records and the challenges 
they face in their country’s political and socio-cultural context. Special emphasis  
is given to how theatre and performing arts have been used in diverse country 
settings as tools for education and advocacy to effect social change. 

Lastly, by the end of the first few exercises the facilitator-trainers and  
organizers will have had an opportunity to become familiar with the artists’  
temperament, personality, physical stamina and rhythm, along with their ability to 
work in groups, which are important considerations throughout the Laboratory. 

By the end of this introductory section we aim to have participants:

Release inhibitions to make them feel at ease with one  
another and the training space.
Feel comfortable to express themselves using their body,  
voice and chosen art forms.
Level-off their expectations with regards to the planned training 
get to know the performing artists/troupes, their artistic forms, works  
and experiences. 
Identify common grounds for using performing arts for social advocacy work. 
Identify local and cross-border issues and challenges that affect them  
and their craft.
Affirm the role of the performing arts communities in Mekong.

AcT i: Forming the Labo
ratory
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Scene 1: greeting others with Body Parts 
We start with the introduction, aiming to make participants feel welcomed  
and at ease with each other whilst learning different ways of greeting.  
time: 15 minutes.

ACtIoNS 
1.  Form a circle. Next, ask participants from each country to shout their “good  

morning” greeting in their local language, one group at a time. then have  
everyone go around the room and greet each other in his/her own language.  
Be sure to use the gesture of greeting each other as practiced in each country 
(e.g. bowing, bringing open palms together towards the chest, shaking hands, etc.)

2.  Next, have participants move around the room and greet each other without  
talking but by only using different body parts to say “good morning.” For  
example, greeting each other through their eyes, then their nose and lips etc.

Scene 2: The name game
the goal here is to have all participants introduce each other by name  
and feel energized and ready to participate actively. time: 10 minutes 

ACtIoNS
1. Form a circle and get to know the names of the people beside you.
 2.  explain that when you point to a participant and say “Zip!” the participant  

should say the name of the person on his/her right. When you say “Zap!”  
participant should name the person on his/her left. When you say “Zoom!”  
everybody switches places and asks the names of the persons beside them.

3.  Call out the words in different order and point to a participant to name the 
person according to the last word said: zip zap! Zip zip zap zip zip zap zip  
zap zip zap! Zip zip zap zap! Zoom!

4. Repeat this process until participants are familiar with everyone’s names

Scene 3: Re-arranging Lines
Another exercise in helping to break the ice and to encourage the participants  
to find common and different traits, attributes and characteristics among  
themselves whilst enjoying being part of a group, working towards a common goal.  
time: 30 minutes.

ACtIoNS
1. Ask participants to form three lines.
2.  Each group has to arrange itself according to the specific instructions called out 

by the facilitator. The group that finishes first gets a point.
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3. the facilitator will ask them to do the following:
a) Arrange themselves according to height,  
from shortest to tallest.
b) Arrange themselves according to foot size,  
from smallest to biggest.
c)  Arrange themselves according to skin colour,  

from fairest to darkest.
d) Arrange themselves according to age,  
from youngest to oldest.
e)  Arrange themselves according to given name,  

in alphabetical order.
4.  Another variation of the exercise is to have the  

participants group according to various categories and 
then introduce themselves through a creative means.  
You may ask the participants the following:
a)  group according to your country of origin then introduce your country  

by singing a local folk song.
b)  group according to your artistic form or skill (movement or dance,  

circus, drama, puppetry, opera, playwriting, etc.). As a group, introduce  
your artistic form or skill through a short (one-minute) presentation.

c)  group according to your religion or faith. As a group, think of a common  
belief that you learn or practice and present it through any form.

d)  group according to your favourite food. As a group, show how you  
eat and what you would look like after eating your favourite food.

5.  Ask the participants how they feel about the exercises, what they learned 
about the other participants and how they worked as a group.

6. Summarise their key insights on what facilitates team work.

Scene 4: Levelling-off expectations
At the end of this exercise, participants will be able to express and level off  
expectations and anxieties about the training and find common ground in their  
personal understanding of the workshop. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle.
2. Have them close their eyes while they quietly answer these questions:

a. What are the things you want to learn and discover in this training?
b. What would you like to happen in this training?
c. What would you not like to happen in this training?
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3.  Ask them to open their eyes. Repeat the questions, one at a time and tell them 
to recall their answer to each question and then show it by moving their body – 
using head, shoulder, hands, hips, legs – while you count from 1-8 and 8-1. 

4.  Divide the class according to which country they come from. Have them share 
their individual answers and show their movement. then they put them together 
to create one synchronized movement. Give each group five minutes for their  
creative presentation and oral report. 

5.  As each group presents, write their expectation on the board. Sort the  
expectations into three categories: orientational, artistic and organizational  
principles. After all groups have shared, present a summary of the collated  
expectations from the participants’ application and training Needs Analysis forms. 
this can be presented through handouts or through a slide presentation. 

Scene 5: Presentation of Project Background
Participants are introduced to the background, overall objectives, orientational-
Artistic-organization framework and design of the training module. Additionally, 
characters will be able to link o-A-o objectives of the laboratory to the results 
of the expectations and training Needs Analysis. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS 
1.  give a brief background on the training and the objectives of the Laboratory.  

Link these objectives to the results of the expectation and training needs  
assessment to see which of these will be addressed in the session. 

2.  Introduce the o-A-o Framework as a training guide designed to  
reflect the following aspects: 
orientation – refers to the content, themes, issues, knowledge and points of view. 
Artistic – refers to creative skills, techniques, art forms and expressions. 
organization – refers to individual participation, group roles, processes and  
attitudes. give concrete examples of how the o-A-o framework is represented  
in the way the lessons are developed in the Laboratory.  
(Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 1). 

3.  Use handouts or slide presentation to present the curriculum in terms  
of the sequence of the modules with their corresponding objectives, content,  
skills, methods and the overall timeframe.
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Scene 6: Attitude Setting
By the end of Scene 6, participants will be able to 
contribute a positive attitude that will help achieve the 
objectives of the Laboratory and reach a consensus on 
an agreed set of group norms that participants and 
facilitators will observe. time: 30 minutes

ACtIoNS
1.  Introduce the session by talking about the tone that  

the group should strive for in future sessions. Have  
participants recall past training sessions that they have 
attended and think of attitudes that helped them 
achieve the best results during the training.

2.  Ask each person to think of a positive attitude that 
he/she would like to contribute to the group and to 
express it to the group with an action or movement, then freeze in 
a position. go around the group taking turns doing the same, expressing  
an attitude, moving it and linking with the others in a frozen position,  
until everybody forms part of a tableau of attitudes.

3.  Write these attitudes on meta-cards that can be posted on the wall  
for participants to remember throughout the Laboratory.

4. Ask the participants to propose group norms that they will agree upon.

example: We agree during the Hanoi Laboratory to:

Keep time
Respect each other’s cultural practices and contribution  
to the group and be non judgmental of others amid differences
Support each other especially in times of need
turn off cell phones during sessions
take responsibility during individual and group work
Speak out when something is unclear, or someone feels unheard or discontented
Speak slowly and clearly to give ample time for translation
Share experiences, knowledge and skills in the spirit of  
cooperation and enrichment.
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Scene 7: Formation of Responsible Teams
After this exercise participants will have formed “responsible teams” for  
the duration of the Laboratory and be oriented on the expected team tasks.  
time: 30 minutes.

ACtIoNS
1.  Introduce the concept of responsible teams. this is important to ensure that the 

group norms are observed. this mechanism also helps participants take responsibility 
for their own learning and share in the responsibility for training management.

2. Present the tasks of responsible teams which include the following:
ensure that the group norms are observed
Handle the day’s opening session which consists of warm-up exercises,  
recap of the previous day’s lesson and feedback on the progress of training
give icebreakers after the noon break and as the need arises
Maintain a conducive physical learning environment (cleanliness and orderliness)

3.  Participants form responsible teams, for instance, according to country represen-
tations. the teams are assigned their day of responsibility. Provide a chart to be 
posted and updated weekly on the wall.

day  Responsible Team 

Monday thailand  

tuesday Lao PDR  

Wednesday Viet Nam  

thursday China  

Friday  Cambodia  

Saturday Myanmar 

Scene 8: Mapping the Different Theatre  
& Performing Arts groups 

Participants will undertake three exercises all focused on mapping the differ-
ent theatre and performing arts groups in the GMS. The first exercise involves 
having each participant share with the group the socio-cultural context of their 
creative community; give a profile of their performing arts groups or artist/self, 
art forms and present sample works. group Presentation format. time required 
may be an entire day or more, depending on the number of participants.

Props: coupon bond, pens, craft paper
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ACtIoNS / exeRCISe 1 - SMALL gRoUP SHARINg AND DISCUSSIoN
group individual artists and/or performing troupes according to their country.  
Ask them to answer the questions below and discuss them with their country  
group members.

What are the important things to know about your country?
Cite at least five major current issues/problems (social, cultural,  
economic or political) in your country
Introduce yourself as artists/performing troupes by reflecting on  
and presenting the following:
A profile - history, vision, art disciplines, causes, thematic and  
artistic thrusts, current projects
Demonstrate sample works either through a short performance,  
exhibit of works or video presentation
How do you use your art form to effect change?
What are your needs and challenges as artists/performing troupes?
How do you/your troupe contribute to transforming society?
Why do you like theatre/performing arts?

2.  Ask country groups to prepare an oral report of the main points discussed above 
and to include a presentation of sample creative works of each group member, 
performed individually or as a group. Work may either be performed live or 
demonstrated through an exhibit (photos, puppets), slide or video presentation. 

3.  give each group enough time for plenty of discussion and sharing as well as time 
to set up and rehearse their demo works/sample performances. (Note: to save 
time, you may request the artists to prepare a 3-7 minute demo prior to coming 
to the Laboratory so it won’t take long for them to rehearse.

PLeNARY PReSeNtAtIoNS
4 .  give each group one hour for the plenary presentation, including 15 minutes  

open forum. time limitations also depend on the number of presenting troupes 
per country. For demo works, give each performing troupe at least 3-5 minutes 
for the performance.

5.  You may encourage them to present their group report through a creative, 
spontaneous improvisation. Provide and encourage different possibilities for each 
presentation. 

6.  Allow for a short open discussion after each presentation for feedback and  
clarification to facilitate an exchange of dialogue. 

7.  Initially process all the presentations by asking participants for their general 
feedback and insights. Note that the next activity will probe further on their 
reflections and insights and will guide them to come up with a summary and 
synthesis of all the presentations.
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This performing company 
has been a home and 
training ground for some 
of the most established 
artists in Viet Nam. The 
ma jor arms of the group 
are drama, song and dance 
and mime.

Kabong Lao PDR performs a  

contemporary sty
le of puppetry 

known in Laos as hun kabong. 

The group creativel
y uses  

recycled m
aterials to

  

fabricate p
uppets and 

develops 

its own creative 
stories. 

Phare Ponleu Selpak  
(cambodia) 
The core of PPS’s work in the 
community is founded in its art 
schools. These three are: Visual 
Art School, Music School, and 
the last one is their Performing 
Arts School which includes the 
Theatre and Circus Program.

national
 Puppet  

Theater T
roupe-  

Kabong L
ao (Lao P

DR)

Youth Theater (Viet nam)

here are a few of the performing arts groups that were  
part of the Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory.
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nengguan Performing Arts 
Training center (china) 
They are a local organization 
that uses innovative methods 
of training through performing 
arts to preserve the local  
ethnic minority cultures of 
the Dehong Prefecture. They 
promote prevention of drug 
use and HIV through their 
local music and dance.

Tran huu Trang cailuong  Theatre (Viet nam)

Cailuong Theatre is the biggest in South Viet Nam. The group performs in various colleges and universities using  traditional forms in order  to help with the prevention of HIV and AIDS. 
B Flo

or/ B
angpl

ay Th
eatre

/ 

cresc
ent M

oon T
heatr

e  

(Thai
land)

One of three leading 
contemporary theatre 
groups in Thailand.
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exeRCISe 2: CoUNtRY WeAVINg: A gRoUP PeRFoRMANCe

By the end of this second exercise, participants will be 
able to reflect on the context, meaning, processes and 
challenges in their practice of performance making. 
they will also be able to list the country and cross-
border issues that the performing arts groups have 
taken as part of their social advocacies; map out  
and provide a group synthesis on the richness of the 
performing arts community in the gMS, the socio-
cultural context and the issues that confront them 
(local and cross-border) and how they use arts to 
effect change. Lastly, they will be practiced in 

exchanging ideas and able to draw out  
lessons on how to address the various  
challenges they face. time: 2 hours
Props: coloured paper cut outs and markers,  
big sheet of paper, eta-cards and yarn

ACtIoNS
1. Ask participants to go back to their country groups. 
explain that the activity will guide them to draw  
lessons and synthesize country presentations. give  
the following as guide questions:
Why do you create theatre/performance? (Reason)
For whom is your theatre/performance? (Audience)
What are the themes and concerns tackled in  
your performances? (Meaning)
How do you create your production? (Process)
How are you similar to other groups? (Similarities)
How are you different from the other groups? (Differences)
What are the difficulties or problems encountered by all 
the groups as a whole? (Problems)

      What have you learned from the different country presentations? (Learning)

2.  Distribute markers and 8 pieces of coloured paper cut out in different shapes to 
each participant. Ask participants to write their answer in key words or phrases 
on the paper cut out, each representing their answer to one question and share/
discuss it to their group. Ask them to share briefly the most important ideas 
they picked up in the plenary sharing/country presentations.
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PLeNARY SHARINg
3.  Lay out a big sheet of paper with 8 meta-cards spread  

apart from each other. the meta-cards contain each of  
the following words: 

1) ReASoN 2) AUDIeNCe 3) MeANINg 4) PRoCeSS  
5) SIMILARItIeS 6) DIFFeReNCeS 7) PRoBLeMS  
and 8) LeARNINg. 

With the yarn, criss-cross from one meta-card to the  
other meta-card. each group assigns a member to read 
their answer to each question before posting their  
coloured paper cut out under each meta-card.
4.  once all groups have shared and put their answers,  

ask participants to look at all the answers, reflect 
on the trends and the things that struck them 
the most. Process and gather feedback and in-
sights. the facilitator can also ask the groups to 
elaborate on the following questions:

given the social, cultural, economic and political  
landscape in your country, what are the most  
important issues confronting your people today?
Which of these issues is your group most compelled to 
respond to? Why?
How do you prepare your group to undertake advocacy 
work in terms of understanding the issues, choosing the 
most suitable form to present your message and in under-
taking the necessary steps to execute the production?
In your actual work with different issues, what makes arts  
for advocacy effective?
How do your audiences respond? How do you engage with 
your audience after the performance?
Are there other arts groups and development or  
non-government organizations that you have worked with 
on advocacy of issues? If so, what are these issues and 
forms of collaboration you have done together?
Given the difficulties and challenges in your  
advocacy work, what lessons and insights have you 
gained in terms of how you overcame these?
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3.  After getting insights and facilitating a lively exchange, ask participants to go 
back to their country group and choose the most important ideas and lessons  
that struck them the most. Ask them to develop a 3-5 minute improvisation/ 
performance around these ideas/lessons as an artistic expression/representation 
of the key points discussed. For example, if a group consists of puppeteers,  
dancers and theatre actors, the group may decide to do their performance  
using one or a combination of the different forms.

4.  Plenary presentation of the 3-5 minute performances follows.  
Finish all performances before leading the group to a plenary discussion.

5.  Ask participants from other groups if they would like to clarify anything  
from the performances. 

exeRCISe 3: RegIoNAL MAPPINg AND PRoFILINg: A SYNtHeSIS-INPUt
1.  Summarise the key points from the previous presentation and participant  

reflections. Provide a short synthesis-input on what has been done thus far in  
the use of theatre as a platform for action to include key issues and challenges. 
give a regional perspective in analysing cross-border links, issues and challenges 
to help contextualise their work, their positioning and roles as artists. Facilitator’s  
Reference No. 5 summarises profiles, regional trends, organizational patterns  
and challenges in the use of arts for social advocacy work. this was based on 
research-mapping conducted by PetA and the Rockefeller Foundation. Use this  
as one of your resource materials.
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this second section of the training course utilises the backbone of PetA’s  
teaching method – the Integrated theatre Arts (ItA)6. Participants will work 
with the key concepts and issues of gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS through  
improvisation, creative games and exercises. these activities utilise visual arts, 
creative dance and movement, creative sounds and music, creative writing,  
creative drama and group dynamics exercises structured toward performance 
showcases at the end of the module. 

By the end of this section, participants will be able to:

Level off on key concepts of gender and sexuality and develop a common  
understanding of how gender is constructed, maintained and reinforced.
Understand that gender is not a relative issue but a global issue  
that people experience.
Compare gender and sexuality issues in various social and cultural contexts  
in the gMS.
Become aware of how social constructs, norms and values influence people’s 
perception, attitudes and behavior toward the issue of HIV and AIDS.
Make use of personal narratives as a starting point for examining oneself  
in relation to gender and sexuality.
Apply the integrated theatre arts as a tool for consciousness-raising  
and creating advocacy performances on the themes of gender, sexuality,  
HIV and AIDS.

the process of awareness building begins with the individual’s examination  
of self and moves to finding connections with others, from which personal and  
collective narratives are drawn. this process also gives everyone an opportunity  
to openly discuss issues considered taboo in their culture and society.
It is important that each day should begin with a warm-up exercise and group  
dynamics games to prepare the participants for the main activities. 

AcT ii: Understanding gender & Sexuality

6  PetA's approach to teaching by going through series of theatre exercises using integrated arts such as exercises in visual arts, creative dance 
and movement, creative sounds and music, creative writing, creative drama and group dynamics.  these exercises are systematically organized and 
combined together from simple to complex that allows participant-learner to share, reflect, learn, create, improvise and perform. 
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Scene 1: Body Travelogue:  
imaging the Body
At the end of the scene, participants will be able 
to free their bodies from any stress, tension or 
inhibitions and develop a more sensitive  
awareness of their body. time: 25 minutes.

ACtIoNS
Ask participants to choose a comfortable 
place in the room before they go through a 
relaxation exercise. give enough space for 
everybody so that they don’t touch other 
participants. Have them lie on their backs 

with their eyes closed. Ask them to breathe deeply 
and rhythmically, inhaling through the nose in six counts and 

exhaling through the mouth in six counts. teach them the proper way of 
breathing: diaphragm expands when they inhale and contracts when they exhale. 

Sample Relaxation guide - “Lie down and close your eyes. Concentrate on  
your breathing. Clench your left and right hand. Starting with toes and  
working upwards, tense and relax each body part while doing a relaxed, deep 
breathing. Work all the way up the body and finally let the closed hands open 
out, slowly. As you open your hands, release all your body tensions as you 
breathe. Feel calm. If there is any part of you that still feels tense, work 
on that part: imagine there is a small ball of fire moving in circles inside that 
part. Imagine that ball of fire enveloping that stress and tension travelling 
through your left and right hand until it comes out of your body. take a  
deep breath to relax yourself.” 

once they are breathing calmly, ask them to slowly release any tension in their 
body. Instruct them to tense up muscles of each body part and then slowly release 
beginning with the feet and working upwards to the knees thighs, buttocks,  
stomach, chest, arms, shoulders and neck while breathing deeply.  
Refer to the Relaxation guide for this exercise.
2.  once participants are in a relaxed state, guide them through a Body  

travelogue using a sample instruction similar to this:

“Imagine yourself naked in front of a mirror. turn yourself slowly into that 
imaginary mirror. Who do you see? What image do you see? Do you like the 
image that you see? Focus on every detail of your face, the eyes, eyebrows, 
skin, nose, lips, the skin pores, jaw, etc. - the colour, shape, size, texture of 
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your face. then, focus on your entire body. go through each part – size, shape, 
contours, texture and colour. Do you see yourself or do you see someone else? 
Who do you see? What do you like about it? What do you hate about it? Focus 
on those spots that you hardly pay attention to. touch and stroke your body’s 
contours. Do you like what you feel? What do you like the most? Why? What 
do you hate the most? Why? Do you feel comfortable with your body? Which 
part of your body is tired? Which part is in pain? If your body could speak, 
what would it say? What does it want to tell you? What would you like to  
tell your body? this time try to move any part of it. Let your body “speak”  
by allowing it to move on its own. Listen to how it wants to speak by moving 
every part of it. Slowly allow it to move freely, without inhibition. At the count 
of 10, slowly relax and focus on your breathing. Inhale and exhale. Slowly  
focus and go back to this room. I will count from ten to one and when I  
reach one, slowly open your eyes.” 

NoteS 
You need to constantly motivate the participants as they go through the travel-
ogue so that they can easily plunge deeper into the exercise. You may need to 
enhance his/her experience by helping him/her to imagine him/herself doing the 
exercise. For instance, when saying the travelogue, emphasize with e.g. Do I like 
what I see? What do I see, Who do I see? Why do I hate this part? He/she 
might approach this like an animated narration on the radio. Remember, teaching 
is also acting.

Sometimes the participants tend to fall asleep during this exercise. try to 
prevent this by shortening your instructions and always use surprise turns in 
the travelogue or intriguing questions that will keep them engaged. 
Focus on the feelings that they relate to their bodies. Do not push the  
travelogue to recalling memories or events in relation to their bodies as it  
may trigger memories that you may not be able to handle at the moment. 
Focus only on feelings toward a body part (e.g. like or dislike). the aim is for 
them to become aware of their bodies and not to push them to recall past 
events. Nonetheless, should painful memories be triggered, be prepared to  
address them in group sharing. 

Before going on the travelogue, set the right attitude. Be clear in how  
important it is to listen to your own body, to trust the facilitator who is  
conducting the exercise, to respect others' unique reactions to the travelogue.
At the end of the exercise, briefly discuss participants' feelings and thoughts. 
Do not allow the discussion to go any deeper than a simple sharing of feelings. 
other issues will be tackled later. Move on to the next activity, if possible.
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Scene 2: Making a Spectacle of My “Self”7

By the end of the scene, participants will be able to make a life-size doll  
that would reflect the “self,” reflect how they look at their body and how  
they imagine their “self” and identify positive and negative self images.  
time: 180 minutes.

Props: white cotton or unbleached, life-size body outlines made from muslin  
(one for each participant), scraps of foam or kapok or cloth for stuffing the 
body outlines, pastels, marking pens, yarn, thread, needles, buttons, beads,  
glitter, flowers, pins, glue, glue gun, scissors, any materials used for patchwork.

ACtIoNS
1.  give each participant a muslin body outline and ask them to sit in  

front of it, imagining it as their “self.”
2.  Ask them to recall the Body Travelogue exercise (Scene 1) and reflect on  

the following: How do I look at my own body? How do I look at my “self”?  
What positive and negative images do I have of my body/self?

3.  Using the materials, ask them to create images by drawing tattoos, sewing or 
gluing objects on the doll to create symbolic representations of their “self”.  

Participants may add more details using available materials 
to enhance their image. they may add breasts, hair or they 
may draw face outlines. What they do with their “self” 
doll is up to them. Ask them to always refer to their 
self-reflections while working on their doll and to include 
the feelings and images they saw and felt during the 
Body travelogue exercise. they can also make visual 
representations of their comforts and discomforts.

4. Once finished, they may stuff their dolls with 
scraps of foam or cloth and sew it closed. their life 
size doll image of themselves is now finished.

5. Participants may add details of various body 
parts and dress up or adorn their “self” to show 
how they feel about their bodies and bring 
about into full awareness their 
 individual experiences. 

6. After everyone is finished, ask the group 
to set their dolls in locations they prefer and 

in poses they wish to display them.

7 Adapted from elaine Aston's “Feminist theatre Practice: WA Handbook,” London & New York: Routledge, 1999.
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7.  then, gather in a circle and ask them to choose a partner. each pair is assigned 
an A and a B. Ask all the Bs to go to their respective dolls and copy the position 
and pose with their dolls, as if in an art gallery. All the As move around to  
observe and see. After some time, allow As to have their turn as Bs watch.

8.  Allow participants time to look and  
appreciate each other’s work. then, 
gather in a circle and have everyone tell 
the stories and meanings of the  
images drawn on their dolls.

NoteS
encourage everyone to freely use the 
materials and to express their  
thoughts and feelings. go around to 
monitor and to assist when neces-
sary, while encouraging plenty of 
detail and enhancements.
Before sharing, set a supportive 
mood based on respect, sensitivity  
and trust among the participants.
this exercise may trigger good 
and bad memories. It may also 
inspire the sharing of values and 
issues related to one’s body relationships, 
social norms or behavioral expectations among girls and boys and other 
facets in a person’s life. All of this will serve as relevant references in the 
discussion of gender and sexuality.
Be clear what you want to achieve with this exercise. Stick to the objective: 
to bring forth both positive and negative images of one’s “self.”
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Scene 3: Writing Poetry
After this exercise, participants will be able to verbally express ideas, feelings 
and personal experiences, explore ideas on transforming images of one’s “self” 
and write personal narratives through a structured poetry exercise. time: 1 hour.
Props: bond paper, pens or pencils

ACtIoNS
1. give paper and pens to everyone and ask them to sit in front of their  
dolls as they write words or phrases that come to mind as the facilitator gives  
the following instruction:

Write words that describe you and your doll physically.
Write words that describe you and your doll emotionally.
Write words that describe you and your doll spiritually.
Memories about yourself, your body and things that happened to you.
Body parts that you like very much: if those parts that you like very  
much could talk, what would they tell you?
Body parts that you don’t like: if those parts that you don’t like could  
talk, what would they tell you?
What are your wishes/desires for your body and yourself?
Why do you desire these?
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My Body, My Self

Name

Physical descriptions

emotional descriptions

Spiritual descriptions.

I remember when (memories)

I like my (body part)

Because (reason)

I like my (body part).

Because (reason)

My body (expression/reflection)

I don’t like my (body part)

Because (reason)

My body (expression/reflection)

I don’t like my (body part)

Because (reason)

My body (expression/reflection)

I wish that

So that I

I like myself

I like my body

I love being (Name)

3. Ask them to set aside their poems and proceed to the next activity.

2. Ask them to write a poem on My Body, My Self using the following structure:
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Scene 4: Performing Self  
“This is Me”
this exercise’s objective is to have the 
participants present their personal  
written narratives in the form of a  
visual performance that combines both  
poetry and movement. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS
1. Have everyone get their dolls  
and hold them any way they 
would like. Ask them to go to one 
position that reflects what they 

feel about their body, about their “self”. 
then ask them to switch to another  
position and another and so on and so 
forth. Ask everyone to explore manipulating 
their dolls. they may try to interact with 
it or they may explore several positions in 
snapshots that represent several images or 
ideas. Ask them to do a series of connected 
movements that reflect their feelings  
toward their bodies. the facilitator may also 
combine movement with word release - words 
that describe their feelings or themselves.
 2. When participants are comfortable manipu-
lating the doll, remind them that the doll is 
their “self.” Ask them to improvise with their doll 
self to show how they see their “self,” how  

they feel about their own body. they can do anything with it to best represent their 
feelings. they may want to hold it, carry it, walk with it and so on.
3. Allow time for everyone to move freely on their own. Use music to stimulate 
movement or even dancing with the dolls. Side-coaching may help:

Hold your “self.” Look at your “self.” Look at your doll! How would you like 
to touch, hug, move, dance with your “self” this time? After what we’ve been 
through in the past days, is there a difference this time with how you want to 
dance with your “self?” It’s like looking at yourself...at your transformed “self.” 
think about it? Move it. How do I want to be with my “self?” Hug your dolls. 
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Forget about the other people in the room! Imagine that you are dancing with 
your self. Is your doll much lighter and happier? open your arms to the world! 
Reach out! turn around and dance with your “self.” Dance your life. Raise the 
doll higher! It is not a burdened doll any more. It is not heavy to carry. try to 
feel your dance! Feel the weight. that’s your own “self.” Will you carry your 
“self” with joy? Will you carry it with hope? Feel the dance! Slowly, get into 
a comfortable position – one where you can stay still for a long time. Freeze. 
Hold it! Imagine that this is a snapshot of your “self.” If you want yourself to 
be remembered with your doll, what will that position be? Slowly get into that 
position...Make it big! Make the image clear! Slowly from that position, go  
down and sit with your doll. get ready with your poem...

4.  once they feel comfortable moving with their dolls, gather 
them in one circle with their dolls and their poems at hand. 
then ask for 3-4 volunteers to go to the centre. Have them 
repeat the improvisation they did but each should start first 
by reading their poem before going through the movement 
part. the rest of the group will watch and observe the 
“performing self.” Continue one at a time until everyone has 
performed with his/her “self.”

5.  Continue in batches of 3-4 people in each performing group.  
It would be ideal if everyone volunteers but do not force 
anyone who is feeling uncomfortable to perform. Use one 
full music piece for each performing batch.

6.  After everyone has finished, let the group cool down and 
relax. gather them back in one circle and 
proceed to process-discussion 
about scenes 1-4.
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Scene 5: Process-Discussion, Synthesis & input
By the end of this exercise, participants will be able to reflect and draw  
realizations from stories about their bodies and themselves. Learn the  
difference between sex and gender. Develop a common understanding of how 
gender and sexuality are constructed; and become aware of the integrated 
arts approach to learning and performing. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS
1. Discuss the previous activities by asking the following questions:

How did you feel about the activities?
What did you discover about your “self” and those of others?
What strong images have you seen from the improvisations?
What themes and narratives arose from the poems and movement improvisations?
What do they say about our bodies and our concepts of “self”?

2. Further the discussion by asking the following:
Why do we always have a negative/weak sense of our “body,” our “self”?  
Why is it an issue? Why do we always feel insecure about our bodies,  
our self and how do these affect our own personality?
What does it say about your sexual identity?
Why and how do these “body” issues affect men and women? How similar  
or how different are these effects on both genders?

3.  establish analysis about body image/self concept by highlighting key points  
from the discussion: 
In theatre, the actor’s three basic creative tools are the body, the voice  
and the imagination – the body being the main instrument of expression. 

An actor/performer who is physically blocked will never become an effective 
communicator. As artists, we must understand our bodies especially if we are  
going to deal with issues on gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS.

We did exercises that allow us to look at our bodies and ourselves. How we 
look at our bodies is how we look at ourselves. It reflects our perceptions, feelings,  
attitudes and behavior toward our bodies and ourselves. It makes us aware of 
why we think, feel and behave the way we do. this awareness is important for us 
to accept ourselves (who/what we are and who/what we are not or don’t have), 
to own ourselves, to make choices and be in control of our lives.

BODY=>AWAReneSS=>AccePTAnce=>OWneRShiP=>cOnTROL
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While we confront the world through our body: physically, emotionally and  
cognitively, our body is constructed by society.

Men and women differ, not only in terms of their anatomy and physiology but 
also, in the way they are taught to dress differently, behave differently, perform 
different roles and so on.

Society tells us what is “sexy,” who to desire, what to do with the ones we desire. 
In China, for 1000 years, they bound women’s feet, believing that beautiful feet are 
small like a lotus flower. Today, we don’t think this is beautiful. During the Tang  
Dynasty, fat women were regarded to be beautiful but in recent years thinner women 
have become the mark of sexiness. Men have pectoral implants to make their chests 
bigger. this concept is constructed by society.8 

Society has many problems dealing with issues that have to do with the body.  
on one hand, the advertising industry uses the body to sexualize commodities  
and on the other hand, many governments and religious institutions are afraid to 
promote the body or wish to hide the body.9

Sexual norms often reflect power relations. For example, society exercises more 
control over women than men and target women’s sexuality in particular: women’s 
bodies, women’s movements and women’s speech.10 Historically, women have been  
socially conditioned to be comfortable with their own silence, not to take up so 
much space in public life and to be ashamed of their own bodies.11

Women often feel negative about themselves. they were brought up with less 
affirmation as people and were made to believe in all their imperfections. Believing 
that they are imperfect and always lacking in something, they feel a strong  
pressure to become perfect images in the eyes of their beholders. this negative 
feeling translates into how they look at their own bodies (body image, appreciation, 
acceptance, etc.) filled with insecurities and low self-esteem. How we look at our 
bodies is how we look at our “self.”

Most women, in many cultures grew up feeling uncomfortable with their own 
bodies. they were taught to believe that it’s not appropriate or even a sin to touch, 
look at and mention one’s private parts. they grew up hating their own physical 
imperfections, of not having enough of this or having too much of that and  
consequently, many women never felt okay with the way they are. Women often 
look at their bodies in parts and carry them with so much shame, fear and hate 
because of all the stereotypical standards imposed on them. And they are forced  
to conform to all these standards e.g. standard of beauty.

 8 2005 Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory Documentation, Dr. Michael tan's Lecture on gender, Sexuality and gender Health Issues in the gMS.
 9 Ibid,
 10 Ibid
 11 espallardo, La L. Creative Pedagogy for Feminist educators, p. 32.
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this kind of thinking is perpetuated by institutions in our society (e.g. family, 
religion, school, state, etc.) Society imposed certain expectations about what should 
be the qualities and roles of women. When they fall short of these expectations, 
women are given less affirmation by members of society. Therefore, women are 
forced and pressured to conform. this translates usually in our bodies. We were 
always expected to perform roles and adopt qualities that often limit us to explore 
our true “self” and develop fully as human beings.

4.  explain to participants why the “body” is our starting point in dealing with  
gender and sexuality issues. the body is an integral part of the “self.” our body 
image defines our “self-image” and self is always our take-off point in tackling 
issues related to gender and sexuality. We started by probing deeper into our 
self and this will be our springboard in discussing basic gender concepts. 

5.  this is probably a good time to give an input on the concepts of gender and 
sexuality. In the discussion, try to relate these concepts to the previous exercises 
or substantiate the inputs with experiences from the gMS context. Refer to  
Facilitator’s Reference No. 6 (Understanding gender and Sexuality) for your input.

6. Leave this as a hanging question to participants to continue to the next activity:
Where do these ideas/notions come from and how were they institutionalized?
explain to them that this lesson will answer in part, if not fully, the  
question above.

7.  to synthesise the artistic aspect of the workshop activities, review the  
exercises that were used to bring out the content. group the series of  
exercises used according to the following categories:

Creative Drama (improvisation/performance)
Creative Writing (poetry writing)
Creative Sound & Music (performing with accompaniments)
Creative Visual Arts (doll-making, visual representations of self)
Creative Body Movement and Dance (dance improvisations with dolls)
group Dynamics (sharing and discussion)

explain that integrating the use of the above forms in a series of activities is what 
constitutes PetA’s Integrated theatre Arts approach to learning and teaching. then 
give a short input on how these activities were designed as an integrated theatre 
arts process that uses the basic elements of artistic expression.  
Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 7 for discussion and input.
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In presenting the next three scenes, popular forms of media are used as 
sources for introducing the concepts of gender stereotypes and the institutions 
that introduce and reinforce gender norms. the participants are asked to mirror 
and examine the attributes of femininity and masculinity through images, symbols, 
icons and metaphors found in their socio-cultural contexts.

the theatre exercises used under this topic are inspired by the Japanese 
women’s play, “It’s Up to You”12 which portrays gender stereotyped characters in 
a theatrical presentation. this is used to probe deeper in these stereotypes and 
to develop a strategy that could disturb established gender signs and representa-
tions. this leads to a more critical view of how gender impacts on the very art 
forms that carry these images and meanings. 

Awareness of these issues is crucial in helping the performing artists make an 
informed choice in using gender stereotypes in performance, in a way that will 
not reinforce these stereotypes but instead expose their meanings and implica-
tions to the lives of men and women.

Scene 6: character Study
At the end of this series of exercises, participants will be able to become 
aware of character as an element of drama, distinguish between character 
stereotypes and three-dimensional characters and be able to create and  
explore a three-dimensional character. time: 1 hour. 

ACtIoNS
1.  Divide the group into two groups, A and B. Have the groups form two lines  

opposite each other. Use the instruction below as a guide or adapt to your needs.

Close your eyes and think of either a male or female character that you know 
of. Picture this person in your mind. How does s/he look like? Is s/he old, young, 
tall, small, fat, thin, beautiful, or ugly? How does this person speak? Does  
s/he have a good voice? What is this person’s social or economic background? 
Is this person rich, poor, educated, married, employed, etc? What attitudes and 
value systems does this person have? Is this person compassionate and family or 
career oriented? How does this person think of her/himself? Is this person shy 
or confident, emotional or rational? Slowly move your body to show the physical, 
social and psychological characteristics of this person. How does this person 
stand, walk, talk and eat?

2.  After everyone has chosen a character, ask group A to walk across the room 
the way their character would walk. then ask group B to do the same. then 
they walk together, one group at a time, according to the following stimulus:

 12  this activity is inspired by the Japanese play, It's Up to You, performed by Yubiwa theatre, an all-women theatre Companay based in Japan, at the PetA-organized  
2003 Asia-Pacific Festival-Conference of Women in the Arts held in Manila.
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How would this character walk on a busy street? go! How would this character 
walk inside a mall? go! How about inside a wet market? go!

3.  Let them explore and reveal their character by saying a few lines. tap a  
participant to cue her to say the lines aloud. Do this one after the other  
without breaking the rhythm of the participants.

If this character could speak...what would  
s/he say?

4.  Remind the participants that as they speak they should be clear on what their 
character’s intentions and attitudes are. Ask one participant at a time to say his/
her lines until the character’s intention and attitude are presented clearly. 

5.  then they interact spontaneously with each other in ways they imagine their char-
acters would react. Walk around the room and stop in front of another character...
Look at each other and then walk away with an attitude. Do this in pairs. React 
just by looking at each other without any dialogue, without planning. go! this time 
react with dialogue. Be clear with your emotional response. Ready and go!

6.  Now, give them a fixed dialogue which they will deliver in character. They try 
to show the different dimensions of a character (physical social, psychological). 
Maintaining the same position (line A opposite line B), ask them to work in pairs 
using the dialogue as follows:

Person A: Hi
Person B: Hello
A: How are you? 
B: Fine
B: You
A: Okay
B: Okay
A: Bye
B: Bye
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7.  Participants can memorise their lines. together, they say their dialogue in pairs. 
then ask one pair to say their dialogue one at a time. encourage them to say 
their lines to show who they are and in what situation they are in. they can also 
try different ways of saying lines to show the subtexts or back story of their 
dialogue. React to the person with attitude! give it nuance to show your  
relationship, your status or position, etc.

8.  Ask them to do the dialogue again but this time A is male and B is female.  
See how the nuances of character and situation change. then they shift roles.  
B is male and A is female.

9.  give a short input on character as one of the elements of drama. 
Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 8

10.  explain further that the absence of a clear 3-dimensional  
character usually results in forming character stereotypes.  
give examples of stereotypical characters on television and other 
media forms. examples may also be taken from the characters 
they portrayed in the exercise, if there are any.

Scene 7: Overplaying Femininity  
and Masculinity

In this scene, participants will be able to identify the signs  
and attributes of femininity and masculinity and create  
gender stereotyped characters as portrayed in popular  
media forms. time: 1 hour.

Props: women’s magazines, scissors, wide variety of costumes, 
small mirrors for each participant, music and player, chairs

ACtIoNS
a. feminine and masculine images
1.  Distribute newspapers and women’s and men’s magazines to the participants.  

Ask them to look for photos and images of female or male stereotypes. then 
have them chose one image that best represents their idea of a stereotype and 
have them reflect on it using the following guide:

Look at the way in which s/he is constructed. How does the photo present  
a view of women/men?
Look at the details of her/his body parts and how they are put together. 
What do they say about the body? How does a body part (e.g. Hands, lips, 
eyes, etc) speak of femininity/masculinity?
How does the photo speak of meaning/s about femininity/masculinity?
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2.  give each participant a small mirror that they can use while trying to imitate 
their chosen image. tell them to explore with their faces, body movements,  
gestures and poses as they get into the character.

NoteS 
Choice of magazines is crucial to this activity. Pick women and men’s magazines 
where participants can find a wide range of stereotypical images. Facilitators may 
choose the photos for each participant to work on. this is to ensure a representa-

tion of different masculine and feminine stereotypes. 

b. dressing up the Characters
3. Next, tell them to choose from a wide selection 
of character costumes (from simple to outrageous) 
that would best fit their character. Again, have 
them explore making several facial expressions, 
body movements, gestures and poses to show the 
chosen stereotype until they can  

“put on” the costumes. Push them to exaggerate  
the idea of a stereotypical feminine/masculine  
image as portrayed in the photo.
4. the idea is to bring them to look at themselves 
while they “put on” and explore their chosen charac-
ters. encourage them to explore different levels and 
movements while looking at the mirror. Remind 
them to focus only on what they are doing and 
not to mind others.
5. take “snap shots” of the activity by staging  
a gallery of poses based on the images they 

chose from the magazines. Ask them to freeze 
at some point and continue moving again. Upon shouting Freeze! the  
participants should look away from the mirror (in any direction),  
pause, then go back again to the mirror and continue to walk.

NoteS
this exercise can be fun and enjoyable but remind them to be critical 
of the stereotype images they play. our aim is to “undo by overdoing” 
and not to affirm these images.

13  this is adapted from the “Women's Passion Show,” a fashion show depicting women's situation under the estrada administration  
put up by PetA-Women's theatre programme and gABRIeLA in March 2000.
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C. it’s up to you: a Passion show 13

6.  After they become comfortable walking around as their characters, set up  
an improvised catwalk in the room and tell them that they are doing a “fashion 
show.” Use background music. Ask the participants to walk as catwalk models  
in their character with the appropriate attitude.

7.  teach them to do the basic movement done in typical fashion shows (e.g.  
Catwalk-pose-turn-return). You may side coach them with the following tips:

Don’t look at the floor.
Push your acting. Be larger than life.
Don’t be afraid to move your body.
there is no right or wrong movement/acting.
Be that character you chose and push it.  
Internalise your character.
Breathe life into your character.
enjoy your performance.

NoteS
Constantly remind participants that as they walk down the ramp we 
should be able to see them not as models but as the stereotyped 
characters they are portraying.
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Scene 8: Discussion & input
By the end of this exercise, participants will be able to gain insights on how  
gender stereotypes are portrayed and reinforced through the media, define  
gender stereotyping and socialization and surface the social institutions that  
promote these gender stereotypes and socialization. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS
1. Ask the participants to reflect and share on the following:

What did you feel during and after the series of exercises?
What did you feel and think of the character you portrayed?
Were you comfortable being the character? Why? Why not?
What were the stereotypes portrayed for men and women?
What do these tell you about women and men about how they  
are viewed in society?
How do you relate this experience to yourself?

2.  Based on the participant’s feelings, observations and insights summarize  
the key points. Possible summary based on the participants’ responses:

gender constructs/images of femininity and masculinity are the stereotypes  
created by society through social conditioning. sample of these stereotypes are:

Women should remain beautiful either to attract men or make their partners 
or husbands stay and not leave them for other women.
Women as mothers and housewives; men as breadwinners. this reinforces  
the idea that women should stay at home and live their private lives.
Men as good providers and achievers, which strengthen the idea that men bring  
in the money for the family and that housework is not their responsibility.
the two faces of women and men: Women are either good or bad, virgin or  
vamp, mother (Madonna) or whore. Men play around being good guys or bad guys. 
More often, the masculinity or machismo of a man is measured by the bad image  
he plays (e.g. womaniser, drunkard, etc.).

4. Define the terms used.
gender Stereotypes: are the ascribed traits, characteristics, attributes and 
roles relegated to men and to women. the assumption behind stereotypes is 
that these ascribed attributes of men apply to all men and those to women 
apply to all women in a given society. 
gender Stereotyping: is the tendency of a given culture to assign particular 
traits, characteristics and roles distinctly to men and women. Individuals are 
then judged according to their group’s identity.
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the confusion between sex and gender gives rise to stereotypes such as:

Women  men

Childbearing Alert

Breastfeeding Muscular

Mother  Father

teacher  Breadwinner

Cook  Strong

Weak  Domineering

emotional  Macho

Passive  Active

Delicate  Provider 

4.  Ask the participants to give examples of gender stereotypes in their culture  
and society. some additional input:
gender stereotyping is acquired through socialization. Men and women are 
conditioned to act out roles and to behave and think according to such roles. 
these are determined by society as appropriate feminine and masculine roles 
and characteristics. From their childhood to their adult years, women are taught 
how to be feminine and men are taught how to be masculine. this is called the 
SoCIALIZAtIoN process.

It is important that women and men realize that their stereotyped roles/ 
characteristics and the ascribed feminine and masculine roles are assigned by 
society and can therefore be challenged and deconstructed.

Because of the standards and stereotypes imposed by society, women are pres-
sured to live up to and conform to these standards (e.g. Standard of beauty, etc).

Another element of the sex/gender system is the sexual/gender division of labour 
(production-reproduction divide) where both men and women have stereotyped roles 
and work: reproductive work is relegated to women and written off as women’s 
work, while productive work is relegated to men, hence, men’s work. Stereotyped 
roles discriminate women from equal participation in the productive sphere.

Women’s involvement in production work has also doubled their burden because 
they are still expected to perform reproductive work as their responsibility. 
Women who are engaged in traditionally male roles are regarded as tomboys, 
exceptions to the rule, or bitches. Women are not supposed to have strong 
personalities. Working mothers are usually blamed when something bad happens 
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to the family. In other words, women and men are asked to conform to certain 
roles. If they go outside these assigned roles, they are judged negatively. Hence 
there are double standards for women and men.

Men who want to take on or are engaged in traditionally female roles are 
frowned upon and regarded as the subservient husband, the effeminate, lame, 
“mama’s boy.”

As a result of all of these stereotypes, both women and men lose their  
identities. their self-development is curtailed. 

5.  Deepen the discussion and ask further questions, such as: 
“Where does socialization come from? How are these gender stereotypes  
reinforced?”

6.  Again, ask participants to reflect on their culture and society. Write their  
responses on the board. Direct their answers to the social institutions  
(i.e. family, education, religion, the state and the media) as sources of influence 
or entities that perpetuate the socialization process.

7.  Review the series of activities and reiterate the importance of being aware of 
the messages presented through the choice of characters portrayed on stage.  
As an artist-teacher puts it:

“As artists, we portray different characters on stage. We need to be critical  
of all the images we are portraying as we may be reinforcing these stereotypes 
that promote gender bias. Artistically, it is more interesting to watch  
characters that are real, multi-dimensional and not predictable.”14

14 PetA, 2006 Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory Documentation.
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AcT iii: Developing the 
Agenda  

for Advocacy on hiV
 & AiDS

In setting an advocacy agenda, culture (defined below) plays an important factor 
in the understanding and internalisation of various perspectives and positions on 
gender, sexuality & HIV and AIDS issues. guided by the principle of mutual respect 
and cultural sensitivity, participants level off by questioning the realities, bringing 
out personal biases, encouraging critical thinking and exploring options for change, 
with the end view that such a process is inevitable in awareness building.

Finally, during this section of the Laboratory the individuals choose the issues 
that resonate most with their group’s advocacy. this will be their basis for  
generating story ideas for their performances. For artists, the challenge is  
how to present these story ideas that will move the audience.

Culture: is a “set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and  
emotional features of society or a social group. It encompasses, in  
addition to art and literature, lifestyles, ways of living together,  
value systems, traditions and beliefs”.

This definition is consistently used in the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity (2003), Intergovernmental Conference on 
Cultural Policies for Development (Stockholm 1998), World Commission on Culture and Development (our Creative Diversity 1995), 
and the World Conference on Cultural Policies (MoNDIACULt, Mexico City 1982).
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Scene 1: clay Sculptures
After this exercise, participants will be able to discuss the gender issues in 
their countries, form clay sculptures of real life characters with a gender issue, 
create short improvisations on gender issues and define the elements of story. 
time: 1.5 hours.

Props: paper, pen, different colours of clay
ACtIoNS
1.  group everyone according to their country. Have them discuss and list the  

different gender issues in their country.
2.  Call out each group to read aloud their list of issues and write them on the board.
3.  After everyone has reported, have them lie on their backs with eyes closed. 

Have them think of a gender issue that has affected someone they know.
4. Ask questions to help them focus on one real person.

Do you know his or her name?
Do you know his or her age?
Do you know where he/she lives?
What is his/her story?
How did it start?
What happened to her/him?
What problems did he/she encounter?
Cite specific details.
Who are the other people involved?
How did his/her story finally end?
How will you tell his story to your co-participants?

5.  Give them five minutes to think about how they will tell the story.  
Ask them to open their eyes and to sit in a circle with their group. 

6.  Distribute boxes of coloured modelling clay to each group. each one moulds the 
clay to tell the person’s story or situation. the clay sculpture should represent 
the person’s feelings and thoughts arising from the gender issue. 

7.  After they have finished their clay sculptures, they share their stories  
to their group. give them time to ask each other about their stories.

8.  After sharing their stories, they create short improvisations of each of  
the stories with clear characters and situations. Assign the different  
characters among themselves. 

9.  each group presents a short improvisation. After each presentation, ask  
the audience from the other groups to identify the gender issues that they  
saw and let the presenting group clarify further.
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10. After all the groups have presented, ask everyone to reflect on the following:
How do you feel about your presentation?
What are your insights and discoveries about the gender issues presented?
Why do you think these gender issues happen?
What can be done to change the situation?

11.  Summarise the main points in their reflections and underline the importance of 
using real life experiences as sources of stories for issue advocacy. there will  
be more on this in the next activities.

12. Discuss the artistic aspect of their presentations:

What made your stories clear and interesting?
Who are the characters?
What is the conflict or problem?
How did it develop?
How did the conflict end? Was it resolved? If so, how?

13. Review the elements of a story.
Stories are born of experience, imagination and aspiration. they mirror life in 
having human protagonists (or personified creatures such as masks and puppets) 
go through a process that moves in time and space. While stories are derived 
from different cultures and are presented using different styles and forms 
depending on the appropriateness to the story, there are common rules of form 
that best help the storyteller get his/her intentions across.

A good story is not a mere disclosure of information about people and events, 
or the meaningless unravelling of incidents. It should have interesting characters 
that hook the audience’s attention, interest and sympathy. It depends on the 
interaction of the protagonist and the antagonist. the protagonist is the major 
or pivotal character of a play who needs or wants something but is opposed by 
the antagonist, who may be a person, a group of people or a force. When the 
protagonist’s needs are defined and then opposed, conflict starts. This is the 
essence of drama. Putting these characters in conflict situations help move the 
story and give it life. By having a clear plot or the overall structure and orga-
nization of events, where the characters develop along with the conflict, the 
story moves forward. traditionally, most narratives are linear and chronological 
but story plots are not confined to this. Structure, organization and flow can 
vary with the artist’s choice and purpose. In any case, where and how to bring 
the story depends on the purpose of the performance or the premise. Simply 
put, what is it that you want to say in the story? 
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Scene 2: garden  
of Stories
By the end of ”garden of Stories,” 
participants will be able to identify 
issues on gender and sexuality that 
are common to the different  
countries within the gMS; analyse 
the contributing factors and  
implications of these cross-border 
issues; and present the regional 
cross-border issues through art 
installation of miniature gardens. 

time: 1.5 hours.
Props: large dishes (one per country), 
sand pebbles or rocks, art or crepe 
paper, yarn, scissors, glue, etc.

ACtIoNS
1. Ask the groups to review their  
individual stories and discuss how they 
can weave them into one story focusing 
on the issues of concern in their country 
and the entire Mekong region.
2. Using the clay sculptures from the  
previous activity and additional materials, 
they create an art installation of symbolic 
sculptures in a miniature dish garden to 
visualize their story.
3. encourage them to use the elements  
of line, shape, colour, texture and space to 
create a more visually dynamic representation 

of their story. they are free to choose any space 
in the room where they could set up their miniature dish garden. 
4.  After all the groups are done with their work, participant’s lineup to view the 

gallery of “garden of Stories.” Ask other groups to tell what they see in each 
garden of stories before the creators reveal their story and what each of the 
elements in the garden represents. 

5.  After the gallery viewing, gather feedback on the series of activities beginning 
with the clay sculptures to the garden of Stories. 
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6.  Summarise their insights on their country and cross-border issues relating  
to gender and sexuality. Point out HIV/AIDS as one of the serious problems  
confronted by the region and how this problem is shared by all countries.  
Note that this will be picked apart and further elaborated in the next activities.

7.  In relation to the artistic process and output, give a short synthesis and input  
on the “Principles of Composition”. Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 9. 

Scene 3: Throw and catch the Ball
During this exercise participants will be able to share what they know about  
HIV and AIDS and become aware of its nature and meaning. time: 30 minutes.

Props: ball, black board and markers

ACtIoNS
1. Form a circle and ask about their ability to catch and throw a ball.
2.  the facilitator throws the ball to any participant and the one who catches  

the ball throws it to another participant. Repeat the exercise until everyone  
is comfortable catching and throwing the ball.

3.  then, the facilitator calls out a trigger word or a situation as she throws the 
ball to any participant in the circle. the one who catches the ball (the receiver) 
will say the first thing that comes to her mind in response to the trigger word. 
he/she then throws the ball to anybody in the circle who, in turn, responds to 
the trigger word. Ask the participants to be spontaneous. 
Sample trigger words: child, mother, family, sex

4.  After asking them to respond to a few words, give the next set of trigger words 
and questions:

What comes to mind when you hear the term HIV?
What comes to mind when you hear the term AIDS?
What do you feel when you hear HIV?
What do you feel when you hear AIDS?
How do people get HIV?
How do people get AIDS?
Where do people get HIV?
Where do people get AIDS?
Who are the people living with HIV? With AIDS?
What happens to people with HIV? With AIDS?

5.  A co-facilitator writes all the responses on the board and categorises them  
according to: definition, origin, mode of transmission, vulnerable groups,  
perceptions, feeling, values or whatever comes out in the exercise.
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6. Review their responses with the group and acknowledge the different meanings 
and levels of perception of HIV/AIDS. Ask anyone in the group to define what HIV 
is and what AIDS is. then proceed to giving some basic facts about HIV and AIDS. 
Refer to “Basic Facts About HIV & AIDS” at the beginning of the manual.

Scene 4: Tableau Series
the objective here is to introduce the many myths about HIV and AIDS,  
develop an understanding of how HIV is transmitted and can be prevented and 
create a tableau depicting key lessons on HIV and AIDS. time: 1.5 hours.

ACtIoNS
1. Ask everyone to form a big circle and call one of them (participant 1) to come  
to the centre of the circle and to shake hands with you. Ask him/her to freeze and 

remain in that handshake position as you leave.
2. Ask another participant (Participant 2) to enter 
and interact with Participant 1 (who is frozen in a 
handshake position) but to relate to Participant 1 in 
a different way from shaking hands. For example, 
Participant 2 can relate to Participant 1 by  
kissing the hand instead of shaking the hand.  
Both participants freeze in new position.
3. Ask Participant 1 to leave the position while 
Participant 2 remains frozen in place. Ask 
a third person, Participant 3, to enter and 
relate again to the frozen Participant 2 in 
another way. For example, Participant 2 
was left frozen in a position of kissing the 
hand; then Participant 3 can pretend to 
slap Participant 2. they both freeze 
again. then ask Participant 2 to leave 
Participant 3 in the last frozen position. 

Continue the same procedure with at 
least five more participants; enter, change position/

relationship, freeze, leave.
4. explain that in theatre this is called a tableau, a French word for  

“picture” that describes a group of people theatrically posed, motionless and  
speechless throughout the duration of the display. For the purpose of this  
exercise, participants create a frozen picture of a situation that should clearly
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identify WHo they are and WHAt they are doing (e.g. A priest blessing the 
newly-weds, a mayoral candidate campaigning, a pregnant woman giving birth); 
WHAT is happening (e.g. civilians caught in a crossfire, a marathon race) and 
WHeRe the situation is happening (e.g. a marketplace, inside a bus, in a street).

5.  Ask everyone to move to one side of the room and face the other side of the 
room. the facilitator calls out a situation and participants enter one at a time 
assuming a character in the given situation. each one should enter, take an  
action and freeze. each one who enters should relate to those who entered 
before them (except the first). Examples of possible situations: a protest rally, 
night market, domestic violence.

6.  once the tableau is complete, ask the participants in the tableau to say a 
dialogue or inner thought as you tap their shoulder. the dialogue should reveal 
who they are and what they are doing or thinking in the given situation. Ask 
participants to group according to their country and let them discuss stories and 
issues about HIV and AIDS; how HIV is acquired/transmitted; the impact on the 
person with HIV and/or AIDS; and what message they like to impart to their 
audience. 

7.  then they create three tableaux: the first tableau shows how HIV is acquired/
transmitted; the second tableau shows the effects on the person with HIV  
and/or AIDS and her immediate environment; and the third tableau shows the 
key message they want shared to the audience. Remind them that the tableau 
should show the “who-what-where” of the given situation. each person in  
the tableau will also say a line to reveal her role, relationship with others and 
attitude in that situation.

8. Call out each group to present.
9.  Discuss the images with the audience. Let the other groups interpret what has 

been presented and confirm it with the presenting group. Draw out observations 
and insights from the audience. then allow each group to explain further what 
they wanted to communicate. they can also elaborate on the highlights from 
their group discussion.

10.  From the discussion pick up the various myths about HIV and AIDS around the 
areas of transmission, prevention, cures and vaccines and social and moral issues. 
give the necessary input to clarify these myths. Refer to “Basic Facts About 
HIV & AIDS” at the beginning of the manual.

11.  Relate HIV/AIDS issue to the whole discussion of gender and sexuality and how 
these concepts are related. Use Facilitator Reference No. 10 to provide a short 
input that will link HIV/AIDS issue to the whole gender and sexuality discussion.
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Scene 5: Theatre & Performing Arts for Advocacy
During this exercise participants will create a 5-7 minute advocacy performance 
on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS; share their experiences in using the arts 
for issue advocacy and define arts for advocacy and the role of artists for  
social change. time: 2 hours.

ACtIoNS
1.  each group chooses a story from the group’s garden of stories and tableau series. 

they also focus on one issue. the story should have a beginning, middle and end, 
applying the elements of story. the group also chooses the artistic form they 
feel most at ease with – songs, movement, puppetry, spoken drama, etc.  
Limit the presentation to 7 minutes.

2.  As each group performs, remind the audience to take note of the message  
and how it is effectively communicated through the performance.

3.  Lead a discussion and feedback after the performances and ask them to reflect 
on the entire process of creating a performance.

How do you feel about your story and your performance?
How did your group come up with a story and decide on what form to use?
Which stories had clear messages and were interesting for you? Why?
What did you learn from doing a performance about an issue?
As an artist, what do you think of “art for social advocacy?”
Summarize the main points of the discussion.

5.  At this point, a panel of speakers can be invited to share their experiences and 
views on “theatre and Performing Arts for Advocacy.” these speakers may be 
experts in specific fields of art. The speakers can start their discussion/lectures 
by taking off from the performances of the participants to draw essential  
features of arts for advocacy. Have an open forum to encourage as much  
interaction between speakers and participants.

6. In conclusion, give a short synthesis:

 “In developing Advocacy theatre the message is just as important as the form 
used to communicate, since the final product is a performance. Although issues 
are the core content of the story, the challenge in advocacy theatre is how 
to bring out the living stories of people. Issues should be translated into real, 
living, exciting, artistic forms that people can feel and relate to. the role of 
artists is bringing the voice of the voiceless, not just to show what is there but 
to question why it happens. they should be able to touch the minds and hearts 
of people and be able to give them the chance to see the world in a different 
way, see new choices and possibilities amid crisis and conflict.”
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As the workshop evolves the participants begin to build on their story telling  
toolbox. they are introduced to innovative techniques for generating story ideas 
and exercises that aim to inspire them to imagine and freely form what would 
normally be inhibited by self-censorship or perceived notions of strict writing rules. 
After a phase of exploration and release, works are shared and analysed by the 
members of the group. Brainstorming discussions of their works will guide artists 
to strengthen their story structures, which will be further tested by transforming 
them into short laboratory performances.

the participants need to develop germinal ideas into story  
structures that will reveal clear presentations of characters, plot, 
theme, chosen artistic form and treatment. this process will help 
them clarify and articulate their artistic vision and advocacy premise.

they will present these story structures to their fellow  
participants and to a panel of invited artist-teachers for feedback. 
this feedback process constitutes an essential feature of this 
module. guidelines are given so that criticisms are constructive, 
properly motivated and well-directed. this exchange also hopes 
to bring in the significant role that audience perspective plays in 
developing advocacy theatre performances. 

Scene 1: Wild Mind
After this exercise, participants will be able to  
experience “stream-of-consciousness” writing 
as a way of generating story ideas; and to 
present story ideas through the different art 
disciplines. time: 1 hour.

Props: paper and pen

ACtIoNS
1.  Announce that the activity is called, “Wild Mind,”  

a writing exercise where one writes without thinking, 
nonstop, within a set time period. the idea is to  
produce raw, uncensored, spontaneous written material.

AcT iV: Building narratives and Devising  

Advocacy Performance Pieces
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2.  Participants write anything that comes to their minds. the facilitator gives a  
trigger phrase at several intervals of the writing period. they continue writing 
until they are told to stop. the following trigger phrases may be:

“One day”... “When suddenly”... “Maybe”...
3.  Ask some of them to read their “Wild Mind” pieces to the rest of the group.  

Then get their reflections on how they feel and what they think about what  
they had written.

4.  Participants form groups according to their fields: dance, movement, puppetry,  
physical theatre and spoken drama. each group chooses a story from their “Wild 
Mind” pieces and develops it into a 5-minute performance using their art medium.

5.  After the presentations, ask them what story they liked most and why.  
List on the board the key points in the discussion.

Wild mind: sample from the 2006 mekong Performing arts laboratory

“one day in September I saw you go with a man in a beautiful car. I cannot eat, 
there is but little rice. Even though I still have a bit of rice, I cannot finish it.  
I am so poor I have no shoes to wear. Suddenly I heard a distant noise and saw 
people running to town, so I ran with them. It was crowded so I could not see 
properly. I tried to get through the crowd. Maybe I could see her before she 
dies. If I have a chance to see her before she dies then maybe I could tell her 
that I love her. there is no chance because there are too many people.”

“one day I got out of bed and everything in the house was moving, falling. At that 
time I thought that it was the end of the world. everything was broken. I was 
very scared, when suddenly I saw a giant peculiar animal. He picked me up and 
put me in his mouth. He chewed me up and swallowed me and in his stomach I saw 
everything, my table, my furniture, my food. Maybe I heard the tick tocking of my 
alarm clock. So I tried to open my eyes to see where I am, but when I opened 
them I still saw my ceiling fan spinning and my alarm clock going off at my side. 
the clock read 5:27 am and I was in such a hurry to get to my PetA Mekong 
class, but when I got there I realized it was Sunday and there was no one there.”

6. Summarise the key insights from the activity.
the “Wild Mind” exercise shows how words can trigger memories and associa-
tions that stimulate a spontaneous response, thus, helping create characters, 
situations and stories. this can be a good start in getting ideas for a story even 
if there was no time to think and rethink. What is important is that the process 
begins with a mind free from any inner and outer restrictions.

7.  Present guidelines on Narrative Building as input.  
Refer to Facilitator’s Reference No. 11
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Scene 2: Dance as Stimulus to Free Writing
this exercise helps participants create a story developed by music and dance.  
time: 1 hour.

Props: Cd player, music Cd, paper, pen

ACtIoN
1.  Select six volunteers and group them in pairs. In each pair, one dances to music, 

while the other writes on paper what comes to his or her mind while watching 
the partner dance.

2.  After all pairs are done, ask each pair to share what they have written  
and what their dance piece was about. Ask them what lesson they picked up 
from the exercise. gather insights on how music and dance can be used in  
creating stories.

3.  Analyse each story: what or who it was about, how it was told and the forms  
of writing that may have emerged (e.g. song, poetry, story, etc).

4.  emphasise that there are different sources for story ideas and the process of 
creating stories works best when the mind is free and the different senses are 
awakened. In this case, it was demonstrated how we can take inspiration from 
music and dance to create stories. 

dance & movement: there are other ways of developing stories. they do  
not need to be written down all the time. they may be expressed and told in 
non-verbal ways. Some groups or artists may not have the knack for writing but 
they may succeed in telling stories through dance or other art forms.

In this section, we explore the body as a storyteller. the body is the  
performer’s primary instrument. Whether one is a circus player juggling or doing 
acrobatic tricks, or a Diku dancer performing in a traditional worship festival, or 
Apsara dancers mirroring sculpture poses from ancient Angkor Wat, or an actor 
in a contemporary realistic drama, every performer needs to make  
contact with the body to achieve theatrical presence. 

Here, we explore the possibilities of dance as a narrative. At its simplest, 
dance is movement. It can be slow, fast, simple or complicated. Because dance 
doesn’t have words or text, every movement must say something. Storytelling 
through dance goes beyond the mechanical function of movement. Counting and 
executing dance steps may define precision, timing and skill of the performer, 
but characterization and establishing emotional situations in the dance piece  
reveal the story. In the end, we want to know more about what the story of 
the dance is and how it affects the audience.
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Scene 3: Writing name  
Using Body Parts
At the end of the exercise, participants 
will be able to be physically prepared 
for the next activities and to develop an 
awareness of their body as it moves in 
space. time: 30 minutes.
Props: Cd player and music

ACtIoNS
1. Ask everyone to form a big 
circle, providing enough space  
between each other. Lead them  

through warm-up exercises from head, neck, 
shoulders, elbows, upper body, lower body 
knees and ankles. Don’t forget to ask 
them to breathe deeply.
2. Have everyone introduce themselves  
by writing their names in the air using 
any part of the body except the hands 
and wrists.
3. then they all move to one side 
of the room. they say their names 
aloud and move across the room 
writing their first and last name  
using different body parts.
4. then they move across the 
room writing their names using 
different body parts while in a 

low position such as crawling or squat-
ting position. Next, they do the same thing in 
a high position such as standing or jumping.
5. then they do the same thing except that 
they spell each letter with different body parts 
while exploring different positions (low, middle 
and high) and different directions. they can 
start from any position and then mix it with slow 
and fast movement. As they do this, tell them to 
imagine that their audience surrounds them.
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Scene 4: human Sculptures
the objective here is to explore ways of shaping the body and to develop  
flexibility. Time: 20 minutes.

ACtIoNS
1.  Ask everyone to find a partner with a similar height and let them assign who  

will be partner A and B. A (active) is a sculptor who forms B (passive) into a 
statue. He may keep on changing his “human sculpture,” exploring different 
shapes, positions and levels. then they change roles, B (active) sculpts A (passive).

2.  Next, they make human sculptures without using their hands or arms. Instead 
they use other parts of the body such as shoulder, elbow, knee, hip etc. A 
sculpts B. then B sculpts A.

3.  then each pair starts from somewhere and sculpts the other using continuous 
movement and body contact, switching roles (active or passive).

Scene 5: Storytelling through Dance
By the end of this exercise participants will be able to apply the techniques  
of creative movement to a short dance piece on gender, sexuality, HIV and 
AIDS. time: 1 hour.

Props: Cd player and music, props (as the need arises).

ACtIoNS
1.   Ask participants to form small groups. Ask each group to think of a story  

advocating a gender, sexuality and/or HIV/AIDS concern which they will present 
through a 5-minute dance piece with appropriate music.

2. Remind the group to refer to the guidelines on narrative building.
3.  After each group has performed, ask the audience to express what they think 

the dance was about. The presenting group clarifies their objective, social advocacy, 
intended audience and how they used dance to show the story development.  
give additional notes on areas of improvement in the story or dance technique.

Physical theatre: Physical theatre is a general term used to describe any form of 
performance that uses primarily the body to tell a story. It goes beyond spoken 
narrative where the physical and visual elements correspond to the verbal elements. 
the body is the main instrument of creation rather than the mind. For performers, 
whether they are circus players, dancers, or actors, the challenge is in telling a 
story using minimal dialogue and by fusing image, sound and gesture.
In the next activities, physical game and exercises introduce participants to the 
importance of communication between performers to achieve balance and rhythm. 
Physical rhythm and body language demands more awareness and sensitivity. It is 
important to be alert and committed to the moment. this is especially true when 
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lifting and balancing fellow actors, juggling objects between two people,  
or doing physical comedy.

Here, we also explore physical theatre as a device for creating some elements  
of a story, character, relationships and interactions between the performers,  
to depict social issues.

Scene 6: Volleyball
the main aim of this exercise is to develop the participants' concentration  
and mental alertness. time: 30 minutes.

Props: Three volleyballs 

ACtIoNS
1. Form a big circle. A person throws the volleyball from his/her 
right hand to left hand and then throws back to his/her right hand 
before throwing it to the person on his/her left. the next person 
catches with their right hand and does the same. Ask them to 
relax the body while gently swinging their hands.

2. Next, same action is done with three balls, held by three 
persons, standing apart from each other, with at least three 
people between him/her and the others holding the two 
balls. the three persons should be able to throw and catch 
the ball simultaneously to avoid having two balls in a  
person’s hand at any given time.

Scene 7: character & gestures
the participants will develop a sense of group rhythm 
while maintaining individual concentration and perform 
short scenes through gestures. time: 1 hour. 
Props: Volleyball

ACtIoNS
1. Form a big circle. A person runs and gives the ball to a person across 

the circle and the person who receives it shouts out her own name. He/she then 
goes to another person and the person who receives it next shouts out his/her 
name. they do this very fast, loud and use exaggerated gestures. Make sure  
everyone has the chance to receive the ball.

2.  Following the same sequence of people in the volleyball exercise, somebody comes 
to the centre of the circle and calls the next person. the person called goes to 
the centre, holds the ball and calls the next person. the person holding the ball 
should remain at the centre until the next person receives the ball. the objec-
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tive here is for the ball to stay at the centre, with people moving around.  
they do this silently and with increasing speed while keeping eyes on the ball.

3.  Following the same sequence of name introduction, each one thinks of a gesture 
to introduce him/herself. A gesture uses body language to show a feeling or 
thought (e.g. excitement can be shown by jumping with arms raised or “Stop!” 
can be expressed by extending a hand forward). After a person introduces him/
herself through gesture, the next person comes to the centre and shakes the 
hand of the first person who then leaves the centre. The second person who  
remains at the centre introduces him/herself the same way and so on. each 
round of introduction goes faster each time. Afterwards, everyone should be 
able to name the others in the circle by their gesture. 

4.  Participants find a partner. They play two characters that meet and say  
goodbye through gestures. they have to be clear WHo they are, WHAt  
situation they are in and WHeRe it is happening. Ask several pairs to present. 

5.  Now, divide the class into 5 groups. each group creates a scene with characters 
in a defined situation. Assign a “setting” for each group (e.g. inside a bus,  
public toilet, market, movie house, playground). they improvise a scene that 
clearly shows a beginning, middle and end all executed in body gestures.

Scene 8: character Opposites
Upon completing this scene, participants will be able to explore different 
physical expressions and create contrasting characters with distinct emotion, 
rhythm, sound and movement. time: 1 hour.

ACtIoNS
1.  Have everyone form a big circle. explore different ways of walking. Walk heavily 

with feet wide apart. then walk with bound feet in small light steps. Brush right 
foot forward and point then brush left foot forward and point. Make long steps 
with knees bent. Walk on toes. Walk on heels. Walk on side of feet. Walk on toe 
and heel. Walk sideways looking around, feeling the air with your fingertips as 
if it’s dark and you can’t see. Walk like a heavy-footed cowboy, shifting weight 
sideways with every step, occupying a wide space.

2.  this time, explore postures and voices of characters with opposite traits. explain 
that a dominant character expands her chest and say “Hmmm!” with a loud voice 
and a subordinate character contracts her body and says the same word with a 
softer voice. In the circle, a person begins to assume a dominant character who 
relates to the person standing to his right who reacts in a subordinate character. 
Then the first person shifts to a subordinate character and the second person 
takes on a dominant character. the the second person relates to a third person, 
in the same sequence of shifting characters. everyone takes turns.
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3.  Next, they find a partner and shift back and forth between opposite characters 
(master/servant, liars/truth tellers), exploring different rhythms (slow vs. fast) 
and emotions (happy vs. sad). As they change characters, they should show a 
clear shift in action and emotions, making sure that these are consistent with the 
characters they portray. they can also explore sounds to communicate with each 
other. Ask the pairs to present to the group.

Scene 9: Storytelling through Physical Theatre
By the end of Scene 9, participants will present a 5-minute performance  
applying the physical and visual elements of storytelling on the issue of HIV 
prevention, focusing on negotiating safe sex practice. time: 1 hour 30 minutes.

ACtIoNS
1.  Form pairs. each pair thinks of a scene with two people at odds on whether to 

practice safe sex or not. they may portray adolescents, couples, sex workers,  
men having sex with men, among others. they create a story to show how they 
negotiate to resolve their differences on safe sex. With minimal dialogue and mostly 
through physical movement and body gestures, the pairs perform to the big group.

2.  Remind the participants to refer to the guidelines on Narrative Building  
(Facilitator’s Reference No. 11).

3.  After each group has presented their improvisation, ask the audience to guess 
what the story was about and how effective was the use of physical theatre in 
revealing the message. What worked and what didn’t?

4.  Ask the performers what challenges they faced while using physical theatre  
as a storytelling medium. give additional notes on what they need to improve  
in terms of clarity of story, character, relationship and overall message.

5.  Now, draw out insights on how this can be used as method to promote HIV  
and AIDS prevention. Further discussion of the issues raised in the performances 
may lead to identifying the actual obstacles in achieving preventive education  
on HIV and AIDS.
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Story Development & Pre-Laboratory Work
After exploring the different ways of storytelling, the participants need to develop, 
expand and structure their story ideas. they will need to review several important 
elements in structuring story-lines, such as character development, plot outlining 
and eventually choosing the appropriate and most effective medium in telling these 
stories.

Review the elements of play/story introduced in Act III, Scene 1 (Clay  
Sculptures). Give additional pointers on character, conflict, plot and premise.
In discussing the play’s plot, ask the following questions:

Are the setups of incidents in the story logical and believable?
What is the main conflict of the story? There should be only one above  
other minor conflicts (subplots).
Does the plot show a slowly rising conflict? Is the development of  
characters aligned with the rising conflict?
Are the objectives of each scene clear?
What elements unify the play’s story?

Plots usually follow a chronological, linear structure (Refer to Facilitator’s Reference 
No. 12). other plot structures may deviate from this convention by employing a series 
of episodes that may skip the logic of chronological, causal or spatial sequence. Plot 
structures may reflect the artistic and political/philosophical visions of the artist.

Characters carry out the action in the play. the main character is the one most 
affected by the main conflict in the play. His/her dilemma and all his/her decisions in 
solving this dilemma determine the direction of the play. Avoid stereotyped characters 
because they render predictability and cliché in the play’s action. Choose obstacles that 
test the will of the character and show his/her growth throughout the play. 

Identify what you really want to say. the premise, the central thought and 
meaning of the play, must be embodied in the ideas and emotions expressed 
through the words and action of the character. take care however not to sound 
didactic. the challenge to most advocacy artists is how to express their themes 
without drowning out the story.

For spoken drama, the story is expressed through the character’s dialogue 
and actions/decisions. For the non-verbal performance, the story finds expression 
through the other mediums (e.g. masks, puppets, music, dance, etc.)
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Scene 10: Storyboard  
Writing & Staging
By the end of this exercise, participants 
will be able to go back to their perform-
ing group and agree on one theme/issue 
for their play; articulate and develop 
their story ideas; mount excerpts of 
their stories and gather concrete ideas 
from colleagues and teachers on how 
to develop and improve their stories. 
time: 5 hours.
Props: paper, pen, colouring pens

ACtIoNS
1. Participants from the same performing 
group may want to work together or opt 
to work with other troupes from the same 
country/region. Individual artists may 
work with others from another country, 
provided that there is an opportunity 
for them to do their performance after 
the Laboratory.
2. the groups gather together and 
present their story-lines. they agree 
on one theme or issue that relates 

to gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS. Remind 
them to refer to the guidelines on narrative 
building to facilitate their discussion. encour-
age everyone in the group to participate in 
arriving at a consensus. It is important that 
members of the group agree to this one 
theme at this early part of the process.
3. the groups draft a story-line or a scene-
by-scene description of how the story unfolds. 
then they construct a storyboard, using paper 
and colouring pens. they draw the important 
scenes of the story (a minimum of three and 
maximum of five frames).
4. the groups then choose two frames from their 
storyboard. they shall stage the chosen scenes 
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utilizing several art forms. For the purpose of this exercise, they shall present 
each frame using a different form (e.g. one frame may be a dance piece and  
the other a puppet scene). give each group twenty minutes to present their  
storyboard, excerpt performance and forum-discussion.

5.  the groups will then present their project to a panel of invited directors,  
playwrights, choreographers, along with the other members of the class. they 
shall present the storyboard first and then show the pieces they have staged. 
the audience members give their feedback and recommendations after each 
group presentation. 

A Sample Story Prese
ntation from cai Luong 

Troupe, Viet n
am

“Faith in Life”
The main theme is: Never give up hope. The arts form is Cai Luong 

and the target audience: people in drug rehabilitation centres.

Our play is based on
 the true story of a 28 year-old a

rtist. It 

begins with the main character (female) in a drug rehab centre who 

then discovers she is HIV positive. She decides to escape fr
om the 

centre and return to her hometown to take revenge 
against the  

people who ruined her life. On her way back home she struggles 

with thoughts of the people who harmed her and the ghosts of 

people who died of AIDS whom she met at the rehab centre. She 

also thinks about friends and peo
ple who helped her.

She gets lost inside the forest. There she meets an old woman 

who tells her stories of her children and grandch
ildren with HIV and 

gives her advice to have faith in her life, which will keep death away 

from her. The old woman gives her a diary of a patient who died. The 

diary says not to give up hope until the last day. All of this caused 

her to rethink her decision and return to the rehab centre to be with 

other people suffering the same condition.
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FEEDBACK
Phunam: the story is good, but I wonder what happened when the  
young woman left the rehab centre?
Hong: The conflict is when she found out that she was HIV positive and  
all she wanted to do was get revenge. But all that happened moved her  
in another direction.
Dan: If the first scene is a crisis point with that kind of high energy, there is no 
space to build up, nowhere to go. every character should have a crisis and the 
issue should connect to that crisis, so the plot brings the issue to the audience.
Maribel: I agree that it’s a good story, but when the story progresses, she has 
the realization and transformation in the forest. What is the old woman? Who 
is she and what wisdom/experience can she provide her? Could you rethink 
the woman having children with HIV and AIDS? that’s too easy. Could this old 
woman have obtained other wisdom in other ways? this story is not so much 
about faith but making choices in life that we can live with. She should also 
realize that she’s not a victim; she made a choice to be an addict. Maybe she 
thinks it was the fault of others but when she meets the old woman she  
realizes that she has a responsibility to herself and society. 
Dan: the ghosts come to her in the forest at night, but if the one that she 
finally has to defeat is the one who infected her, that plus the wisdom of the 

old woman helps her go back to rehab. 
Maribel: Show the action, don’t just  
narrate. For example, instead of the old 
lady telling her own story, show it to us. 
Maybe the young woman takes on the role 
of the old woman as she tells her story. 
Secondly, the ghosts might be a good way 
to show what else went wrong with her life 

– whether she had a violent father or some-
thing; this may elicit our compassion from 
the audience.
6. After all the groups have presented, they 
may begin Laboratory work.
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What is “Repertory Theatre guidance?”
Crucial to this process is the Repertory theatre guidance (Rtg) programme,  
which is supervised by experts in dramaturgy, directing, choreography and  
multi-media arts. Individually, they are referred to as Rtg mentors. they also  
provide skills in social investigation and needs analysis, tools for developing  
dramaturgy and knowledge of production mechanics.

the need for Rtg varies depending on the capacities of the group. Providing the 
appropriate guidance would entail knowing and appraising the performers’ strengths 
and weaknesses – the scope and depth of their knowledge on the issue; their  
talent and level of artistry; and their organizational skills in theatre production. 

each group works with an Rtg mentor whose expertise is closely allied with 
their skills and needs. their function in the whole theatre making process is to help 
weave the narrative threads of performance so that choices on content and form 
are able to serve the group’s purpose.

Since theatre for advocacy aims to inform and educate the public, Rtg applies 
the theoretical and practical concepts on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS that 
were tackled in the earlier lessons.

Rtg emphasizes the importance of doing research. Participants need to learn 
the value of making sure that their productions are based on factual and accurate 
information. 

theatre for advocacy’s main objective is to dispel myths and misconceptions about 
the relevant issues that often get entangled in social, cultural and political beliefs 
of different societies.

the Rtg also provides an overview of the different production tasks such as 
stage direction, scriptwriting, choreography, stage design, music scoring, stage and 
production management, technical design and execution (lights and sound).
The specific functions of the RTG mentor are to:

Facilitate the sessions on developing story ideas and help clarify, strengthen 
and refine the story and treatment of the productions.
give feedback on the content, form and process.
Suggest practical solutions to staging problems.
Monitor the rehearsals to ensure that all members of the group 

AcT V: Laboratory & Repertory Theatre guidance
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actively participate and that target outputs are achieved.
Boost the morale of the group during the difficult phases of rehearsals  
and if necessary, actively participates in the creative process  
(e.g. directorial assistance).

the Rtg mentors must be careful to avoid imposing their own convictions on the  
participants. they should provide tools in analysing issues to enable participants to 
stand by their chosen principles. This requires finding the balance between challenging 
perceived notions of the participants and respecting their cultural or political beliefs.

The performance should reflect the groups’ collective decision since the groups  
themselves are responsible for staging their works in their regions.
By the end of Act V (this process will take 5 to 7 days) the participants will be able to:

Mount 15-20 minute advocacy performances on the issue of gender,  
sexuality, HIV and AIDS
Apply the artistic tools of narrative building and staging devices in  
laboratory work
Work in a collective process with clear production roles 
Perform to a public audience

It is difficult to establish rigid time schedules of brainstorming and rehearsal  
sessions. each laboratory process presents several challenges and advantages, which 
are unique to the composition of the group and the varying capacities of individual 
artists. the dynamics of discussion may take longer than usual. At other times, the 
brainstorming process may be extraordinarily smooth, only to be bogged down by 
several obstacles during rehearsals. It is essential that the Rtg mentor be sensitive 
and aware of the various changes in the process. there are no hard and fast rules in 
guiding the participants to come up with a laboratory showcase. the process that one 
sub-group undergoes is not necessarily the same process that would work for another 
group. Apart from this, artistic decisions made by the group may not always be the 
most effective. And sometimes, this will become apparent even at the latter phase of 
rehearsals when time is running out or tensions tend to flare up. Nevertheless, a time 
frame for each phase may need to be established for the 5 to 7 day period.

the Rtg mentor should be keen on identifying the manifestations of problems 
which most of the artists in the group could hardly recognize while immersed in the 
creative process. It is essential to distinguish skills in artistic creation from skills in 
collaboration. Some artists may find it hard to be effective in a collaborative setting, 
while some may feel more confident within a group process. 

The RTG mentor then not only identifies the implications of artistic decisions made 
by the group but also foresees the potential outcome of collaboration in the actual 
process of artistic creation. the development of aesthetic consciousness among the 
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participants should be monitored by the mentor. often clashes in artistic concepts 
among collaborators stem from differences in artistic inclination. Sometimes, the 
artist in collaboration tends to push for an artistic process that she may have 
perfected in the past. that however, does not guarantee success in a setting where 
teamwork, group dynamics and sensitivity to other artists is top priority. 
the breakdown in any Laboratory Process may be divided into:

Brainstorming, Story Creation, Improvisation/Writing (1-2 days)
Rehearsals (3-5 days)
Laboratory Performance (1 day)

each phase will need time for evaluation before it moves on to the next phase. 
Also, on each day of the Laboratory phase, body and vocal warm-ups need to be 
strictly followed before class breaks into their respective groupings.

Scene 1: Brainstorming, Story creation,  
improvisation/Writing

In this stage of the Laboratory, brainstorming and  
writing of the script, scenario, or story treatment will be 
continued after the other participants and the  
invited experts in various theatre fields have given their 
comments and recommendations.

the group shall review their story and distil the feed-
back of their colleagues and the panel of invited artists. 
the group may decide to revise what they have done and 
refine the details of the story. Scene breakdowns may be 
useful enough for play productions while dance scenarios 
are helpful to dance groups, as well as physical theatre 
performances.

on the whole, this phase requires the creation of a 
blueprint for the actual production. In the case of a 
play, the script needs to be written, if a playwright is 
assigned in the group. otherwise a team of writers may 
find it easier to write down a scene-by-scene description (scenario or story 
treatment) of the play. Some groups need only this before they can start impro-
vising and mounting their scenes. the script is eventually written after the actors 
have improvised much of the play. Dance scenarios, on the other hand, describe the 
essential components of the story per scene. It may also include the visual plan and 
motif of the stage. Musical pegs may also be identified. The same goes for physical 
theatre styles of performances. Puppet productions may need more refined versions 
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of storyboarding. In the storyboard, several studies of puppets may be drawn in 
order to see the overall visual concept. 

the actual rehearsal, improvisation, puppet creation, choreographing dance  
sequences or physical theatre scenes and writing of the draft script all happen 
when, more or less, a working blueprint is agreed upon by the group. the Rtg  
mentor needs to be aware of several possible hitches in the process. Many times, 
the Rtg mentor may get too anxious when the group spends too much time  
discussing several issues of the production on the table. Some mentors feel that 
the group shouldn’t spend a lot of time on table work and should rather just plunge 
into improvising and actual creation. the Rtg mentor needs to weigh several factors 
through. For instance, a deeper discussion of the social issue might be necessary to 
some groups tackling a rather controversial topic for the first time. Sometimes the 
group members themselves may have differing standpoints on an issue like gender, 
sexuality and HIV/AIDS, especially if this will cut across religious or political  
beliefs. At other times, the group may have stumbled upon a controversial aspect  
of the issue, which may clash, for example, with specific agendas of NGOs or  
funding institutions. this might need to be thrashed out before the group arrives 
at a general consensus. the Rtg mentor may point out that these deeper questions 
may actually surface in the production which would add more meaningful layers to 
the work. At any rate, the Rtg mentor has to guide the group members to a  
consensus, which may not necessarily be a unanimous decision. For instance, a  
consensus of “agreeing to disagree” might be a compromise that could be useful in 
the production, though not all the time.

All these issues of message and form are decided and need to be agreed upon. 
Several tasks may need to be listed for each group member to fulfil:

1.  Play script – the task of writing the script for the production may be assigned 
to a playwright or a pool of writers in the group. Writing a draft before actual 
rehearsals has both advantages and limitations. A script, once finished, could be 
the best guide that the group can have in mounting their production. Several 
steps in the process need not be done and the actors, once they are satisfied with 
the draft, can go ahead and rehearse. group writing may also be a faster way of 
finishing the script IF the group members are all clear and united on the basic 
story points. group writing can also facilitate staging since, presumably, the writ-
ers are the actors themselves. Several difficulties may crop up when, for instance, 
the written draft does not reflect the original concept or plan agreed upon by 
the group. this may happen when the playwright was unable to capture the basic 
intentions of the group. In cases like this, the Rtg mentor might need to give sev-
eral suggestions in the actual writing and structuring of the script. He will need 
to provide sound and practical suggestions related to the crafting of the script.
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2.  Scenarios/Story treatments – Many times, the group does not have the  
confidence to write a script. Most of the group members may be actors and 
would rather improvise scenes instead of writing them down. Scenarios or story 
treatments may be enough to excite the group members into mounting the  
production, picking up ideas along the way of continuous improvisation and  
rehearsal. While these could be a fun and exciting way of play production, it 
may need a strong willed director, who can sift through the random ideas that 
are offered by actors. the Rtg mentor should look out for inconsistencies in 
style and/or factual errors in articulating the advocacy of the issues. Many 
times, actors get carried away with clever dialogue or theatrical devise at the 
expense of being offensive or downright misinformed about the issue.

3.  Dance scenarios – Dance groups and physical theatre ensembles may need to 
come up with at least an outline of how to transform the story into a dance 
piece. the Rtg mentor should observe the story structure as well as the possi-
bilities for translating this story into dance form. the Rtg mentor needs to have 
a strong choreographic and visual sense to measure the feasibility of the process. 

4.  Musical pegs – For dance and physical theatre performances, music plays an 
important part in the staging of the scenes. Decisions to use canned or live music, 
the style of music selected the sequence of different types of music and the  
motifs that need to be utilized to render musical unity to the work need to 
be addressed as well. It may be important to have a varied collection of music 
samples on hand in order to provide several pegs for improvisation and rehearsals.

5.  Visual studies – Puppet drawings, drafts of backdrops needed by design-heavy 
productions are necessary once the group has firmed up their story. These  
visual plans will clarify and establish the visual style and concept of the  
overall production. 

tIPS oN CReAtINg IDeAS
Review the initial story ideas and the feedback from the critiquing activity.
Clarify what issue the group wants to focus on and evaluate how much each 
one already knows about it.

 Recall the discussion and lectures on the issues of gender, sexuality, HIV  
and AIDS. Allow each one to articulate which lesson is most relevant and how 
it is understood.
If the group chooses to talk about HIV, gather information from as many 
people to get different perspectives. then select which aspect of the issue will 
be used in the story.
Choose a story that all members of the group can connect with and agree on the 
premise or message. Keep it simple, not too complicated, with a clear message.
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At the same time, be mindful of what messages to convey. Avoid contributing  
to the myths and misconceptions about the issues, for example, those that 
reinforce the perception that women are naturally weaker than men or the 
stigmatisation of people living with HIV and AIDS.
Choose characters that serve as a vehicle of your message and show how they 
are able to transcend the crisis and transform themselves in the process.
Avoid using character stereotypes that promote gender stereotypes and biases 
as these tend to lead to predictable stories. 
Plot out scenes that introduce the characters and the problem at the  
beginning and slowly build up to a crisis that leads to the peak dramatic  
moment and the end the story.
Define the audience and set goals on what the group wants them to feel, 
think and do after watching the performance.
In presenting an issue through an advocacy performance, it would help to think 
of a story that helps provoke the audience to think and be interested rather 
than to make them feel like they are listening to a lecture.

 
Scene 2: Feedback Session One

An initial feedback session among groups is scheduled again once skeletal  
foundations of the productions have been generally achieved through improvisation 

and creation. the groups may several unpolished scenes that 
they have come up with, supplemented with 
pitching the story that they have  
developed and refined so far. The RTG  
mentor needs pinpoint problems in  
dramaturgy and style, clarity or intended 
standpoint on the advocacy issue. Are the 
basic objectives of the advocacy met? Is 
there a harmonious blend of form and  
content? the mentor also points out  
inconsistencies of use of style, scenes that 
don’t “work” due to technical difficulties.  
He/she may suggest several compromises  
without diminishing the intended impact.

the Rtg mentor may lead the discussion to 
the next phase – the rehearsal phase. He/she 
introduces the various elements, components and 
production mechanics. In any stage performance, 
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the tasks need to be divided and the functions of each task clearly stated. Usually 
the production is generally divided into two: cast and production staff. But almost 
always, the group members take on both roles at different times and stages of the 
production. Many theatre groups have specific functions when they are not  
performing on stage. It is important to clearly delineate these double tasking system 
practised by most groups in order to avoid confusion and neglect of several required 
tasks. The RTG mentor observes if all actors are given specific tasks of production 
other than performing. It is important that responsibilities be democratised. 

Scene 3: Rehearsals
Before rehearsals are conducted, the Rtg mentor may need to convenes the  
assigned designers, musicians, technical staff and directors of the respective 
groups to discuss and list down the specific tasks involved. Remember,  
different productions have different requirements.  
Putting them down in detail, with accompanying deadlines 
and schedules need to be coordinated early so as to avoid 
confusion in the actual show. this will also enable the 
people assigned to fulfil these tasks to set priorities  
during rehearsals. The schedule and flow of tasks are 
needed by each group because several requirements need 
to be accomplished at different phases of the  
rehearsals (e.g. props, costumes, puppets, backdrops, etc.) 

When actual rehearsals begin, the Rtg mentor helps polish 
the scenes along with the assigned director/s of the group. 
Here consultations with the directors, choreographers,  
become more frequent. More practical and specific  
challenges begin to surface because the blueprint agreed 
upon may, not be technically feasibly given the time and 
budget constraints or what seemed exciting on paper may 
not have been as effective when staged. 

As a general rule, the smoothness of the rehearsal 
process depends on the strength of the foundations laid 
down during the brainstorming and creation phase of the Laboratory. Story  
structure, style consistency, artistic choices and depth of analysis of the social issue 
will all reveal themselves in the course of the rehearsals. A basic run-through of 
the performance will inevitably reveal the weaknesses and strengths of all the  
elements. the Rtg mentor should point out any glaring imbalances and discuss 
these issues with directors and choreographers and writers within the group.
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the challenge of the Rtg mentor is how to maintain aesthetic distance while  
being involved in the laboratory process. the Rtg mentor acts as a dramaturge  
by pointing out the weaknesses that are showing up in the process. 

Is the message being conveyed clearly? 
Is there a confusion of style and content? 
Conversely, is the production too “safe” and conventional? 
Shouldn’t the production be a groundbreaking work artistically? 
Shouldn’t the impact of the message complement the impact created by  
the art work itself?

the Rtg mentor needs to remind the group members about the original intentions 
of their production. 

As rehearsals continue other elements of the production slowly come to the fore: 
costumes and props, the production design, masks and puppets, multimedia presen-
tations, etc. the Rtg mentor has to make a schedule for rehearsal and a separate 
schedule for making props and all the other technical requirements of the production. 

Stage adjustments follow, once a series of run-throughs have finalized the basic 
framework of the piece. Here, entrances and exits are determined based on the limi-
tations of the actual space. the Rtg mentor needs to know the technical conditions 
of the theatre space, the available lights and sound system, the do’s and don’ts of 
the theatre, the acoustic capacities that may require actors to modulate their volume, 
etc. All these may escape the attention of the directors assigned to the group. 

once all these are generally set, the Rtg mentors of all groups convene and plan 
the entire show, indicating the sequence of the performance pieces, etc. they need  
to take into consideration the flow of performances, for example, a good opening per-
formance is light and upbeat and draws the audiences’ attention; the middle perfor-
mances can alternate the serious and funny, the subdued and spectacular; and a good 
closing performance leaves a positive feeling among the audience. on the other hand, 
several technical requirements of some groups may also determine who comes on first.

It is best to schedule two full dress-technical rehearsals. the performances will 
run twice: the first is a stop-run-through, which means the performance can be 
interrupted to make the necessary stage and technical adjustments; and the second 
is a non-stop run-through, that approximates the actual performance. this allows 
the group to anticipate staging problems and address them while in rehearsal.

the Rtg mentors should note down all these problems. Also, s/he should note 
down other suggestions and feedback during the performance. After each dress 
tech run, the Rtg and the directors need to gather all members of the group  
(both cast and staff) and share all their notes with everyone. 
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Scene 4: Feedback Session Two
troubleshooting is the main objective of this feedback session. Usually at this 
point, tensions are high and the participants may feel agitated. they think 
that so much needs to be done and that there is not enough time to correct 
mistakes. It is important to assure them that the performance will all depend 
on how focused and aware and relaxed everyone is.

Major problems, if any, need to be addressed first. Sometimes drastic decisions 
may have to be made. the Rtg mentor has to balance the effect it may have on 
the group and the impact on the whole production itself. the main thing is to stick 
to the original plan as closely as possible. the Rtg mentor should be able to offer 
alternative solutions in seemingly desperate conditions.

Not all problems may be solved eventually. At times like this, the Rtg men-
tor helps the group prioritize these problems. Several artistic contentions that 
have not been resolved need to be decided upon once and for all, or be completely 
struck-off for the sake of group unity. 

Rtg mentors should not be too emotionally involved in the process as opinions 
may interfere with the group’s decision. Many groups tend to defer their own 
opinions once they notice that an Rtg mentor insists on how a certain scene should 
be interpreted. Again, this is not to imply that Rtg mentors shouldn’t intervene, 
especially during crisis points of the rehearsal process.

Intervention of the Rtg mentors has always been a subject of discussion and 
debate among artist-teachers. Some insist on keeping their “hands off” the process 
and merely serving as side-coaches or process observers throughout the laboratory 
phase. Some have, however contended that this may be a an excuse for remain-
ing “artistically neutral” to the point of timidity. Rtg mentors are there to share 
their expertise, to show the participants that the wheel need not be reinvented to 
help them achieve their vision when the skills to do so are still lacking. Finding the 
perfect balance has been as elusive as the number of Rtg programmes conducted 
because each process is unique. Some groups depend on the Rtg mentor’s artistic 
expertise. If a mentor backs off all the time, she/he may be useless to the group. 
Some groups, however, tend to shun too much “intervention” and may react nega-
tively if their mentor is too “dominant.” It is important for mentors to be sensitive 
to these. The RTG mentors, once they have gained the respect of their groups, find 
it easier to express their own opinions without coming across as domineering.  
Respect accorded to mentors by their groups also come from their impression of 
the quality of expertise their mentors show throughout the laboratory process. 
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Scene 5: The Performance
on the evening of the performance, the Rtg mentor plays the role of coach. 
Pep talks before the show do help. Body and vocal warm-ups, apart from  
making the tools of performers flexible, also help release tension.

During the performance, the Rtg mentor also takes down notes for later feedback 
and evaluation. At the same time, the Rtg mentor should be always alert and look 
out for emergency situations that may arise while performance is going on. He 
should be ready to take quick action to resolve potential problems throughout the 
duration of the show.

Audience feedback is important. Performance feedback forms may be given to all 
audience members, which they may drop in designated boxes in the venue. Alter-
natively, a talkback session with the audience may be held after the shows. It is 
significant to let the audience know that their opinions are significant contributions 
to the improvement of the productions. 

Additional Tips in Dramaturgy and  
Repertory Theatre Building
tips on Mounting and Devising

Work with the available human resources. Consider how the group can play  
all the characters in the story and assign the necessary tasks – directing,  
writing, performing, etc.
Choose the form that the group is most familiar and competent to use for  
the performance. 
Improvise based on a working scenario and try to show and not just tell what 
is happening in the scene. Note the improvised dialogues and actions. this will 
serve as a script in progress.
Try things first then decide what works and what doesn’t work. Sometimes, 
there are things that look or sound interesting and doable but may not turn out 
the way they were imagined to be.
Define the performing space according to the stage to be used. This serves  
as guide to the entrances and exits and blocking of performers.
Work with actual or substitute props and costumes that are part of the  
actor’s stage business. 
Do a rough run to see if the scenes flow clearly. Polishing of the scenes can 
come later after all the scenes have been mounted. 
Manage the time with the end goal in mind. Remember that the laboratory 
performance is an initial study of what may be developed into a full-length  
production after the workshop.  
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tips on Performing
Performers should have warm-up exercises for the body and voice to  
generate the necessary energy in the performance. 
Make sure that all props and costumes are in place before performing on stage. 
It also helps to double check on these things.
Individually prepare to get in character, keeping mind and body focused on  
the performance. An important quality of an actor is sincerity. During the 
preparation and performance, actors must concentrate and listen to each other.
In some instances when a line or cue is missed by another actor, the fellow  
actor should find a way to help the other recover and to continue the action  
or dialogue. 
Be mindful of the language used and the message it conveys to a particular 
audience. 
For performances using dialogue, keep it brief or you will lose the audience’s 
attention. there should be more effort to deliver the lines very naturally to 
avoid sounding too memorized and mechanical.
Performers need to connect with the audience. While there should always  
be an awareness of everything happening on stage, performers should also  
be attuned to the audience. Listen to their response and pause, if necessary, 
before jumping to the line or cue.
entrances and exits should be clear and precise. Cues for entering and exiting 
the stage differ; it could be an action, dialogue, music or lights cue.
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evaluation of the performance and the whole Laboratory process is usually conducted the  
next day. the groups evaluate all the different phases of the Laboratory. guidelines are  
provided by the Rtg mentor or the main facilitator of this course.

The purpose of the first exercise, the evaluation, is to allow participants to reflect on  
their Laboratory work experience and to know the extent to which the course has fulfilled  
its objectives and to see if the workshop programme answered their needs as well as the  
audience’s. Participants synthesize their experiences in the course of the workshop and on that 
basis project some plans for applying what they have learned and in continuing their advocacy 
performances. this provides the organizers with useful information for future planning. Finally, 
the Laboratory closes with a ritual meant to affirm the group’s community spirit. 
By the end of this final act, participants will be able to:

evaluate the Laboratory work and performance.
Consolidate what they have learned in the whole workshop experience.
Project the immediate and long-term follow-up activities. 

Scene 1: Performance Feedback
By evaluating the performances the participants can start to draft plans on how to  
improve the productions. taking stock of audience and peer feedback, the groups may  
decide to continue developing these productions especially to suit their specific target  
audiences (e.g. communities, countries). time: 30 minutes

ACtIoNS
Provide each participant with a copy of the performance feedback form and  
ask them to reflect on the performances of each group. 

epilogue: Moving forward
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PeRFORMAnce FeeDBAcK FORM

Name (optional) .............................................................................  Age ...............   

1. Which performance did you like most? ...............................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................  

Why? ....................................................................................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................  

2. Which performance did you like least? ..............................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................  

Why? ....................................................................................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................   

3. What message/s in the performance was most valuable for you? 

  .........................................................................................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................  

4. Was there anything new that you learned from the performances? 

  .........................................................................................................................  

  .........................................................................................................................   

5. Any suggestions to improve the performances? 

  .........................................................................................................................  

  .................................................................................................  .......................

Scene 2: evaluating the Laboratory Performances 
This is the time for participants to share reflections and assessment of the orientational, 
artistic and organizational aspects of the performance and to get constructive feedback 
and suggestions on the performances. time: 2 hours. 

Props: o-a-o framework guide on craft paper
ACtIoNS

1.  gather everyone in a circle and congratulate the groups for having accomplished the  
Laboratory performance. Share the feedback from the audience, starting with the  
positive comments. 

2.  Ask everyone to reflect on their experiences in their Laboratory performance. Since this is 
a sharing process, everyone should be allowed to express freely their feelings and thoughts. 
If someone feels differently from the others, this should be welcomed as a point of view and 
not as an argument. Feedback from everyone should be encouraged. 
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3.  Provide an evaluation guide using the orientational, artistic and organizational  
(o-A-o) framework which participants may use to discuss the content of the  
theatre pieces, the artistic elements observed and the group processes and dynamics 
during the production work. Also ask them to share how they feel about performing 
in public. Below are guide questions that you can use in conducting the evaluation.

oRIeNtAtIoN
What was the message of your performance?
How do you feel and think about the message? 
Is there something that you want to clarify about the issue tackled  
in your performance?
Was the message clear to the audience?
What did you learn from doing an advocacy performance?

ARtIStIC
Was the form used appropriate and effective?
What worked or didn’t work in the performance? Why?
Which areas in the performance need more assistance and improvement?
What did you learn from the creative skills and process  
in a performance?

oRgANIZAtIoN
How did your group decide on a story and what form to use?
How did your group work together? How were roles played out?
What factors helped the group process?
What factors did not help the group process?
What did you learn from doing Laboratory work in a group?

 After all the participants have shared, the facilitators and the Rtg mentors  
also give feedback and recommendations on the performances.

Scene 3: evaluating the Laboratory Workshop
During this exercise the participants will review the Laboratory workshop  
objectives, the extent to which these have been met and fill in the group 
evaluation form. time: 1 hour.

Props: evaluation forms, paper, pens

ACtIoN
1.  Lead the group in reviewing the workshop programme objectives presented at the 

start of the workshop and the lessons taken up in the course of the workshop.
2.  Form groups according to country and evaluate the full four weeks in various 

aspects of the workshop using a more structured evaluation guide. Provide the 
evaluation form for each group to complete. then, still by country groups, have 
each group prepare a summary of the evaluative points and recommendations. 
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1.  PRePaRaToRy Phase 
(application & selection process,  
coordination, communication, travel  
arrangements, other information, etc.) 

    
2.  logisTiC
(food, hotel, transport services,  
secretariat support, etc.)
 
3.  aCTual laboRaToRy WoRkshoP 
(content, processes, methodologies, mounting  
& production work, performances, etc)

    
4.faCiliTaToRs/ResouRCe PeRsons

    
5.  PaRTiCiPaTion 
(you, your group, other participants)

sTRong PoinTs Weak PoinTs ReCommendaTions

group evaluation guide
1. Which activities and processes benefited you most?
2.  Which activities and processes didn’t work for you/your group?
3.  Did the processes help in meeting your needs, expectations and objectives? How?
4. What were your most valuable lessons?

Please fill in the boxes with the results of the general discussion within the group.  
What do you feel, think and want to say about the following?
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Scene 4: Planning Follow up Activities
At the end of this exercise the participants will be able to identify actions to be  
taken after the Laboratory workshop; and get information about sources of support  
and areas for partnership and collaboration among the groups. time: 2 hours.

Props: paper and pens

ACtIoN
1. After the evaluation, the groups discuss their action plans after the  
Laboratory workshop. 

What does your group plan to do with the performance?
What support mechanisms and resources are available in your group?
What forms of support does your group need to continue doing its  
advocacy theatre work?
Are there areas for partnership and collaboration between the groups  
that can be initiated and pursued? 

2.  the groups present a summary of their evaluation—strengths, weaknesses,  
recommendations and plans in the plenary. the facilitators and members of the  
organizing committee share their evaluation and recommendations to the group. 

3.  In response, the Laboratory Workshop organizer gives a brief orientation on  
possible sources of support for the artists doing advocacy work. You may list down  
and recommend existing initiatives that they could take advantage of and provide  
suggestions for possible link.

 
Scene 5: closing Ritual

During this final exercise we draw the training course to a close. It is now time  
for participants to receive their certificates and take leave of each other in a positive light. 
time: 30 minutes.

Props: certificate of participation
ACtIoNS
Ask the group to stand in a circle. going around the circle, each participant says a short  
message to the group – a word, a phrase, a line in a song, a gesture, or anything to  
express what this moment means. Then, the facilitator awards him/her with a certificate of  
participation. the next participant delivers his/her message and so on until everyone has  
received their certificate. 
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 1 

THE O-A-O FRAMEWORK & ITS BEGINNINGS 15

the o-A-o Framework is one of the curriculum models developed by the  
Philippine educational theatre as a result of its long experience in using theatre  
for education, raising consciousness and social action. one major thrust of PetA  
is “bringing about an authentic kind of culture” defined to be nationalist, scientific,  
creative and all that which represents the striving majority. This was specified 
further as a set of attainable curriculum objectives: the orientation, the Artistic 
Process and the organization or what we call as the o-A-o Framework. 

the framework became a major theoretical and analytical guide for PetA  
in evaluating, analysing, synthesizing and consolidating any collective artistic  
process. It is also used in programme planning, from training to producing plays  
and performances. 

PETA’S O-A-O FRAMEWORK RESTS ON THE FOLLOWING PRINCIPLES THAT:
PetA’s theatre practice is more than an artistic thrust and goes beyond drama 
techniques and forms. 

In aiming for the development of peoples’ skills and creativity, one cannot  
ignore the socio-political and economic realities that affect individuals and  
communities. therefore, it seeks to achieve something with meaning that  

goes beyond the artistic form.
these so-called artistic and technical tools will be useless if not  

be applied to help alleviate the condition of more pressing 
problems that hamper the growth and development of 

the individual, community and the nation. theatre 
practice should lead to individual and collective 
action to create social change.
the o-A-o framework is being used and applied 

in most of PetA’s performance and education work.  
It is one of the major tenets taught to its membership.

oRIeNtAtIoN
the thrust in orientation (sometimes referred to as the 

ideological or philosophical grounding) addresses the learner’s 
awareness of his social, political, economic and cultural  

environment. Both theatre performances and the curriculum 

15  Article informed by the following sources: 
BITAW Assessment Summary, PETA Faculty Conference Kit. Baguio City, 1999. 
Brief conversations with ernesto Cloma and Beng Santos-Cabangon. 
Fajardo, Brenda V. and topacio, Soxy H., Basic Integrated theatre Arts Workshop (BItAW): PetA theatre Workshop Manual 
Series 1. Quezon City: PetA, 1989. 
Cabangon, Ma. gloriosa C., et al, A Continuing Narrative on Philippine theatre: the Story of PetA (Philippine educational 
theatre Association), Quezon City: PetA, 2008.
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should aim to develop the participants to 
become more socially aware and responsible, 
sensitized to their own history and culture.

PetA’s curriculum seeks for the growth 
of the individual and  
collective (community) consciousness.  
this consciousness should emanate from 
the needs of people to perceive reality, 
to know and transform it. the curricu-
lum must be flexible (open to change) 
and sensitive to the different levels 
and situations of a specific group of 
participants (e.g. women, workers, 
farmers, students, children, etc). the 
substance and themes to be used 
in developing modules and models 
should be based on concrete social, 
political, cultural and historical 
realities and  
aspirations of the people. this 
means that it is necessary for 
trainer-educators to take on a 
preliminary social investigation 
and integration with the actual 
groups and/or communities.

this thrust considers the 
participant’s concrete realm of 
values, problems, experiences, ideas and  
situations as the most authentic sources for creative expression. 

ARtIStIC
the curriculum should aim to enhance, tap into and develop the individual and the 
community’s artistic skills and talents. It should foster peoples’ creativity and imagi-
nation, developing the appropriate artistic processes and methodology that explore 
positive, existing artistic elements of popular and traditional culture. these process-
es should stimulate participants into creating and improvising pieces using their own 
available, indigenous materials, whether they are visual, aural/musical, playwriting or 
dance, including their individual resourcefulness and sense of exploration of self and 
environment. this needs to be complemented with the necessary guidance of appro-
priate artistic skills, techniques and methods for group improvisations and creative 
outputs in our education work. 
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the main drive of PetA’s people’s theatre curriculum in the artistic aspect is  
the development of a people-based aesthetics, which grows out of their own level 
of material and cultural conditions in terms of output, in the form of songs, plays, 
poems, visual and movement pieces that originate from their own experience.

oRgANIZAtIoNAL
the curriculum should arm the participants with processing and organizational skills 
so that a true, dynamic and collective life can emerge from among them. It should 
stimulate individual growth by developing a person’s openness, trust and sensitivity 
to group process and by instilling group growth achieved through collective work. 

In more than one sense, a collective group or an organization (e.g. women,  
community theatre, etc.) is the community or society in microcosm. the values  
and attitudes that should prevail among community members are likewise  
encouraged and fostered among the members of a group. the spirit of trust,  
openness, sensitivity, sharing and collective effort are needed to mount in every 
group (no matter how small) and/or in every process effectively and meaningfully. 

Self-examination, critical feedback and evaluation are tools for individual and 
collective growth and unity. this sense of caring and concern for each other, when 
truly felt and executed among the group, will influence the community, providing  
a model of a complementary type of people’s organization where the total  
person – mind, emotions, senses – are holistically developed to be authentic,  
responsive and expressive.

thus, the curriculum must be process-oriented. It should take into account  
different levels of consciousness: from the most conservative (fatalistic, resigned, 
reactionary) to the more critical (questioning, inquisitive, searching) and finally up  
to the most socially aware member of the community. the graduated nature of  
the workshop should reflect this consideration. From creative explorations of  
physical and sensory environments, the curriculum should gradually tackle in a 
spiralling manner the simplest themes and issues to the more complex. even the 
creative forms of expression (be it theatre or any other forms) used as showcases 
should start from the popular to the more elevated or sophisticated forms. the 
very nature of the different levels of awareness in any workshop is itself a source 
of dynamic tension and processing and will provide the conditions of growth for  
the workshop members themselves.

the Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory curriculum followed these basic  
principles in setting, achieving and evaluating its objectives.
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Application of PeTA’s O-A-O Framework
the following are some points as to how PetA used/applied the o-A-o framework 
in conducting the Laboratory and in many of its education work. 

o-A-o can be used as a facilitator’s guide and framework in developing 
training objectives. the training objectives can be written into the orienta-
tion, artistic process and organizational objectives. this also means that when 
processing the participants’ objectives, they are grouped according to these 
categories.

o-A-o can be used as framework for designing the curriculum, training 
programmes, workshops and modules. this translates into what should be the 
content, form and process that need to be included and be given importance.

o-A-o can be used as a facilitator’s tool for analysing artistic outputs, 
whether they be a theatre exercise output, showcase output, or a full  
performance piece. every artistic output is analysed on the basis of its  
content and/or message (relates to orientation), artistic forms used (artistic) 
and dynamics of the group (organizational).

o-A-o can be used as a facilitator’s tool for evaluation. e.g. evaluating an 
activity e.g. training or performance; processes like production mounting, festi-
vals; an individual e.g. its resident artists, performer, training participants; etc. 

o-A-o can be used as the facilitator’s framework for topic, thematic and 
modular synthesis.

o-A-o can be used as guidelines for performance appraisal of the partici-
pants’ role, participation and learnings both at the individual and collective 
level. It’s translation and/or equivalent to other education practice is in terms 
of knowledge, skills, attitudes (KSA) acquired by the participants.
the o-A-o Framework is also used in PetA’s theatre production and internal 
management processes (e.g. production evaluation, programme management 
& evaluation, organizational development, artist-teachers’ appraisal and needs 
analysis, etc.) and a lot of other possibilities.
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 2 

SAMPLe APPLicATiOn FORM
the PetA Mekong Partnership Project needs to gather information regarding  
the profiles of the applicants and the institution/company they belong/represent. 
This shall be used to assess qualifications & needs of applicants who want to  
participate in the Laboratory. Your prompt reply would be greatly appreciated.  
Use separate sheet if necessary. thank you.

A. Applicant’s Profile 

Please attach your Curriculum Vitae (Artist Profile) together with your recent photo.

Last Name/Surname  ...................................... First Name  ...................................

Nationality ......................................................Date of birth  ................................

❏ Female   ❏ Male

Profession/Current Job  ......................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Institutional Affiliation/s  ....................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Mobile Phone ........................................................................................................

Fax /email  ............................................................................................................

Preferred mailing address .....................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

❏ Office   ❏ Home 

Office Address 
.........................................................
.........................................................
.........................................................

Office Telephone  ..............................

Home Address 
.........................................................
.........................................................
.........................................................

Home telephone ................................
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Relevant professional training/education

Institution .............................................................................................................  
Subject/Discipline ..................................................................................................  
Degree/Certificate ................................................................................................  
Dates Completed ...................................................................................................

Relevant training experiences in performing arts & dates attended
WORK ExPERIENCE  

Please describe your major tasks & responsibilities in your current work 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

SCHoLARSHIP DetAILS

I would like to apply for:

❏ Full Scholarship     ❏ Partial Scholarship (e.g. Participation Fee, Airfare, etc.

❏ I am paying for myself*

B.  Organizational Profile

Please attach institutional brochure if available.
Name of your institution/organization or performing arts troupe 
.............................................................................................................................

Mailing Address (include telephone, Fax, e-mail) 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Location 
................................................
................................................
................................................
................................................

Dates 
.........................
.........................
.........................
.........................

Position/Institution 
................................................
................................................
................................................
................................................
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Describe the nature of the institution/organization, major projects done,  
affiliations and other achievements ........................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Does your organization do advocacy work through the arts? If yes, please give a 
brief description or summary of projects done using the arts for advocacy work. 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

How will your organization benefit from this Laboratory? 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

c. expectations and Training needs

Why do you want to attend the Laboratory? What are your goals and objectives  
in attending the Laboratory?  ...................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

What are your areas of interest when it comes to the different performing arts 
disciplines? ............................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................
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What are the specific knowledge and skills you want to get out of this training  
to be able to achieve your goals and objectives? ...................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

What are your suggested topic/s for workshop sessions? .......................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

What skills (artistic or organizational skills) and/or experiences would you like to 
share/teach to other participants relevant to arts for advocacy work? 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

What is your proposed Laboratory performance piece that you would like to experi-
ment on? What artistic form (e.g. dance, puppetry, spoken drama, circus, performance 
art, multimedia, or mixed) are you going to develop or experiment on? Please describe 
your initial artistic concept for your proposed Laboratory performance piece. What 
specific topic/theme would you like to tackle in your performance piece? 
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

How do you plan to bring the experience and the learnings from the Laboratory 
back to your organization and/or country?  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
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What have been the key challenges in your work as an artist? What are your 
needs to become an effective artist-advocate?  .....................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Please identify your thematic interests (specific topics) when it comes to issues of 
gender, sexuality and HIV/AIDS.   ........................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................  
.............................................................................................................................

Please return the completed Application Form  
by post, fax, or e-mail to:

The Curriculum director
Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory 2008 
c/o PetA Mekong Partnership Project 
350/2061 Ratchada-Chuanchom Mansion 
Soi Ladphao 23, Ladphao Road 
Chatuchak, Bangkok 10900 tHAILAND

tel. (66-2) 9092649 or 9390200 to 4 loc. 2061 
Fax: (66-2) 9307851 
e-mail:  peta_mekong@yahoo.com or peta@truemail.co.th

mailto:mekong@yahoo.com
mailto:peta@truemail.co.th
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 3 
SAMPLe PeRFORMAnce OUTPUTS
Only Once (Lao PDR)
An entertaining and endearingly funny presentation, “only once” used traditional 
folktale to advocate issues of safe sex through puppetry and spoken drama. Inspired 
and liberated from the workshop, the puppeteers took on a fresh acting role and 
performed in front of the screen as they played out a story parallel to the folktale 
– about a husband who has a one night stand and is later found out by his wife; he 
tries to overturn the consequences of his action to win the love and respect of his 
wife again.

the interaction of puppets and actors in this production added to a certain  
dimension to what could turn out to be just another preachy advocacy play. the 
inter weaving of folktale and reality gave the piece a more appealing and playful 
quality which could be very effective in community and grassroots settings.

Lao National Puppet Theatre Troupe  
Laboratory 2005 (Manila, Philippines)

Living in AiDS Time (Viet nam)
A melodrama with skilful acting, “Love Story in AIDS time” is a spoken drama  
production developed by a group of independent artists from Viet Nam, based on a 
true story of a happily married couple. A tragedy to the family, when in one of the 
pregnant wife’s routine checkups, she finds out that she and possibly her unborn baby, 
is HIV positive. the couple are inconsolable, especially the husband as it is revealed 
that he had in the past extramarital sex with a woman engaged in commercial sex 
from whom he got infected with AIDS and in turn infected his wife. though constantly 
haunted by the wraith of AIDS and death, the couple endures their predicament and 
moves to forgiveness and decides to stay together to take care of their child. 

the actors from Viet Nam, with their adept acting, managed to gain emotional 
empathy from the audience. though melodramatic in form, their skill proved to  
be effective in imparting what is organic to us, as Asians and as humans.

Ho Chi Minh City Contemporary Theatre Artists 
Manila Laboratory 2005 (Manila, Philippines)

Faith in Life (Viet nam)
the tran Huu trang Cai Luong theatre showcased FAItH IN LIFe, a musical drama 
about a girl in a drug rehabilitation centre who discovers that she is HIV positive. 
Unable to sleep, she decides to escape to the city to take revenge on the people 
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who had caused her drug addiction. In her journey through the forest, she gets 
haunted by the ghosts of the people she seeks and her friends who have died of 
AIDS. Lost and exhausted, she falls in the care of an old woman who listens to her 
and offers her wisdom. this transforms the young woman who eventually makes  
her decision to return to the centre and continue her life.

Tran Huu Trang Cai Luong Theatre 
Hanoi Laboratory 2006 (Hanoi, Viet Nam)

An island of Solitude (Yunnan, china)
From People’s Republic of China’s Neng guan Performing Arts and training  
Centre of Ruili came, AN ISLAND oF SoLItUDe, a dance performance about an 
HIV/AIDS victim who struggles along the line between life and death. With his 
situation, he feels as if his soul has been exiled to an island of solitude, where his 
emotions range from fear to enduring love for life and his external senses resonate 
inwards toward self–knowing. though life may seem full of despair, he is determined 
to go with the struggle and to carry on.

Neng Guan Performing Arts & Training Centre of Ruili 
Hanoi Laboratory 2006 (Hanoi, Viet Nam)

Mae nam: The Mother of Water (Thailand)
”life is not about dying, but it’s about living.”
this abstract and diverse play blends shadow theatre, Butoh dance and  
contemporary theatre to tell a tale inspired by a true story of a young pregnant 
woman who was infected with HIV by her philandering husband. two female artists 
from thailand team up to produce a piece, with special guest appearances from eight 
members of Phare Ponleu Selpak, that will bring us through the journey of the life 
of a 27-year-old woman, Nam and her search for the meaning of survivals.

Khanda Arts & Dance Theatre 
Battambang Laboratory 2007 (Battambang, Cambodia)

See Me as Who i Am (Thailand)
this interactive performance uses physical movement and shadow theatre to lead 
you on a journey in the life of a young HIV-infected orphan. At a tender age of 13, 
Daeng, accepts his fate as he battles to continue his life in a society where knowl-
edge of HIV/AIDS is lacking and discrimination towards the infected is apparent. the 
play takes us on an emotional struggle of a child as he wrestles to be treated like 
an ordinary person in the eyes of the society and more importantly, his best friend.

Bangplay Educational Theatre Troupe
Battambang Laboratory 2007 (Battambang, Cambodia)
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 4
PROFiLing The PeRFORMing ARTS cOMMUniTY 
in MeKOng WhO ATTenDeD The LABORATORY
the Mekong Region has rich and diverse cultural forms and performing arts  
traditions that are imprinted in the collective memory of its people. It draws 
strength from a community of artists in each country - committed to revive  
traditional forms, to develop and explore contemporary forms, to train a new gener-
ation of artists and to entertain and/or educate a broader population. Many of them 
continue to make a difference by helping transform their societies and are thus a 
potential resource for social advocacy work on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS.

Many of these artists who have been part of the Laboratory have shown an 
admirable vision of their society, culture and the arts. they have been relentlessly 
forming and leading artistic troupes, building the capacities of artists through 
continuous training and education, mobilizing a community of concerned artists 
for social advocacies and inspiring fellow artists to organize their community and 
sector-based theatre troupes to empower the youth, women and others.

the Laboratory annotations provided below is a summary of the performing artists’ 
reflections and insights on their theatre practices in the Mekong sub-region.

Why do Artists create? (ReASOnS FOR TheATRe MAKing)
While the Mekong artists create for self-expression, enjoyment or out of one’s 
passion and love for the arts, or as a source of income, or to create a space for 
the world to know they exist, they also desire to help preserve traditional art 
forms and explore modern forms of expression. In thailand, where modern dance 
companies like the New Dance theatre venture into more contemporary and  
experimental forms, they continue to train in and perform their traditional dance 
forms. the Lao National Puppet theatre troupe or the Mandalay Marionette from 
Burma continuously train new generations of artists to learn the traditional  
puppetry forms from their local masters. 

Participating artists have also taken the role of communicating and re-presenting 
through various art forms what is deemed meaningful to the community. they use 
the power of creativity to educate and awaken people to find answers to their 
problems. Many groups who participated in the Laboratory deal with a lot of  
serious issues like HIV and AIDS and by using theatre to inform and educate 
people it is easier to get people’s interest because it is entertaining, too. this was 
shared by Cambodia’s Phare Ponleau Selpak theatre and Circus troupe which has 
successfully mobilized the entire community to watch its advocacy performances. 
Aside from making people understand the issues and problems, theatre reduces 
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pessimism in life through stories that give hope and motivate people to act. As  
one group put it, “It helps us understand more about ourselves and our society  
and paves the way for healing ourselves and our society.”

Like in any artistic discipline, theatre and the performing arts have in themselves 
the universal language that transcends age, race, class and gender. even without 
the use of words, people can understand because it reaches their mind and hearts. 

Although art is never neutral, the artist may choose what purpose his art seeks 
to serve. “there are those who suffer and need to be heard but are voiceless. We 
use our voice as artists to let their voices heard.” With a strong sense of social 
responsibility, Mekong artists create works that are both relevant and entertaining 
to the community. 

What are the themes and concerns tackled in their theatre? 
(MeAning & ReLeVAnce)
A lot of the themes and concerns they tackle are committed to the universal  
goal of creating a better world while addressing issues that are personal or more  
specific and relevant to the sub-region. Wandering Moon (Thailand) shares:  
“We talk about ourselves. We also want to talk about issues that might have been 
neglected or considered trivial like experiences of human relationships, homosexuality 
or gender representations of the body.” In Viet Nam, the Youth theatre group  
performs for young people on gender and sexuality issues like premarital sex,  
reflecting their own experiences and issues as well; or a play for adults about  
the different stages in a woman’s life to portray a person’s social, emotional or 
psychological development as a human being. there are also performances drawn 
from actual interactions and work with street children to depict their experiences 
of trafficking, drug abuse and violence. Across the Mekong countries, the themes 
and concerns are common: social inequality, human rights, political violence, gender 
oppression, sex trafficking, substance abuse, cybersex, safe sex, HIV and AIDS. 

For whom is their theatre? (AUDience)
the audience targeted by the theatre groups who participated is of a wide  
spectrum in society, ranging from the general public of all ages and social classes 
to specific sectors to whom the issues are most relevant. These groups have also 
shown the importance of identifying the appropriate themes and forms for  
particular audiences: rural villages and cities, high-risk people in drug rehabilitation 
programme s, people living with HIV, street children, sex workers, children,  
adolescents and elderly people.

how do they create theatre? (PROceSS)
the creative processes of the artists in making theatre share some similarities  
but can also vary in method and approach. There is no specific formula. 
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Sometimes, they get inspiration by reading a newspaper article or in the internet, 
or by listening to music, or watching a film. Observing ordinary people in daily life 
or even getting from one’s own experiences stimulate ideas for a play.

groups that are focused on advocacy performances have learned the importance 
of knowing and understanding the issues and the information. they collect and 
study the data and through discussion, they analyse the issues before coming up 
with story ideas.

Sao Soong theatre in thailand starts with a discussion of ideas for a play,  
uniting their ideas before they rehearse. “We don’t have a full script but only 
written scenes. Script is developed through improvisation. We may also change  
the script after each performance.”

Methods and approaches can be used separately or combined such as:  
drawing from personal experience, using primary research, group discussions,  
collective brainstorming for story concepts/topics/themes and exploring elements 
such as light, sound and colour, as well as music and movement. theatre groups 
also gather feedback from and consult the audience to improve their works. 

how are they the same with other groups from other countries? 
(SiMiLARiTieS)
the Mekong artists have many things in common with other groups from other 
countries in terms of history, social and cultural traditions and practices. they 
share the same experience of colonisation and going through brutal wars. Many 
cultural traditions are very similar with distinct nuances (e.g. folklore, festivities 
and performing arts). Buddhism is a common foundation with a strong influence on 
belief systems amid different religious practices. 

Artists have the passion to develop their craft and in so doing, help preserve 
their rich cultural traditions and performing arts. the constant learning of new 
skills and techniques from different performing groups, both traditional and  
contemporary, working in collaboration with other artists from within the Mekong  
region as well as with other Asian and Western art practitioners, allows fresh 
ideas and a variety of skills to enhance their performances. 

Artists have the passion to make people’s lives better by telling stories to  
improve and act on the social problems through the performing arts. there is also 
an informal solidarity of artists’ groups aspiring to use art to relate to people, to 
address socially relevant issues and to educate, entertain and inform the audience. 
this is their greatest motivation to pursue the arts and seek alternate resources 
despite the lack of financial support from government.

Finally, a common philosophical theme is one that unites mind and body.
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how are they different from the other groups from  
other countries? (DiFFeRenceS)
In as much as there are many commonalities, the differences between groups  
and cultures are also distinct and defined. There are many cultural differences  
from language to art forms, to social traits and behaviour as well as taste and 
cuisine. there are also different socio-political structures and forms of government 
(democratic, socialist, monarchy, military government). their economies and currencies 
also differ from one country to another – with great disparities in the control and 
distribution of resources.

Countries under a socialist or military government have lesser opportunities to 
exercise artistic freedom. Comparatively, though still bound by the dominant belief 
systems and cultural practices, artists in a democratic society can explore more 
freely in the themes, spaces and partnerships with different art groups, community/
sectoral-based groups, local and international Ngos.

As mentioned previously, there are differences in the nuances of approaches  
and styles of performing. opportunities for the growth and development of arts 
practice depend upon existing social structures as well as access to information, 
technology, sponsors and support – from within and outside the countries.

What are their DiFFicULTieS/chALLengeS in Theatre Making?
The difficulties and challenges faced by these theatre artists in the sub-region 
range from government control and lack of funding or support, to developing artistic 
skills that facilitate communication and understanding by a wider audience. Practical 
needs such as good theatre management and command of language are also real 
challenges they need to overcome.

For the performing groups that are administered by their government, whose 
performances are monitored, evaluated and approved first before a public showing, 
the challenge is much greater, as they risk losing their jobs or persecution. But as 
artists have learned, “We can use crisis as opportunity.”

What are the LeARningS, inSighTS & PeRSPecTiVeS they get 
from interacting/listening with other country groups (learning 
across boundary)?
the artists’ exchange provides opportunity to share feelings, ideas and perspectives 
as to the different histories, situations and performing arts of other groups and 
countries. As neighbours in the sub-region, the artists’ groups see the irony that 
although the Mekong River connects their countries and some of them speak the 
same local language, e.g. thai and Lao, they still use english, a borrowed language, 
to understand each other. 
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one important learning is that they could preserve their traditions whilst exploring 
new and contemporary forms from other artists. It was a sharing of experiences, 
stories, talents and ideas and by submerging themselves in creative work the  
process was creating a larger community of artists held together by a sense of 
purpose and camaraderie. For participants the world became a bigger place where 
friendships and partnerships can be forged for mutual growth and change. thus, 
they found strength in this solidarity. 
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 5
The MeKOng PeRFORMing ARTS cOMMUniTieS AS 
cReATiVe ALLieS FOR ADVOcAcY & SOciAL chAnge

CRoSS-BoRDeR MAPPINg, ISSUeS AND CHALLeNgeS

The Use of Theatre for Advocacy and Social  
Transformation
In many countries of the Mekong, contemporary theatre developed as a potent force 
in raising people’s consciousness in response to the socio-political resistance against 
colonial and military dictatorship. 

A growing number of local and international Ngos engaged in initiatives in the 
region and helped popularise theatre for Development 16 work. theatre and the  
performing arts have been used to communicate with and educate people from 
various sectors on a broad range of subjects including family planning, reproductive 
health, environment, drug abuse, sex trafficking, children’s rights, literacy, violence 
against women, human rights, HIV and AIDS, among others. these initiatives helped 
bring about change in both attitudes and behaviour of people.

Below is a regional mapping and inventory of groups in the gMS that utilise  
theatre to effect change. 

1. Inventory of Groups: Key Players Leaders & Prime Movers
government agencies and institutions
the Ministry of Culture in each country was tasked to implement policies and projects 
that would support the development of traditional art forms. their biggest achieve-
ment was the establishment of art colleges and universities. With limited resources 
and through bilateral partnership programmes with other countries, the Ministries have 
provided support to groups implementing small projects on cultural awareness, artistic 
experimentations, advocacy programmes, etc. these forms of support and initiatives  
by the Mekong governments vary in levels but for the most part are limited.

The local and international ngo Community
With the entry of international Ngos and donor organizations in the Mekong region, 
they have used local art forms and traditions to share knowledge and information 
on many development themes. they employed performing arts as major tools for 
community organizing, information campaigns, advocacy, training, education and  
raising of awareness on issues like HIV and AIDS, reproductive health, drug  
prevention programmes, etc. In using theatre as a tool for development work,  

16 the use of theatre used as a process and as a tool to engage people in a dialogue and to pursue development aims.
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some of these Ngos would hire professional troupes to mount issue-based  
performances around villages. others have organized community/sector-based  
performing troupes (e.g. youth, workers, children, women) doing small advocacy  
performances. As a result, more people in communities are more informed of the 
issues and realize the value of theatre for social change.

The Performing arts Community
Several troupes and individuals have initiated artistic projects on socially-relevant 
themes that are aimed to raise people’s awareness. the performing arts community 
includes:

Privately organized Arts/theatre troupes
Art Institutions/Schools (Formal & Non-Formal)
Community-based/Sectoral theatre troupes
Progressive Freelance Artist

2. theatre & Cultural Work Practice: Vision-Mission-goals
theatre and cultural work among art institutions and troupes vary in their purpose.
to summarise:

groups and institutions working for the revival, preservation and development  
of performing art traditions (both classical and modern forms) through art  
education, artistic productions and cultural exchange.
groups and institutions focusing on the development of arts in formal  
education/theatre-in-education.
groups doing experimental performances/productions with socially  
relevant themes.
groups and institutions doing organizing work to help form community-based 
theatre troupes.
groups and institutions doing “theatre for development” work through mounting  
of advocacy performances on HIV and AIDS, health, adolescent sexuality, 
family planning, reproductive health, violence against women, sex trafficking, 
children’s rights, youth leadership and participation, illiteracy, drugs, poverty, 
psycho-social traumas, environment, etc.

3. Popular Art Forms Used to effect Social Change
Ngos and performing art troupes specializing in the different theatre disciplines, 
devices, styles and techniques: 

In Cambodia, puppetry, improvisational role plays and broadcast media  
are popularly used in advocacy and public awareness raising programmes.  
traditional forms of dance are more often used as intermission numbers in Ngo 
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activities. Although community theatre is slowly gaining popularity, it has yet 
to fully develop artistically and in a sustainable manner. there are also groups 
focused on arts education and revival of cultural tradition that train students in 
Khmer classical and folkloric dance, traditional music, sculpture and other visual 
arts, shadow puppet theatre, Khmer arts, Khmer circus and Khmer  
musical orchestra.

Viet Nam’s contemporary theatre artists and troupes use various forms  
in modern theatre (musical, tragedy, western classics, monologues, comedy,  
satire) intermixed with traditional forms (opera, music, folktales). they are  
very strong on social realism inspired by French, Russian and greek classics.  
Because of strong influence from European theatre and the fact that most  
of their artists are products of formal theatre schools, they follow the more  
rigid disciplines and production styles of Western theatre. Ngo-organized  
community theatre groups often use short sketches and role plays. 

thailand’s contemporary theatre is more stylised, expressionistic, experimental 
and highly improvisational. It uses many physical and movement-based theatre 
forms (traditional dance-drama, modern dance choreographies and mask-move-
ment theatre), comedy, satire, folk wit, tales, street plays, tV soap opera-style 
productions and puppetry. The influence on artistic leaders is diverse, combining 
different styles and disciplines from Western and Asian traditions. their  
storytelling styles break conventional rules, using non-linear, juxtaposed  
narration and a personal approach. the creative process is highly participatory. 
the Ngo-based groups are mostly into community theatre work.

 In Lao PDR, many of the companies and troupes aim to preserve and promote 
Lao traditional theatre. they use folk arts, spoken drama, puppet shows and  
improvisation. Foreign plays deemed suitable to Lao context are translated. 
Myths and legends are utilized to portray contemporary issues and realities. 

Myanmar groups have marionette, comic folk opera (e.g. zat and anyeint) 
and popular media (tV soap opera, videos, comics). 
Some of the groups from China’s Yunnan province use contemporary ballet  
theatre form and creative media (e.g. films, soap opera).
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issues and challenges confronting the Mekong 
Performing Arts community engaging in Social  
Advocacy and/or Theatre for Development Work
The use of Theatre for social advocacy is still limited to few  
development agencies 17

there are still a few groups that use theatre for advocacy work and awareness  
campaigns. theatre as a strategy for advocating issues is not even an institutional 
mandate but rather a preference by only a few officers who have the artistic 
inclina tion. Local artists are not fully maximized. Development institutions have 
yet to see that partnerships will create a greater impact on the communities on 
certain issues.

the number of performing troupes and Ngos using arts for education and  
advocacy is relatively small compared to the amount of work in various fields  
of development work. their efforts can be threatened by the lack of support  
they receive. 

strict government Control & Restrictions
Under socialist and authoritarian governments (Viet Nam, Laos and Myanmar),  
all performing troupes are subject to control and strict regulations by the local 
cultural ministries. All performances undergo censorship by designated government 
bodies. In most instances, independent performing troupes would get  
directives from the government to censor some lines considered to be politically 
sensitive. Moreover, institutional support for the arts is only limited to the revival 
of traditional forms and as medium of government propaganda. this limits artists 
to develop their capacity, to produce bodies of works and to work independently. 
Any artistic initiative such as fund-raising from external sources needs government 
approval, specifically in Laos and Myanmar/Burma. This kind of political landscape 
inhibits people’s movement as well the artistic initiatives to flourish and be used 
for social advocacies. Worse, in Myanmar/Burma, the system has discouraged a 
lot of artists to create and some have been forced to flee the country for fear of 
political persecution. 

failure to Recognize the importance of and support for aesthetic  
development/artistic excellence in Theatre for development Work 
Although many recognise the potentials of theatre as an advocacy tool, there are 
those who fail to work towards artistic excellence and the development of theatre 
forms along with its advocacy work. Most of the performances have low aesthetic 
quality and a strong tendency to be too preachy and didactic, failing to instil  
critical thinking among the intended audiences. 
17  Article informed by the following sources: Espallardo, Lea Lastrilla. Creative Communities in Mekong: A Regional Profiling of the Different Cultural  

groups in the greater Mekong Sub-Region (gMS) Using Various expression & Structures to effect Social Change. A Research Commissioned by  
the Rockefeller Foundation, August 2002.
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limited artistic Capacities among issue-based/Community Theatre groups
Most issue-based community/sector theatre troupes have limited artistic  
capacities. Some development groups have also become dependent on foreign  
expertise and technical assistance. 

dealing with government Restrictions
Whilst the advocacy work among artists and international Ngos has already  
made an impact on many communities, its full effectiveness can be stifled due to 
government restrictions. However, this is where the potential of art could be used 
in creatively disseminating information without offending government. 

artistry Vis-à-vis Relevance
The challenge for groups using theatre for advocacy is finding a balance between 
aesthetics and social relevance. NGOs in this field are more focused on their  
advocacy content and need to develop their artistry. Performing artists, on the 
other hand, tend to focus on craft, form and expression while lacking a more  
critical and in-depth understanding of the issues at hand. Many advocacy  
performances turn out rather simplistic, didactic and/or merely propaganda for the 
client-sponsor they serve. In some cases, aesthetic quality is compromised to give in 
to the demands of the sponsor-funder and thus ensure their survival. 

funding support & sustainability issues
the funding partnerships assisted many of the performing groups to continue  
with their programmes. However, there have been difficulties with regard to the 
nature of these relationships and their impact on the performing groups themselves. 
Some groups are expected to cater to the agendas of these funding  
partnerships at the expense of independently developing their own craft, artistry 
and philosophical vision. 

In some countries, groups are subject to the control and monitoring of the 
government. they are not allowed to seek external grants unless coursed through 
the government, but the government’s financial support is lacking and limited. This 
hinders the groups’ further artistic growth.

some Recommendations in engaging the Performing artists in utilizing  
Theatre & Performing arts for gender, sexuality, hiV and aids advocacy
given the above issues vis-à-vis the potential of theatre and performing arts  
for advocacy on issues on gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS, the following are  
recommended:   

The need to support the Performing arts Communities
Sustainability among artists is an important issue. there is a need to support both 
the advocacy initiatives and aesthetic development of artists and theatre groups. 
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Further study, research and exposure are needed for the groups to have a deeper 
knowledge of the issues for them to be effective in their advocacy work. these  
local artists and groups should upgrade their aesthetic skills and experiment in  
developing works that are both socially relevant and artistic. 

For local and international Ngos working in Mekong countries, it is imperative  
that they tap into local artists for training community/sector-based theatre 
troupes. these groups have a better grasp of the local context, the sensibility  
and psyche of the people and the appropriate art forms to use. 

intensifying Cultural-based action Researches and documentation  
within the Region 
Initiate, encourage and support research projects that focus on the effectiveness  
of creativity and culture in gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS advocacy within the  
Region. Possible areas/topics are: 1) case studies of best practices on the use of  
arts for HIV and AIDS advocacy in the gMS; 2) developing cultural indicators for 
evaluating impact of “theatre for Development” work; 3) lessons and evaluating  
impacts achieved in employing cultural action strategies in HIV and AIDS, gender and 
sexuality advocacy; 4) translating issues to local concepts that will provide a cultural 
basis in developing advocacy programmes and/or curriculum surrounding the issue.

there is a need for baseline data or cultural research on the values, belief system 
and attitudes as well as practices of local populations towards the issues. this  
would serve as a basis for designing education and advocacy programmes using  
creative forms that are sensitive and appropriate to local culture.

encouraging grassroots Participation and support for grassroots initiatives  
to ensure Programme sustainability and local empowerment
Development interventions (using theatre or other strategies) that are  
advocacy-based have to be complemented with grassroots initiatives such as  
organizing groups, action teams and leadership formation to ensure sustainability 
and local empowerment. Support for grassroots initiatives and organizing are  
needed. Theatre for advocacy and social change would benefit immensely from 
building partnerships with local communities who will continue and sustain the  
programme on the ground level. 

support for the development of a sharper and Critical orientation in gender, 
sexuality, hiV and aids grounded on the local Context & Cultural sensitivities
there is a need to broaden artists’ perspective on gender, HIV and AIDS issues. 
Developing the orientational framework specific to GMS context must consider  
local cultural values, attitudes, beliefs and practices. the indigenisation of western 
concepts surrounding gender, sexuality, HIV and AIDS is necessary for interventions 
to be culturally sensitive and applicable. 
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exploring different levels and areas in Partnership
Artists and Ngos need to consolidate and integrate their programmes beyond the 
common practice of client-sponsor relationships. this would eliminate dependency 
and be more holistic in approach. the partnership should be two-way rather than 
“I hire you, pay you and so give me this kind of performance” that have turned 
performances into “work of dollars” instead of an authentic expression of cultural 
forms. In social advocacy, this lopsided method could over-simplify and depoliticize 
issues – reducing them to black and white, right and wrong, good and evil. In such 
didactic approach there is neither genuine dialogue nor development of the critical 
mass in the process. 

Instead of setting solid agendas that should be followed through, Ngos and cul-
tural groups should create a space where the learning process is not imposed  
on the audience but, more importantly, is generated amongst partners.

support for Capability building and skills enhancement
there is a need to fully support the development of artists so they can create art 
not for survival reasons, but for creating bodies of works that speak of aesthetic 
quality as well as social relevance. the blend of art form and content needs to be 
given attention especially in social advocacy work. In this manner, artists and  
development workers have to work hand in hand as close partners.

As an overall assessment of the cultural status and initiatives within the greater 
Mekong Sub-Region, there is a need to enhance the orientational (e.g. gender, HIV 
and AIDS issues), artistic (skills & forms) and organizational (as theatre groups) 
capacities of artists/groups so these groups can be efficiently mobilized and can 
create impact in and around the sub-region. theatre for social advocacy should be 
employed not in a fragmented, but rather holistic manner. Performers need to have 
better understanding of the issues they tackle onstage. Ngos need to appreciate 
the language of arts and aim to achieve high level of artistry in advocacy  
performances. their organizational and management skills should be developed for  
efficient delivery of projects. This can be done by providing them avenues for  
cultural exchange, more opportunities for learning and capacity building and access 
to resources. Moreover, the development of the capacities of these artists will no 
longer make Ngos dependent on external or foreign artists to train local groups.

audience development and mobilization
All efforts in building the capacity of the artists and developing innovative work is 
wasted without the support from the audience. Developing a programme on arts 
appreciation can be key in preparing audiences for performances that are  
both entertaining and attuned to the issues and social realities of the times. 
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there is also need to create a dialogue between artists and audiences  
where the latter can actively participate in the creative process and thus inform 
artists how their work can be more relevant and effective. Audiences can also be 
mobilised as resource and partner in developing performing arts for advocacies  
and thus gain the support of the people. 

documenting works and processes of theatre and performance making
With the increasing number of performing groups producing advocacy work, there  
is a need to document the theatre production process, including creating ideas,  
conducting research, artists’ education and skills training, developing the dramaturgy, 
performing and evaluating. Although there had been efforts to do audio-visual  
and other multi-media forms of documentation of these processes, artists need  
to be encouraged to document their experiences either through journals, reports, 
manuals or in whatever form that can best sum up the lessons gained from their 
creative practices.
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 6
UnDeRSTAnDing genDeR AnD SexUALiTY:  
MeAningS AnD DeFiniTiOnS 18

What is gender?
In understanding gender and sexuality issues, the first thing to do is to know the  
meaning of these concepts. Men and women are differentiated by sex and gender.

sex refers to the physiological and biological difference between males and  
females. These differences are fixed at birth and do not vary among human populations. 
The most significant sex differences in humans relate to menstruation, pregnancy and 
breastfeeding in females and the production of sperm in males.19 

gender refers to the socially defined characteristics, traits, behaviour, opportunities 
and expectations associated with being male or female in a particular social setting  
at a particular time. A person’s gender behaviour is affected by social or cultural  
expectations. these expectations come from the idea that certain qualities and there-
fore roles are “natural” for women, while other qualities and roles are “natural” for men.

male - masculine
female - feminine

the rich variety of social arrangement that exists in a society suggests that  
biological sex alone cannot explain the differing gender roles.

Where does gender come from?
gender roles assigned to men and women have been dictated by society, hence,  
they are socially constructed. It varies and changes over time, across class and  
across cultures. 

gender expectations also vary in degree among different social classes within  
the same ethnic group. 

Gender role socialization also defines what are appropriate masculine and  
feminine sexual roles and behaviours, which are reinforced through cultural  
symbols, norms, social institutions and internalized self-images.

gender relationships are personal as well as political. It is personal because an 
individual takes on gender roles that define who s/he is, what s/he does and how 

19 Corner, Lorraine, A gender Approach to the Advancement of Women (Handout and Notes for gender Workshops).

18  Article informed by following sources: 
Canadian Council for International Cooperation. two Halves Make a Whole. Balancing gender Relations in Development. ottawa: CCIC, 1991. 
Corner, Lorraine, A gender Approach to the Advancement of Women (Handout and Notes for gender Workshops) 
UNIFeM east and South east Asia, Bangkok 
Dionisio, eleanor. More Alike than Different: Women, Men and gender as Social Constructions. occasional Paper No. 3. Manila: NCRFW, 1983. 
Mackenzie, L. on our Feet. taking Steps to Challenge Women’s oppression. IIZ/DVV Supplement to Adult education and Development Number 41. Bonn, 
germany: Des Deutschen Volkshochschul-Verbandes, 1993. 
World Health organisation, Department of Reproductive Health and Research Family and Community Health. transforming Health Systems: gender  
and Rights in Reproductive Health, 2001.
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s/he thinks of her/himself. It is political because gender roles and norms are 
maintained and reinforced by social institutions. therefore, questioning these 
means challenging the society to change.

Because these gender differentiations are learned, they can also be  
deconstructed and changed.

the social construction of gender roles has led to gender stereotyping acquired 
through what is called the SoCIALIZAtIoN or the geNDeRINg PRoCeSS. 

What is sexuality?
Sexuality is defined by its 5 major components/elements. Sexuality includes:

our BoDIeS and how they work
our geNDeRS which refers to being male or female/femininity and masculinity
our geNDeR IDeNtItY which refers to our feelings being male or female.  
It is about who we are and who we want to be.
our SexUAL oRIeNtAtIoN which refers to being homosexual (gay/lesbian), 
heterosexual, bisexual, asexual etc. Also refers to our sexual preferences.
our VALUeS about life, love and the people in our lives. 

thus, sexuality is the totality of the human person.  
It is the totality of our personhood. 

As Dr. Michael tan 20 wrote: 

“Sexuality is about people with intentions and motives. Sexuality is desire,  
wants, overlapping with other spheres of life. We want someone because we  
love him/her. We want someone to have children with. We want someone  
because having him/her raises our social status. Sexuality is inscribed in the  
individual, in our bodies and what we do with our bodies, from tattoos to  
brand-name watches.”21

20  Michael L. tan, Ph.D. is a medical anthropologist and currently the chairperson of the Department of Anthropology at the University of the  
Philippines. He is also a member of the Southeast Asian Consortium on gender, Sexuality and Health. Dr. tan served as consultant-resource person on 
gender, Sexuality and Sexual Health Issues in the gMS during the Mekong Performing Arts Laboratory 2005-2008.

21  Michael L. tan, Ph.D, “Challenges for Researching Cross-Border Sexuality in the gMS and Beyond”, a paper delivered during the Workshop on  
Cross-Border Sexuality in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region in Kunming, China from February 14-18, 2002.
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Sexuality is an integral part of life. It is not just about sex or any  
observable sexual act.

Sexuality is a gendered concept. It is very much tied up with the issue of  
“femininity” and “masculinity”. It cannot be treated as a universal concept.  
Meanings vary across specific cultures, contexts and history.

Sexuality is not a constant variable. It is not static.
It is socially and culturally defined. they are often a function of cultures  
(e.g. religion, tradition, science or medical culture, etc.) and/or social factors  
(class, ethnicity, race, etc.)
it is shaped by time, place and identity.22

it can be reshaped, reinvented, negotiated and renegotiated.23

The social Construction of sexuality
the social construction of sexuality refers to the process by which sexual  
thoughts, behaviours and conditions (for instance, virginity) are interpreted  
and given cultural meaning.24

It integrates individual and collective beliefs about the body in terms of what  
is deemed erotic or offensive, or what and with whom it is proper or improper  
for men and women (depending on their age and other attributes) to do or to  
say about sexuality.25

the social construction of sexuality acknowledges the important role of  
women’s and men’s bodies in their sexuality, but also looks carefully at how specific 
meanings and beliefs about sexuality are generated and applied within historical  
and cultural contexts.26

sexuality in the asian Context
Sexuality functions as the site of imposition, contestation and transformation  
of certain identities in Asia – historically and even in contemporary contexts.  
Sexual and gender identities are played out differently in many Asian contexts;  
at the levels of nation, ethnicity, class and individualities.

22 Ibid.
23 Ibid.
24  World Health organization, Department of Reproductive Health and Research Family and community Health,  

transforming Health Systems: gender and Rights in Reproductive Health. 2001, p.º51.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid. 
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there are two points of views in viewing sexuality:
Viewing sexuality in the health paradigm 
Viewing sexuality within a framework of power and rights

In gMS, there has been an increased work on sexuality in the last decade  
primarily because of the spread of HIV/AIDS and also of other reproductive health 
programmes (e.g. family planning, etc.).

People’s understanding of sexuality is culturally conditioned and changes  
over time. the relationships between the constructs of gender and sexuality  
are strong, but many theorists believe that they are connected but not identical  
systems of meaning.27

27 Ibid, p52.
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 7
LeARning AnD BUiLDing AWAReneSS  
ThROUgh inTegRATeD TheATRe ARTS 28

“the PetA Integrated theatre Arts Workshop was originally based on the  
philosophy of theatre as a space for ideas, the arts as a medium for the 
unleashing of the individual’s creativity or gold mine and as potent vehicle to 
strengthen cultural identity. the art forms are introduced in an integrated 
manner weaving in their common elements and organizational principles to  
communicate a message or idea. Here, the elements of the arts and the  
different art forms are discovered, explored and utilized to create collectively 
devised integrated showcases, theatre projects and production."29 

A core subject area of the integrated theatre arts is Creative drama  
which uses improvisational theatre to draw out the participants’ creativity and 
imagination. Creative Writing sessions provide non-writers with tools to create  
poems and stories in written or oral form. Visual arts explores the artistic  
elements of design that enhance skills in imagery using simple materials and  
techniques. 

Creative sounds and music introduces the power of sound and music for  
expression and communication and lets participants explore beyond conventional 
means. body movement exercises help participants become aware of their body’s 
potential and capacity to communicate through gestures and mimetic movement. 
group Dynamics through games and process-oriented activities facilitate interaction 
among participants towards trust-building, sensitivity and camaraderie.

the integrated theatre arts workshop begins with processes meant to release  
inhibitions and help participants feel at ease with each other. Warm-up exercises 
and “release” games stimulate the senses of the participants and make them  
aware of their creative potentials. As the workshop progresses, the participants 
can explore their new-found knowledge, skills and capacities and with further  
guidance from the facilitator, they select, master and apply these in their  
showcases and performances.

Release, Awareness, exploration, Selection, Mastery and Application or RAeSMA 
“is a deconstruction of the creative process in learning theatre arts.”30 It serves as 
a guide for both facilitator and learner to discern the stage of the group’s creative 

29  Quoted from Lutgardo L. Labad, one of the co-authors of A Continuing Narrative on the Philippine theatre: the Story of PetA  
(Philippine educational theatre Association), Quezon City, Philippines: PetA, 2008, p.195.  

30  Quoted from Nanette Matilac, Ibid, p.205.

28  Article informed by the following sources: 
Fajardo, Brenda and topacio, Soxy. Basic Integrated theatre Arts Workshop (BItAW): PetA theatre Workshop Manual Series 1. Quezon City, Philippines: PetA, 1989. 
Cabangon, Ma. gloriosa, Fajardo, Brenda, et.al. A Continuing Narrative on the Philippine theatre: the Story of PetA (Philippine educational theatre Association), Quezon City,  
Philippines: PetA, 2008. 
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process in the workshop. However, these stages do not necessarily follow a linear 
track and may overlap in a dynamic or non-linear way.

basic elements of artistic expression
the integrated theatre arts is based on the assumption that all art forms have 
the same elements of art, however, these differ with varying mediums. there are 
eight basic elements of art: space, line, shape, sound, texture, colour, movement 
and rhythm.

SPACe is the field in which the artist works with to enable us to see the ideas 
being expressed. A visual artist uses the paper or canvas in which the other 
elements are placed; to a musician it comes in between sound and silence, 
while to the actor it is both his inner space (thoughts and feelings) and the 
outer space (the world where he moves around).
 LINe is created from one point to another in the artist’s movement,  
position, gestures, posture and manner of talking etc. It shows direction,  
motion and speed. through a combination of these qualities, different lines  
are created: straight, curved and jagged. 
SHAPe is formed by lines. It varies in form. geometric shapes are formed  
using straight lines. organic or biomorphic shapes are formed using round,  
soft, irregular lines.
 textURe refers to the quality of surfaces: roughness or smoothness.  
Texture may be shown visually or may be perceived in music. A bamboo flute 
makes a different sound from a metal flute. Characters may also have texture, 
for example, a teenager differs from an elderly person. 
 CoLoUR is also used to express feelings and impressions. It is also culture 
specific, where people’s particular colour taste is developed by the way  
they live.
 MoVeMeNt refers to the energy impulses inherent in the form. It interacts 
with the outside world, creating tension and relaxation.
 RHYtHM provides the pulse of life of the art work. the rhythm changes  
according to the emotion or situation. 

these elements are parts that interact to complete the whole. Combining these 
elements create the art form that presents a particular message depending on  
how the parts are used. 

the subject areas of the integrated theatre arts workshop combine these  
elements from simple to complex exercises to help participants unleash their  
creativity, perceptivity and sensitivity. 
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 8
guidelines for creating a Three-Dimensional 
character 31

In creating a character, it is important to understand the multi-dimensional nature 
of a human being. Characters can be good or bad, happy or sad, black or white,  
but can also be within the range of these opposites. In other words, no person is 
completely bad or completely good and the more interesting character is one who 
has both qualities.

In creating a compelling character for drama, it is not enough to portray what  
a person is or to show what he/she does. More important is how to make the  
audience understand why the character is the way he/she is, why he/she acts  
as he/she does and why he/she speaks the words he/she says.

A person is the sum total of his/her physical make-up and the influences  
that his/her environment exerts upon her. She possesses three dimensions:  
the physiological, the sociological and the psychological.

31 Lajos egri, the Art of Dramatic Writing.

PhYSiOLOgY

Sex
Age
Height and weight
Colour of hair, eyes, skin
Posture
Appearance: good-looking,  
over or underweight, clean or neat, 
way of dressing, bearing
Defects: deformities,  
birthmarks and diseases
Heredity: congenital disease  
or sickness
Manner of talking
Abilities: languages spoken,  
talents, etc.

SOciOLOgY

Class: lower, middle, upper
occupation: type of work, hours  
of work, condition of work, union  
or non-union member
education: level, type of school, 
marks, aptitudes, illiterate or schooled
Home life: parents living. 
earning power, orphan, parents  
are separated or divorced, parents’ 
habits and mental development
Religion: practising, non-practising, 
fanatical
Race, nationality
Place in community leader, follower
Political affiliation: active, uninvolved
Hobbies, books, newspapers,  
magazines read
Circle of friends  

PSYchOLOgY

Sex life
Moral standards
Personal premise, ambitions,  
inspirations
Frustrations, disappointments
temperament: choleric, easygoing, 
pessimistic, optimistic
Attitude toward life: resigned,  
aggressive, defeatist
Complexes: obsessions, inhibitions, 
traumas, phobias, superstitions,  
extrovert, introvert, ambivert
Qualities: imagination, judgment, taste
Ideologies, philosophies
I.Q.  
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Facilitator’s Reference no. 9
PRinciPLeS OF cOMPOSiTiOn OR ORgAnizATiOn 
OF The ARTiSTic eLeMenTS 32

the principles of composition, sometimes referred to as the organization of the 
artistic elements, serve to show HoW these elements are brought together and 
created into an art form. 

SeLeCtIVItY refers to the choice of the elements of artistic expression  
to use (line, shape, colour, texture, sound, movement and rhythm) to obtain 
specific qualities needed to express an idea or concept.
VARIAtIoN is how the over-all theme of the art form is carried through its 
different parts with variants of the same theme. Contrast helps magnify the 
difference and highlights a point.
FoCUS gives emphasis on a point to direct the audience’s attention to a particular 
idea. to do this, subordination of other parts of the art form is necessary for 
one part to be emphasized. 
BALANCe gives a sense of equality of weight, attention or attraction of the 
various elements within the composition to achieve unity. Proportion refers  
to the relation of two things in size, number, or degree, which is necessary  
in balancing weights, as for example, in choosing how many elements and  
how much of them should be used in creating an art work.
DYNAMISM is created through the interaction of the elements, providing tension 
exerted between one another. Since each element placed on the work provides 
movement, or the suggestion of action, this helps in the dynamic relationship  
of the parts.
LogIC refers to the basis or reason for the elements to exist. the form is the 
logical result of the function for which it is created. For example, in designing 
for theatre there should be a reason for putting a tree on stage. If it is not 
essential to the play or has no function, it has no reason to be there.
UNItY reflects on the relationship between the individual parts and the  
whole of a composition. the main objective in creating a form is to achieve 
unity and harmony.
CLARItY is important in making ideas and form comprehensible in its  
conception and creation. this is achieved when unnecessary and unclear  
elements are taken out.

32  Article informed by the following source: 
Fajardo, Brenda and topacio, Soxy. Basic Integrated theatre Arts Workshop (BItAW): PetA theatre Workshop Manual Series 1. Quezon City, Philippines: PetA, 1989. 
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Facilitator Reference no. 10
genDeR, SexUALiTY AnD hiV/AiDS
A major issue that comes up in any discourse on gender and sexuality is the  
HIV/AIDS epidemic that has plagued our planet for more than two decades now. 
Medical information of the spread and transmission of HIV/AIDS have been dissemi-
nated all around the world. The social significance and impact of the spread of this 
disease, however, has been determined by varying, mostly clashing viewpoints, largely 
influenced by religious, cultural and political beliefs concerning gender and sexuality. 
Because the mode of transmission of HIV/AIDS virus is most commonly sexual, all 
issues concerning gender and sexuality have been the main sources of debate and 
hostility. It is therefore important for the artist dealing with gender and sexuality 
advocacy to confront these issues raised by the HIV/AIDS phenomenon. 

the issue is an urgent one, especially in the Mekong region where millions of lives 
are at risk. Statistical information on the rate of HIV/AIDS transmission in Southeast 
Asia demands immediate attention. Meanwhile, major factors that affect the spread 
of the disease are deeply embedded in the religious, cultural and political values of 
different societies. these values are mainly concerned with gender and sexuality.

Each country/culture/society has specific cultural and religious beliefs that will 
be challenged by the spread of this disease. the artist needs to know full well  
the implications of confronting these values in preparing for theatre performances 
advocating the issues. 

the artist should realize that there are several levels of consciousness operating 
in any theatre performance. Members of the audience may perceive the performance 
differently, with much of their reaction resulting from their cultural, religious and 
political beliefs. the challenge to the artist is how to strike a perfect balance of 
confronting these prevailing beliefs that contribute to the continued spread of the 
epidemic with being able to utilise the same cultural infrastructure to address the 
burning issues of the community.

Artists should also be aware of levels of power in the community. they must 
identify specific power holders that may need to be confronted in addressing  
gender and sexuality and their implications in the spread of disease. Institutions 
and individuals in power usually decide for the societies they control. their religious, 
cultural and political standpoints may need to be confronted in various ways. It 
is important to conduct an intensive social investigation of the target community. 
Many times, the performance could alienate several power-holders and without the 
support of the rest of the members of the community, it may be difficult for the 
artist to make any further headway.
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In the artistic field, approaching the delicate issues of gender and sexuality 
stresses the need for avoiding sweeping judgements on the prevailing religious and 
cultural structures already in place in any specific social setting. Demonising several 
individuals or institutions are a form of stereotyping that do not in any way resolve 
the divided views on such urgent issues. 

to help the advocacy artist clarify the issues of gender and sexuality and HIV/
AIDS, here are excerpts from geeta Rao gupta (PhD)’s plenary address to the 
13th International AIDS Conference in Durban South Africa in 2000, which clearly 
present the inextricable connection of HIV/AIDs and issues of gender and sexuality. 
While instance cited in this article are culled from sources from around the world, 
it may help the advocacy artist to conduct similar social investigations in their  
specific area of concern.

"The What, the Why & the how"
Plenary Address given by geeta Rao gupta, Ph.D.

xIIIth International AIDS Conference,
Durban, South Africa,
July 12, 2000

We have known for at least a decade that gender and sexuality are significant 
factors in the sexual transmission of HIV and we now know that they also influence 
treatment, care and support. Both terms, nevertheless, continue to remain  
misunderstood and inappropriately used.

Gender and Sexuality defined
gender is not a synonym for sex. It refers to the widely shared expectations and 

norms within a society about appropriate male and female behaviour, characteristics 
and roles. It is a social and cultural construct that differentiates women from men 
and defines the ways in which women and men interact with each other.

Gender is a culture-specific construct—there are significant differences in what 
women and men can or cannot do in one culture as compared to another. But what 
is fairly consistent across cultures is that there is always a distinct difference  
between women’s and men’s roles, access to productive resources and decision-
making authority. typically, men are seen as being responsible for the productive 
activities outside the home while women are expected to be responsible for  
reproductive and productive activities within the home. Further to this we know 
from over twenty years of research, that women have less access over and control 
of productive resources than men—resources such as income, land, credit and  
education. While the extent of this difference varies considerably from one culture 
to the next, it almost always persists (Sivard et al. 1995; Buvinic 1995).
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Sexuality is distinct from gender yet intimately linked to it. It is the social  
construction of a biological drive. An individual’s sexuality is defined by whom  
one has sex with, in what ways, why, under what circumstances and with what 
outcomes. It is more than sexual behaviour; it is a multidimensional and dynamic 
concept. Explicit and implicit rules imposed by society, as defined by one’s gender, 
age, economic status, ethnicity and other factors influence an individual’s sexuality 
(Zeidenstein and Moore 1996; Dixon Mueller 1993).

At the centre at which I work, we talk about the components of sexuality as  
the Ps of sexuality— practices, partners, pleasure/pressure/pain and procreation.  
The first two refer to aspects of behavior— how one has sex and with whom;  
while the others refer to the underlying motives. But we have learned through data 
gathered over many years that there is an additional P of sexuality that is the most 
important—power. the power underlying any sexual interaction, heterosexual  
or homosexual, determines how all the other Ps of sexuality are expressed and 
experienced. Power determines whose pleasure is given priority and when, how 
and with whom sex takes place. each component of sexuality is closely related to 
the other but the balance of power in a sexual interaction determines its outcome 
(Weiss and Rao gupta 1998).

Power is fundamental to both sexuality and gender. the unequal power balance 
in gender relations that favours men, translates into an unequal power balance in 
heterosexual interactions, in which supersedes female pleasure and men have greater 
control than women over when, where and how sex takes place.

An understanding of individual sexual behaviour, male or female, thus, necessitates 
an understanding of gender and sexuality as constructed by a complex interplay of 
social, cultural and economic forces that determine the distribution of power.

Research supported by ICRW and conducted by researchers worldwide has  
identified the different ways in which the imbalance in power between women and 
men in gender relations curtails women’s sexual autonomy and expands male sexual 
freedom, thereby increasing women’s and men’s risk and vulnerability to HIV  
(Weiss and Rao gupta 1998; de Bruyn et al. 1995; Heise and elias 1995). Let me  
first briefly go through the factors associated with women’s vulnerability to HIV.

Women’s Vulnerability
First, in many societies there is a culture of silence that surrounds sex that dictates 
that “good” women are expected to be ignorant about sex and passive in sexual  
interactions. This makes it difficult for women to be informed about risk reduction 
or, even when informed, makes it difficult for them to be proactive in negotiating 
safer sex (Carovano 1992).
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Second, the traditional norm of virginity for unmarried girls that exists in  
many societies, paradoxically, increases young women’s risk of infection because it 
restricts their ability to ask for information about sex out of fear that they  
will be thought to be sexually active.

Virginity also puts young girls at risk of rape and sexual coercion in high  
prevalence countries because of the erroneous belief that sex with a virgin can 
cleanse a man of infection and because of the erotic imagery that surrounds the 
innocence and passivity associated with virginity. In addition, in cultures where 
virginity is highly valued, research has shown that some young women practice 
alternative sexual behaviours, such as anal sex, in order to preserve their virginity, 
although these behaviours may place them at increased risk of HIV (Weiss,  
Whelan and Rao gupta 2000).

third, because of the strong norms of virginity and the culture of silence that 
male pleasure surrounds sex, accessing treatment services for sexually transmitted 
diseases can be highly stigmatizing for adolescent and adult women (Weiss, Whelan 
and Rao gupta 2000; de Bruyn et al. 1995).

Fourth, in many cultures because motherhood, like virginity, is considered to be 
a feminine ideal, using barrier methods or non-penetrative sex as safer sex options 
presents a significant dilemma for women (Heise and Elias 1995; UNAIDS 1999).

Fifth, women’s economic dependency increases their vulnerability to HIV.  
Research has shown that the economic vulnerability of women makes it more likely 
that they will exchange sex for money or favours, less likely that they will succeed 
in negotiating protection and less likely that they will leave a relationship that they 
perceive to be risky (Heise and elias 1995; Mane, Rao gupta and Weiss 1994;  
Weiss and Rao gupta 1998).

And finally, the most disturbing form of male power, violence against women,  
contributes both directly and indirectly to women’s vulnerability to HIV. In  
population-based studies conducted worldwide, anywhere from 10 to over  
50 percent of women report physical assault by an intimate partner. And one  
third to one-half of physically abused women also report sexual coercion  
(Heise, ellsberg and gottemoeller 1999).

men’s Vulnerability
Let us move on now to the way in which the unequal power balance in gender  
relations increases men’s vulnerability to HIV infection, despite, or rather because 
of, their greater power.

First, prevailing norms of masculinity that expect men to be more knowledgeable 
and experienced about sex, put men, particularly young men, at risk of infection 
because such norms prevent them from seeking information or admitting their lack 
of knowledge about sex or protection and coerce them into experimenting with sex 
in unsafe ways and at a young age, to prove their manhood (UNAIDS 1999).
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Second, in many societies worldwide it is believed that variety in sexual partners 
is essential to men’s nature as men and that men will seek multiple partners for 
sexual release—a hydraulic model of male sexuality that seriously challenges the 
effectiveness of prevention messages that call for fidelity in partnerships or a  
reduction in the number of sexual partners (Mane, Rao gupta and Weiss 1994; 
Heise and elias 1995).

third, notions of masculinity that emphasize sexual domination over women as a 
defining male characteristic contribute to homophobia and the stigmatization of men 
who have sex with men. the stigma and fear that result force men who have sex 
with men to keep their sexual behaviour secret and deny their sexual risk, thereby 
increasing their own risk as well as the risk of their partners, female or male  
(UNAIDS 1999).

Fourth, men in many societies are socialized to be self-reliant, not to show their 
emotions and not to seek assistance in times of need or stress (WHo 1999). this 
expectation of invulnerability associated with being a man runs counter to the  
expectation that men should protect themselves from potential infection and  
encourages the denial of risk.

overall, these manifestations of traditional notions of masculinity are strongly  
associated with a wide range of risk-taking behaviour. For example, a national 
survey of adolescent males aged 15 to 19 in the U.S. found that young men who 
adhered to traditional views of manhood were more likely to report substance use, 
violence, delinquency and unsafe sexual practices (Courtenay 1998).

Power imbalance and hiV/aids
In addition to increasing the vulnerability of women and men to HIV, the power 

imbalance that defines gender relations and sexual interactions also affects women  
s access to and use of services and treatments. For example, the tanzanian study 
conducted by Maman, Mbwambo and colleagues (1999) found that there were  
gender differences in the decision-making that led to the use of HIV voluntary 
counseling and testing services.

Women's social and economic vulnerability and gender inequality also lie at the 
root of their painful experiences in coping with the stigma and discrimination  
associated with HIV infection. HIV positive women bear a double burden: they are 
infected and they are women. In many societies being socially ostracized,  
marginalized and even killed are very real potential consequences of exposing one's 
HIV status. Yet, HIV testing is a critical ingredient for receiving treatment or for 
accessing drugs to prevent the transmission of HIV from a woman to her child.
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32  Article informed by the following source:  
http://www.icrw.org/docs/durban_hivaids_speech700.pdf) as of oct 13, 2009

overcoming inequality 32

How is one to overcome these seemingly insurmountable barriers of gender and 
sexual inequality? How can we change the cultural norms that create these  
damaging, even fatal, gender disparities and roles? An important first step is to 
recognize, understand and publicly discuss the ways in which the power imbalance 
in gender and sexuality fuels the epidemic.

There has been a definite shift in the international public and political rhetoric 
on HIV/AIDS over the last two years. The dominant discourse now reflects an  
increased acknowledgment of the role that gender plays in fueling the epidemic. 
Unfortunately, aside from a few exceptions, such public discourse on sex and  
sexuality is still invisible. there is an urgent need to break that silence because  
we know that talking openly about sex is the first step to reducing denial and 
bringing about acceptance of our collective vulnerability.

In contrast, public health discourse, as seen in scientific journals and forums, 
 reflects definite progress in understanding the importance of both gender and  
sexuality. But because this increased understanding is fueled in large part by 
the need to interpret the dynamics of the AIDS epidemic, the analysis of gender 
and sexuality is situated firmly within a framework of disease. Sexuality as seen 
through the public health prism, therefore, is still a potential determinant of ill 
health and little else. As a result, safer sex is the mainstream theme within this 
discourse, while sexual health, pleasure and rights remain on the margins.

to effectively address the intersection between HIV/AIDS and gender and  
sexuality requires that interventions should, at the very least, not reinforce  
damaging gender and sexual stereotypes. Many of our past and, unfortunately, 
some of our current efforts, have fostered a predatory, violent, irresponsible  
image of male sexuality and portrayed women as powerless victims or as  
repositories of infection. this poster, in which a sex worker is portrayed as a  
skeleton, bringing the risk of death to potential clients, is an example of the  
latter which, from experience we can predict, probably succeeded in doing little 
other than stigmatizing sex workers, thereby increasing their vulnerability to  
infection and violence. there are many other examples of such damaging  
educational materials. A particularly common type is one that exploits a macho  
image of men to sell condoms. No amount of data on the increase in condom sales 
is going to convince me that such images are not damaging in the long run. Any 
gains achieved by such efforts in the short-term are unlikely to be sustainable  
because they erode the very foundation on which AIDS prevention is based  
responsible, respectful, consensual and mutually satisfying sex.

http://www.icrw.org/docs/durban_hivaids_speech700.pdf
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approaches that empower
At the other end of the continuum far away from programmes that foster  
damaging gender stereotypes are programmes that seek to empower women or free 
women and men from the impact of destructive gender and sexual norms. these are 
programmes that empower women by improving their access to information, skills, 
services and technologies, but also go further to encourage participation in decision-
making and create a group identity that becomes a source of power a group identity 
separate from that of the family because for many women the family is often the 
social institution that enforces strict adherence to existing gender norms. 

We now have two international blueprints the Cairo Agenda and the Beijing 
Platform for Action that delineate the specific policy actions that are essential 
for assuring women's empowerment. Since governments worldwide have committed 
to these blueprints, it would be useful for the HIV/AIDS community to join hands 
with the international women's community to hold governments accountable for their 
promises by ensuring that the actions recommended in these documents are imple-
mented. Creating a supportive policy and legislative context for women is crucial for 
containing the spread of the HIV/AIDS epidemic and mitigating its impact.

moving ahead
It is clear that the sensitive, transformative and empowering approaches to gender 
and sexuality that I have just outlined are not mutually exclusive. they must occur 
simultaneously and efforts should be made to expand the portfolio of options within 
each category.

In this, as in other AIDS programming, we need a multi-pronged approach. We 
must continue to address the differing needs and concerns of women and men, while 
we work on altering the status quo in gender relations, in minor and major ways.

As we look to the future, let us be alert to the potential impediments to our 
success. Let us ensure that new, promising HIV/AIDS biomedical technologies, such 
as vaccines, which have the potential for making a substantial dent in the epidemic, 
are not impeded by entrenched gender barriers. Let us acknowledge that no  
biomedical technology is ever gender-neutral. to ensure equal access for all, women 
and men, girls and boys, we must work hard now, way before these technologies 
are ready for use, to identify the potential gender-specific constraints to their use 
and find ways to overcome them.

And let us work together to fight against two commonly held beliefs that  
continue to stand in the way of our efforts. The first mistaken belief is that  
empowering women will disempower men. this is not true. empowering women is not 
a zero-sum game. Power is not a finite concept. More power to one invariably, in 
the long term, means more power to all. empowering women empowers households, 
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communities and entire nations. And the second is the fear that changing gender 
roles to equalize the gender power balance conflicts with the value of multicultur-
alism and diversity. In point of fact, by changing gender roles what is being altered 
is not a society  s culture but rather its customs typically based on an interpretation 
of culture. I believe that customs and practices that seek to subordinate women and 
trap men in damaging patterns of sexual behaviour are based on a biased interpreta-
tion of culture that serves narrow interests. We know that the customs and prac-
tices associated with male and female roles and sexuality in many societies today 
are compromising the rights and freedoms of individuals and promoting a cycle of 
illness and death. this must stop. there can be no more powerful reason for change; 
gender roles that disempower women and give men a false sense of power are killing 
our young and our women and men in their most productive years. this must change. 
that is the message that must be communicated without any caveats, ifs, or buts. 
thank you.
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Facilitator's Reference no. 11
gUiDeLineS On nARRATiVe BUiLDing

setting the objectives
What do you want to say about the issue, as an individual or as a group?  
Why do you think it is relevant? What purpose does it serve?

knowing the material
How well do you know and understand the subject? What information and facts  
do you need to know about the subject? Do you need more research (through  
interviews, immersion or secondary sources)? Are there existing plays or performances 
on the same subject?

knowing the audience
Is there a specific target audience or do you aim to perform to the general public? 
Do you think they can relate to what you want to say? Is the language appropriate? 
How many are expected to watch? Where will the performance be held?  
Do you plan to have a forum/discussion after the performance?

developing the idea
Which characters can best carry out the main premises of your story?  
What situations would these characters be confronting? Does your production 
present conflicting views? How do you want to end the story? Why?  
Does the story achieve your objective?

Choosing the art form or staging device
How can the message be communicated through the art form or staging device?  
Do you have the necessary skills required of the art form or staging device?  
Which would be a more effective genre for you target audience/s?  
Would you experiment on new forms or revive a traditional art form? Why?
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Facilitator's Reference no. 12
BUiLDing The PLOT 33

exposition: disclosure of background story or information about previous  
events or the present situation of the characters that the audience needs  
to know in order to understand the ensuing action of the story.

Inciting Incident: a starting event disturbs the stability of situation and  
begins the action.

Conflict: the major dramatic problem in the play, the series of clash of forces 
(characters) that moves the action and reveals the direction of the story.

Complications: twists and turns in the main conflict that changes the path  
of action.

Crisis: the major turning point in the story; the escalation of the main  
conflict that pushes characters to make decisions, which are often irreversible  
and therefore, intensify the dramatic action. 

Suspense: the effect that crises in the story may have on the audience. that feeling 
of uncertainty and tension, which will eventually determine the ensuing outcome.

Climax: the highest point of a series of crises which involves discovery or revelation. 
this plot point may be an opportunity to instigate major reversals (or twists) in the 
story as well. the climax reveals the inevitable end of the story

Resolution: the conclusion of the story  
where established conflicts are resolved.

33  Article informed by the following source:  
Lajos egri. the Art of Dramatic Writing. New York: Simon Schuster, 1946.
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